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TATELY HOMES COLLECTION BY BAKER FURNITURE, Exacting
reproluctions o! ,upnrb antiqttes, no"h piece the prized treasure ol o nobln*on
anl still hournd in a great Stately Home. Thn rollnction is selectel by inter-
national antiques authority Sir HumplornyV"knf i"ld, Bt,, to be ,nprodurnd
with the uL;ll of BoLnr's f inest ,rof tr*nn.This Bolr", Stately Ho*n, Col-

lection isauail"bln through the tine /urnitttrn ord lepartment storet littnd bnlo*.
You are inuitel to snrl $IO.OO f o, o Stately Homes Collection Catalogun.

The Baker Stately Homes Collection
may be seen at these fine stores.

Allbama
Oxford Furniture
Calleries, Birmingham
Townhouse Galleries.
Decatut
Wallington Inreriors,
Mob;le

Alaska
Nerlands, Anchoroge

Arkensas
Strawn's. Little Iiock
Arizona
Barr.*s. Plopnir

Californta
Cannell & Chaffin.
Los Angeles
Glabman, Los Angeles

Contrecticut
W.K. English. lnc..
Hamden
Puritan Furniture.
West HatJord

Colorado
Howard Lorton.
Denver and
Colorcdo Springs

Dictrict of
Columbia
Wood*atd & Lorhrop

Florida
Robb & Stucky,
Altamonte Springs
Worrell's. Paln Beach

Georgia
Maggies, Sat'annah
Rich's. Atlanra
Mathews. Arlanra

Louisiana
Friend Piper &
Mulkey, Shret eporr
Hurwkz Minrz.
Neu, Orl"ans
McKay's, Baton Rouge

Maryland
lnteriors Ltd.,
Bethesda
Shofers, Baltimore

Me6sachustts
Jordan Marsh, Boston
Paine s. Eoston

Michigan
Jacobsoni srores.
Dertoit

Minnesota
Gabberr's.
MinnecPolis

Mierieelppi
Fine Arts. JacLson

New Jersey
Greenbaum Bros-.
Patetson and

Oregon
Edvrins of Lloyd
Center. Porr/and

Pennsylvania
O'Neill & Bishop.

Furniture. Scranron

Ph;l",lelphia

South Carolina
lnreriors Ltd.,
R(,.1 Hill
Torvn House
Calleries, G'renrii/e
South Dakota
Baer's, Rdpid Cirr
Tennessee
B.adford Furniture,
Na.hr ilL
Bradio.d shoNroom
M.'"p/'t.
LaNS. Kn.,x1,ile
Lalvs, Md,]. ilL
Texas
Ellison s, Forr ll'orr/r
Cabbcrt s. Dullas
Adele Hunr, Dailcs
lone & Jones,
McAllen
Suniland, Horsron
Louis Shankr. Arsrirr
and San Anronio
Virginia
lnrern,rs Ltd .,\{cLean
.lack Thompson,
R,.4,n ond

Washington
Bel Square. Scarrle
Frederick & Nelson.
Sc'arrir
'Wisconsin
Porter's Rarrnc

Canada
The Art Shoppe.

England
Harrod s I-ondon

Illinoic
Colby's. Chicago
Marshall Field s,
Chlcago

Kentucky
Heinsnrith, Lcrrngron
Sretart Dry Cmds,
L0rtr{.iile
Ryser':,
Easr Brrnrrudr

Morristor'n

New York
B. Altman & Co..
Neu Yori Cirl
Florence Cooper,
Builalo
Classic Galleries.
Hurington
Nelson Ellis.
Binghanron

North Carolina
Grindstaff's.
Forest Crr,-
National Arr. RaleigA
Otto Zenke.
Crecnsbolr

North Dakota
Baer's, Siorrx Falls

Ohio
CIosson s. Crncrnnarr

Oklahoma
Cathey's. Trrisa

From Howick Hall, Northumberland, England, the home of TheRight
Honourable Lady Mary Howick, a very line Queen Anne walnut bureau,cabinet.
Baker Furniture, Dept. 267, 166l Monroe Ave., N.W., Grand Rapids, MI 49505.
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Elegance captured. DaVinci pattern in stainless. Complete services and open stock at fine stores.

Our silversmiths' mark of excellence. Made in America.
For a free brochure write Oneida Silversmiths, P.O. Box 1, Oneida, New York 13421.
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Flora Danica. First crafted to gift
the Empress of Russia, Catherine II.
Shaped, sculpted and painted by the
hand that signs the backstamp. Elegant
Acorn sterling by Georg Jensen. Send
$l for illustrated literature displaying
appointments that grace the great
houses of Europe.

-ROYAL COPENHAGEN PORCELATN
GEORG JENSEN SILVDRSMITHS
Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Corp

225 Fifth Ave. NY, NY lfi)lo (wholesale)
(rl800-28-r27s

NY Residents l2l2) AA9-27 22
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ModunArt.
A tradition that is

forever contemporary.

Is it a paradox?

Perhaps, but such is

the case of Waterford

stemware. It is the art
of today, although its

values are of centuries
past, and are passed on

from generation to
generation.

Born in fire, blown by
mouth & cut by hand

like a rare diamond,
Waterford crystal is
the art of the timeless.

Forever modern,

Waterford graces your
table like no other
crystal. It is the

one & only.

Waterford'

Auth€ntrc Waterford is now signed. Free booklet.
Waterford Crystal, 995 Fifth Avenue, Ny10010.
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"Th"re is a

way 
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l*ir.g
that hu, u

certain $race urrJ

teruty. It is not

a constant race {o, what is next, r.ther/ atl

"{ -}rat has come b"{rr".
Th"r" is , J"ptl, anJ q,rulity o{ **perie,ce

that is liveJ urJ {"1t, a .r{ *hut
is truly meaningfiJ. Th"t" are tLe {eelirrgs

"I oroJJ liL" ,,,y -oJn to inspire. Thi. is
the qr"lity "{ 

li{" that I t"li".r" in'.'

RALPH LATREN
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Plrotography by Bruce W"b",



CONTRIBUTORS'

NOTES

John Bowes-Lyon is a freelance editor,
writer, and art consultant.

Alexander Cockburn contributes reg-
ularly to The Vall Street Journal and,
Tbe Nation.

Lisa Germany writes frequently on ar-
chitecture fot Texas Homes andTexas
Montbly.

V/illiam Hamilton is a cartoonist for
Tbe Neu Yorker and the author of a

novel,The Loue of Rich'Vomen.

Joan Lerrick writes on antiques and
design and is currently restoring a neo-
Palladian estate on the Hudson.

Alison Lurie's books includeThe Lan-
guage of Clotbes, TbeVarBetueen tbe
T a t e s, and a new novel, F o rei gru Affairs,
to be published by Random House this
month.

Rachel Lambert Mellon is an active
gardener who through years of experi-
ence has become an accomplished
landscape designer.

Pauline C. Metcalf is an interior de-
signer and historian who specializes in
historic interiors.

Herbert Muschamp's most recent
book is Man About T oun : F rank Lloyd
Wrigbt inNewYork City.

Diana Phipps is the author of Afforda-
ble Splendor.

John Richardson is at work on a biog-
raphy ofPicasso.

Sarah Rossbach, the author of Feng
Sbui,kves in New York where her bed
and desk are in lucky positions.

foseph Rykwert teaches architecture
at Cambridge and The University of
Pennsylvania; his most recent book is
Tbe First Moderns.

Doris Saatchi lives in London and
writes about art and interior design.

Mary Ann Tighe is vice-president of
programing at the American Broad-
casting Company.

Robert F. Trent is Curator of Exhibi-
tions and Education at t}re Connecti-
cut Historical Society in Hartford.
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Warning, The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Heahh.

6 mg "tarl' 0.5 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Beport lVlari84.
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\flh", b.r,.rwaytowrap up the sum-
mer than to visit the garden at the
\,Vhite House, first designed by Rachel
Lambert Mellon at the request of Pres-
ident Kennedy n 196l and recently re-
stored under her guidance with the
encouragement of President and Mrs.
Reagan. It has always been known as

the Rose Garden, although many other
flowers grow there, of course, such as

the spectacular tulips in bloom when
Mick Hales took our photographs ear-
lier this year. As the background for
\Mhite House ceremonies, the garden
has been seen by many over the past
twenty years. But this is the first time
that it has been photographed for its
beauty alone, and we are pleased and
proud to have it in the pages of House
& Garden, along with a text by its cre-
ator, Mrs. Mellon, which first ap-
peared in the premiere issue of the
journal of the \7hite House Historical
Association.

As Mrs. Mellon relates, over the
years the garden has changedwith time
and the maturing of its plants. r}That

hasn't changed is the extraordinary
beauty of the garden, which continues
to illustrate President Kennedy's un-
derstanding of the importance of gar-
dens and their appeal to the sensi-
bilities of all people.

To aid you in your fall garden plan-
ning and bulb orders, Mrs. Mellon's
planting list can be found in Garden
Pleasures, page254.

S7irr, summer on the wane, most of
us are now taking a second look at the
rooms we live in when our more re-
laxed outdoor life draws to a close.
Perhaps in a throwback to school days,
we find September signaling that more
serious things are starting up again,
and we need rooms that will comfort
and temper the demands of living a

productive life.

THE EDITOR'S PAGE

The ivory leg of an Indian ottoman
in the London drawing room ofJohn
Stefanidis's house on Cheyne Walk.

None fit that description quite so
well as the rooms in John Stefanidis's
house on Cheyne Walk in London. In
this distinguished National Trust
house in Chelsea the rooms are as com-
fortable as they are grand, thanks to the
soft seating in soft colors that the de-
signer chooses to live with. On pages
156-165, you will see how the usual
hard-surface coffee or cocktail tables
have been rejected here in favor of gi
ant ottomans. In the sitting room, a

generously sized ottoman is protected
by a fake-fur throw from the twenties;
in the drawing room, an equally large
ottoman from India, with beautiful
ivory legs, has been upholstered in a

serviceable cotton, inviting feet-up
comfort and providing extra seating at
larger gatherings. lVhen a hard surface
for drinks is required, a large tray is
easily placed on the appropriate otto-
man.
Fd

I hirties rattan chairs in the Houston
house designed by Mark Hampton

provide another h"ppy solution to this
comfort requirement, page 140. The
wide arms of the chairs do double duty
as tables in a room where extra tables
for the abundance ofchairs could have
turned an otherwise serene space into a

jungle oflegs.
Mark Hampton is a decorator who

understands that it is the promise of
comfort that makes a room visually in-
viting. You will hear more from Mark
on this subject next month, when we
begin a new House & Garden column
by him, On Decorating.

Still 
"noth.r 

lesson in decorating for
comfort is afforded by the story on Og-
den CodmanJr. and the rooms he de-
signed for The Breakers, page 208. If
the rooms have a vaguely familiar look,
as Pauline Metcalf says in her text, it's
because Codman's work became the
standard for good hotel-room decorat-
ing throughout the twentieth century.

Arro., Lurie, in her essay on The Be-
nevolent Tower, page 174, suggests
that the age of the twelfth-century
Tower in \fales permits it to assimilate
anything. Today it seems primarily to
assimilate writers--guests of the writer-
owners who continue the To'wer's long
history aswatchtower and sanctuary.

A very modern house can also as-

similate the unexpected-such as the
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
glass given pride of place by the house
with a Modernist stripe, page 148.

New or old, a house as sanctuary for
cherished treasures, family, friends,
even smangers is a thought we encour-
age you to take with you as you ponder
the pages of this issue.

I

L"6*,
Editor-in-Chief
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Antonin Proust-no relation to the
novelist-relates how Manet used up
seven or eight canvases on his portrait
before doing it all over again in a single
sitting. All the same Manet would not
let Proust see the finished painting until
a frame had been found. "The frame is
vitaf" Manet explained, "without a frame
the painting loses a hundred percent."

That was in 1880. Some fifty years
later, modern architects consigned the
cornice and other traditional moldings
to oblivion, and in the same spirit did
away with the traditional picture
frame-"a redundant trimming," one
of them said. Minimal baguettes in alu-
minum or wood became the order of
the day, and not just for contemporary
art either. Some of
the more with-it mu-
seum directors tried
to minimalize theold
masters: they would
take Italian primi-
tives off the mulber-
ry-colored velvet
that was so suitable,
polish them up, and
exhibit them in
plexiglass shadow
boxes. It never
worked. Under-
framed and overvar-
nished, old masters
tended to look spe-
cious, like reproduc-
tions of themselves
in a coffee-table
book. But now as the
minimal approach is
on the wane, cornices
and decorative fea-
tures are no longer ar-
chiteaurally suspect,
and the picture frame
is creeping back into
serious favor.

Nonetheless I

COMMENTARY

found myself derided, a year or rwo
back, for putting a Frank Stella into a
very broad silvered frame instead of
the raditional baguette. An anachro-
nism, I was told. But to my mind, the
boot was on the other foot; aluminum
moldings may look fine on certain con-
temporary things but are beginning to
look dated on others. The wide silver
frame on the Stella reinforces a bold
image in a bold way; architecturally
speaking, it contains it, above all estab-
lishes its scale. Likewise, when I put an

Andy \X/arhol portrait into a heavy black-
and-gold, pseudo-Spanish frame-best
described as Post-Modernist baroque-
I was accused of "going too far." Non-
sense! \W4ren you hang an over-li[e-size

portrait on your wall, it will look like a
poster unless it's put in a heavy ftame. At
all events, \X/arhol approved: he even
asked the framer's name.

The framer is of course the old-es-
tablished (1907) Manhattan firm ofJu-
lius Lowy Inc.-I think the best in this
country because they have by far the
largest stock of moldings and antique
frames, and the largest team of expert
craftsmen. Lawrence Shar, who took
over Lowy's from his father, Hilliard
Shar, went along with the Minimalist
vogue-he had no choice, and his peo-
ple do it to perfection-but at the same

time he kept his joiners, gilders, and
carvers busy devising frames in every
conceivable historical style, from sev-

enteenth- century
Dutch to Federal,
from High Renais-
sance to Art Deco,
from Rococo to
American \(/estern.
The only problem
with Lowy's is the
embarrus de richesse.

The permutations of
molding, finish, and
mount are so great
that choosing a frame
can be a lengthy
process.

For an example of
framing in the gran-
dest manner we can-
not do better than the
R6gence frame which
Lowy's adapted for
the Rubens Self-Por-
trait witb bls 'lY/ife

and Son, formerly in
the collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
\0rightsman and
now in the Metro- !
politan Museum. But I
(Gntinuedon page 36) 

-z

ONTHEVALL
The reappearance of the bold picture frame

By John Richardson

32

A Claude-Franqois Desportes and gilt frames atJulius Lowy in New York
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FORTE-VITAL
Tissue Firming Creme

"Le Lifting de Nuit"
How reassuring to know that realistic help is here for

skin whose firmness has become a thing of the past.

Fort6-Vital, a scientifically discovered Bio-phytone
complex, works with your skin's natural process of micro-
circulation. The skin's ability for self-revival is reinforced.
A younger look comes to light each morning.

Fort6-Vital is substantial in consistency, yet, it slips
onto the skin with the sleekness of satin. And most
importantly, French laboratory tests prove that as skin is
regenerated, it becomes more firm with continued use of
this significant new creme.

Fort6-Vital Tissue Firming Creme. No wonder the
French call it "Le Lifting de Nuit."
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Blo-contour desyeu:l
This amazing, hypo-allergenic
cream dramatically reduces
eyelines injust six weeks.
Clinical and dermatologist
testing found it softens obvious
crinkles and smooths out fine
dn;ness - so you'll actually
see fewer lines.

Dispensed via a dropper to
presefire its purity, this light,
airy formula contains a serum
extract that activates cell
renewal and protects vital
moisture.

Use it moming and night, and
discover yet another amazing
attribute. This cream dries to a
silken sheen that puts your eyes
in soft focus - makes them
Iook years younger before it
delivers its first therapeutic
benefit.
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Lany Shar of Lowy knows exacdy how far to
go, whether playin g doun a family's

Gilbert Stuarts, or playin g up aMadison
Avenue dealer's Dubuffet doodle

(Continued from page 32) the chances
are that frequenters of East Coast mu-
seums and galleries will have been reg-
ularly exposed to Lowy's handiwork-
and not just in the form of frames, ei-
ther: Lowy's are also picture restorers.
And although I am maniacally conser-
vativewhen it comes to restoring, relin-
ing, and revarnishing paintings, I can
vouch for the fact that their staff is de-
pendable and above all cautious.

However, framing remains Larry
Shar's principal passion. Growing up
in the business, he developed an in-
stinctive eye for what works and what
doesn't, whether he's framing a gold-
ground Sienese primitive, a Bierstadt
of the Rockies, or a Rauschenberg as-

semblage. And Larry knows exactly
how far to go whether he's dealing with
a \0ASP lady intent on playing down the
family's Gilbert Stuarts, or a Madison
Avenue dealer intent on playing up a

Dubuffet doodle. He's especially firm
with the latter. He hates overkill.

Though galleries make up the great-
er part of a framer's clientele, Lowy's
rapport with New York dealers is not
,ust a matter of framing, as I learned
when I first came to this country in the
sixties. In the course ofgoing from one
gallery to another, I became aware of
an inconspicuous, preoccupied-look-
ing man in a raincoat who was always
being ushered in or out ofinner sanc-
tums, whether at Knoedler's or lWil-

denstein's or the Metropolitan
Museum. This turned out to be Hil-
liard Shar's partner Max Fagelson.
\When I came to know Max better, I
discovered that a prominent framer is

well placed to discover the innermost
secrets of the art market: what collec-
tions are coming onto the market, what
condition things are in, who had
boughtwhat, and so on. SinceMaxwas
one of the few people in this most devi-
ous trade who knew where all the bod-
ies were buried but didn't gossip, he
was admirably placed to act in confi-
dential negotiations. Larry Shar con-
tinues this tradition.

But back to a less arcane aspect of

framing: fashion. Larry insists on the
crucial role that this plays. For in-
stance, now that Salon painting is no
longer in disgrace, the heavy Victorian
frames made of composition as op-
posed to carved wood, which pompier
subjects require, are once more an im-
portant item in a framer's repertory.
The only trouble is that Hilliard Shar,
like most other framers of his genera-
tion, threw out these ornate horrors as

beneath a craftsman's contempt, so the
son has had to duplicate the original
"compo" process. As a result Lowy's
can now do justice to the most simper-
ing of nymphs, the most opulent of
Orientalist extr av aganzas. Likewise,
the Art Deco frames, which Larry Shar
confesses he was still discarding as re-
cently as five years ago, have become
such a hot item that Lowy's have been
obliged to cater to this High Camp fad
with a line of modish moldings that set

off Deco dreck to perfection.
This is not the place to go into the

history of framing beyond emphasiz-
ing that it inevitably reflects the history
of painting and the decorative arts.
Take Manet and the Impressionists.
Although arguably the first modern
artist, Manet was in some respects a

traditionalist; when he declared that a

painting gained enormously from be-
ing seen in a frame, he meant a great big
gold one. The Impressionists, on the
other hand, were more progressive, fa-
voring simple Neoclassical moldings
which they would sometimes paint
cream. Degas, who had especially
strong feelings on the way his work was
presented, even went so far as to design
frames-in a modified Louis XVI
style-that would still conform to the
taste of a discriminating collector. And
when, in the course of time, the Im-
pressionists became the most sought-
after school on the art market, deal-
q15-qenssi6usly or not-followed
Degas's lead and exhibited their wares
in French eighteenth-century (as op-
posed to French nineteenth-century)
frames. til{hen authentic ones ran out,
they turned to (Continaed on page 38)
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COMMENTARY

Degas, who had especially srong feelings
on the way his work was presented,

designed frames in a modified Louis XVI style

(Continued from page 36) reproduc-
tion. Meanwhile, in order to harmo-
nize with the all-white look promoted
by decorators like Syrie Maugham, the
irreplaceable eighteenth-century gild-
ing had been scraped off. In place of
the gilding framers came up with a

guanolike surface that tried and failed
to approximate the tonality of a Monet
or Picasso but succeeded all too well in
matching the nubbiness and faint
grubbiness of the ubiquitous off-white
rugs. Fortunately Lowy's craftsmen
are past masters at negotiating the vir-
tues of chic pickers.

In recent years pickled R6gence has
given way to a taste for Spanish ba-
roque frames. The massive moldings
that used to provide a dramatic foil for
mournful Madonnas and lachrymose
Christs are no\[ more often to be seen
gracing a Picasso Dora Maar, a Braque
mandolin, or one of Miro's sexually ex-
plicit pictograms. Alas, in the face of
excessive demands on the part of deal-
ers from Tokyo to Zurich, the supply of
antique Spanish frames is virtually ex-
hausted. As a result framers are doing a

thriving business in reproduction
Churrigueresque.

My own walls go to show that I have
nothing against black-and-gold Span-
ish frames on contemporary art; how-
ever, if Madison Avenue galleries and
Park Avenue living rooms are any indi-
cation, these have become a commer-
cial clich6. Meanwhile some of the
more sophisticated dealers are turning
to the ebonized frames found on the
seventeenth-century Dutch paintings
or walnut panel frames in the German
Renaissance manner.

By far the best solution for modern
paintings vras devised by that percep-
tive dealer, the late Paul Rosenberg.
Rosenberg had the good sense to con-
sult two great artists who vrere under
contract to him in the twenties and
thirties: Picasso and Braque. Together
they conceived what has come to be
known as the "Picasso" frame-basi-
cally a modern version of the old Ital-
ian Renaissance "panel" or "plate"
frame: a broad flat area between rwo

simple moldings. The only difference
is the finish: two tones of highly bur-
nished gold (shiny for the moldings,
matte for the flat bit; silvered in the
case of Marie Laurencin). This mold-
ing continues to be enormously popu-
lar because it is simple, architectural,
adaptable, and strong enough to con-
tain the boldest image. No less impor-
tant, it has turned out to be timeless.
Far from appearing dated,"Picasso"
frames look as modern today as they
did when Mr. Rosenberg first sprang
them on the public well over fifty years

ago.
In this context it is interesting to see

how the newly opened Museum of
Modern Art has gone about reframing
their great collection of paintings. Vir-
tually all the old frames have been jetti-
soned and replaced with baguettes
(substantial ones, not mere srips) that
have been finished in different ways:
rubbed gold for precursors like C6-
zanne and Gauguin, black for the Cub-
ists, and so on. By and large this system
works; it homogenizes very disparate
things; it makes for harmony and con-
tinuity; and it enhances S7illiam Ru-
bin's hanging, which manages to be
eye-catching and eye-opening, histori-
cally logical and didactic in just the
right degree.

However, as I wrote earlier on, pow-
erful images require containment.
Fauve paintings in particular cry out
for the heavy frames which a discrimin-
ating eye usually accords them. For in-
stance, the beautiful Fauve Braque of
La Ciotat (1907) used to have far more
impact and scale-above all scale-
when it was framed in an emphatic
black molding than it does in its pre-
sent minimalized state (I know: it hung
opposite my bed for ten years). True,
the requirements of a museum are very
different from those of a private house.
Still I think it unwise, even for a muse-
um, to frame everything alike. It has an
institutionalizing effect. It reminds me
of what happens to individuals when
they join the Marines. Shouldn't
frames, like clothes, reflect or enhance
whatever is withinT r
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Eat?Ordine?
The rise and fall

and rise again
of thediningroom.

>+=

Just a few years ago dining rooms seemed to
be on the list of endangered household species,
a list that included butler's pantries, libraries

and dressing rooms. Even a criti-
cally acclaimed off-Broadway play
(The Dining Room by A.R. Gur-
ney Jr.) was based on the notion
that this room was some sort of
archeological artifact now useful
only as a clue to the cultural and
social changes of recent years.

But the latest news from the
Home Front is that dining rooms
are now high on many people's
most-wanted lists and they're ask-
ing architects and designers to put
them back into their lives.

This resurgence may be due in

macher's Chez Moi collection, the pattern is
'Belle Isle"). The light-catching DuPont Da"
crono and silk draperies and the imported
wool Dhurrie rug counterpoint the period
table and chairs in a very modern way too. In
all, a harmonious background for the social
activity we call'diningl'

Historically separate rooms set aside solely
for the purpose of eating didn't show up until
well into the 18th century As with many other
things having to do with the cooking and
serving of food, the idea of a separate "eating
room" can be credited to the French and to the
reign of Louis XV The differentiated dining
room helped to transform plain "eating" into
fancy "diningl'What had been a biologic ne-
cessity was turning into a key social ritual.

In keeping with this ritualization of dining,
all sorts of customs were developed: England's
Charles I had ok d the use of cuflery several
hundred years before with his declaration "lt is
decent to use a fork"; the central table sur-
rounded by chairs, termed "table d l'anglais,"
was adopted world-wide; sequential sewing of
meals, one course at a time "in the Russian
manner" became another international

standby; special dining
room protocol-as well as
all kinds of special dining
room furniture-soon clut-
tered the eating rooms of
the world.

In the two hundred years
after Louis XY dining
rooms ultimately became
the focal point of almost
every household, no matter
how rich or how humble.
These high-flying days con-
tinued well into the middle
of this century Then, a few
decades ago it seemed as

though we were back in the
pre-dining room era again,
and were being asked to

il

sines, you want a proper theater in which to
display your new-found masterpieces.

Whatever the reasons for their comeback,
the new dining rooms are very different from
those staid rooms of yesterday Gone is much
of the rigid formality In its
place, there's now a feeling
of informal ease and com-
fort, reflecting today's more
casual attitudes. In the
Southampton dining room
designed by Garv Crain
shown here, you can feel
this current mood. Even
though the look is very
Country/Tiaditional, the
room is sparked with an in-
formality that is thoroughly
contemporary Part of this
effect results from the
sprightly flower-strewn
wallpaper and the inviting
wing chair with its match-
ing upholstery tfrom Schu-

Schumochers lllustroted Notes on 20th CenturyToste One of o series.
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make do with the bit of space dubbed the
dining area" that was tacked onto some other
room. Happily, this trend now seems to be
reversed. Great meals are once again being
served in great-looking dining rooms.

When E, Schumacher and Company opened
up its shelves for business in the 1890's dining
rooms were often imposingly sumptuous, even
regal. All sorts of sumptuous and regal fabrics
suited to the era were ordered from those
Schumacher shelves. For today's dining room
renaissance, Schumacher continues to meet
the multiple needs of the present generation of
decorators and designers. By offering the
world's mostcomprehensive inventory of deco-
rative fabrics and wallcoverings reflecting
every era of design with unequalled authority
By maintaining acolor palette that is unusually
sensitive to the nuances of changing times and
fashions. And by providing a handpicked se-
lection of the finest rugs and carpets of the
world. Whether it's for a new dining room, or a
houseful of other distinctive rooms, decorators
and designers, wending
their busy way in search
of perfection, almost daily
say to themselves (with
an ingrained belief and
a sigh of reliefl, "...surely
Schumachef
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With his wild, indisoimi-
nate, and childish curiosity,
Robert L. Ripley built up
one of the great child's col-
lections of all times. Most
children have their tiny col-
lection of bugs, coins,
stamps, and so forth. Ripley
filled room after room in
house after house; and when
he ran out of rooms and
houses he stored the crates
of his treasures in ware-
houses around the country.
Anything strange in the 201
counries he journeyed to
that met Ripley's maniacally
acquisitive gaze was bought,
parceled up, and sent home.
Humans were not exempt
and when Ripley, in the
course of his wanderings,
met \trenseslao Moguel in
the Yucat6n, who had sur-
vived both a firing squad
and the coup de grice, he
hired him at 975 a week to
display his bullet-riddled
features in one of the Ripley
"Odditoriums."

Ripley retained three or
four people to scour the world in
search of the bizane and he was for-
ever adding to his collection which he
proudly valued at 92 million. Geoffrey
Hellman, who visited him early in 1940
for a Neu Yorker profile, reported on
the surreal atmosphere of the 27-room
Mamaroneck household with its chas-
tity belm, Aztec masks, five hundred
beer steins, the skeleton of a two-head-
ed baby and a photograph of himself
with a woman leper, "the most horri-
ble looking human being in the
world." Over these and hundreds of
other treasures brooded his equally
odd housekeeper, Mrs. Almuth Dold,
formerly the wife of a Russian baron,
once in a Turkish harem as a guest and

COLLECTING

Ripley withJavanese Hindu deity in his
l8-room New York apartment around 1940.

finely cultivated in the arts of grapho-
logy, asrology, palmistry, phrenology,
numerology, and tea leaves. Married to
an efficiency engineer, she ran Ripley's
house for him, acting as his hostess and
according to Hellman, "conversing
easily with his guests in the barroom
and at table."

Fanatical collectors are mosdy a re-
pressed lot, stumbling uneasily about
in their unconscious, and Ripley was
no exception. He spent hours every
day compulsively rearranging all the
pieces of his collection, before pottering
about the waterways of his estate in vari-

only display cases in the main house but
also a small museum at the bottom of the
wall garden. i

My grandmother's father had been an !
Irish adventurerwho achieved a success- [
firl and prosperous career as a colonial i
govemor: from bleakly inauspicious be- i
ginnings administering Newfoundland !
he had passed through government I
houses in the Bahamas, Jamaica, and ;
Ceylon before ending up as govemor of i
Hong Kong at the end of the nineteentl -.

..",,i.y So"th. ditpluy cases and the m,r- l
seum were filled with the consequences I
of a thousand Victorian shopping expe- [
ditions from Kingston through Kandy to i
Kouzloon; carved figures, vases, baskets, !
scrolls, howdahs, (Continued on page 46) 6,

ous forms of marine trans-
port. Occasionally, the libido
burst through his surface per-

deur tn some striking ways,
for example, he insisted that a
lady sword swallower in one
of his "Odditoriums" should
ingest not tempered steel but
a neon tube at the end of an
electric flex. He was, in sum,
Iike every eccentric uncle one
has ever heard of with all the
appeal of those delightful and
childish creatures, as I sud-
denly realized in the course of
a visit to the Ripley Museum
in St. Augustine, Florida.

Like many children grow-
ing ,p in the dying years of
the British Empire I had been
surrounded by a collection of
the Ripley genre. Curios and
antiques collected by the in-
numerable members of my
familywho had been servant-s

of that empire filled the
house, and in the case of my
grandmother's place, a few
miles down the road in south-
ern Ireland, imperial
memorabilia crammed not

BARNT]M OFTHEBIZARRE
Robert Ripley challenged a more innocent generation to "Believe It or Not!"

By Alexander Cockburn
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TheMercedes8enz
occupants, not only in major
frontal impacts but in many
other tlpes of impacts. As air
bags by themselves cannot do.

There is a still stronger
reason why the Supplemental
Restraint System concept does
not work backward from the
exotic air bagbut forward from
the familiar seat belt. Most se-
rious automobile accident in-
juries result from the occupants
being flung out of the car or
against portions of its interior
And the fact remains that three-
point seat belts represent the
single most effective known
defense against this risk. Thev
are, in a word, indispensable.

UNIQUE FORMS OF
DEFENSE

But in addition to seat belts, the
Supplemental Restraint System
mobilizes three unique forms
of defense against the specific
hazardof a maiorfrontal impact.

For the driver-an airbag
mounted in the steering wheel
hub. And at knee level, a pad-
ded bc>lster to help prevent his
lower body from sliding for-
ward under the dashboardina
major frontal impact.

For the fror-rt passenger-an
emergenry tensioning retrac-
tor, fitted into the reel mecha-
nism of his normal seat belt,

In the milliseconds fol-
lowing amaior frontal impact,

a
a

Itworks
thanyou cat]-

ar.I.eye.

a

IT IS SO UNOBTRUSN/E and
so nearly out of sight that day
in and day or-rt in normal driv-
ing, you may come to put it out
of mind as well. To all but
forget that its there.

Then comes a sudden and
major frontal impact. And in
the nex 45 millisecords-faster
than you can blink, or think, or
move-it has intervened to help
lessen the risk of injury to you
and your front-seat passenger.

It is the ingenious com-
bination of seat belt andairbag
technologies and advanced
electronics called the Supple-
mental Restraint System-SRS.
With it, Mercedes-Benz be-
lieves the vital cause of occu-
pant restraint can be signifi-
cantly exended.

And after 15 years of
development and 450 million

miles of real-world experience
in production automobiles,
Mercedes-Benz has decided to
make SRS available in America.
You can order the system today
as an extra-cost option on se-
lected 1984 Mercedes-Benz
models.

MORE TFIAN AN AIR BAG

As the name suggests, SRS is
meant to supplement a fe-
straint system already built into
every Mercedes-Benz: its three-
point front seat belts.- 

Indeed, so crucial are seat
bels to its operation that the
Supplemental Restraint System
can properlywork only if
driver and front pa-ssenger
have both buckled themselves
up beforehand.

Integrating seat belts into
irs function helps restrain

O1984 Mercedes-Benz of N.A, Inc., MonMle, NJ.
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a built-in crash sensor elec-
tronically triggers two gener-
ators. One generator inflates
the driverls airbagt<t insert a
protective cushion between
his head and the steering
wheel-before he ha"s even be-
gun moving forward in reac-
tion to the impact. The other
generator simultaneouslt, acti-
vate.s a pulley to tighten the
front passengeri sgat belt and

restrain his body before it can
start moving forward.

The air bag then rapidly
deflates. And the front pas-
senger's seat belt-like the
drivers-can afterward be re-
leased simply by pressing the
normal qu ick-release button.

The system is built ro sar-
is$, the stringent quality con-
trol standards of Mercedes-Benz.
And it is honeycombed with

safeguards dgainst everyhing
from accidental deployment to
inappropriate deployment.

The system is designed to
activate itself even if the carls
batterywere to be destroyed or
made inoperable at the instant
of impact. It is also meant to
constantly monitor itsell and if
a malfunction were detected,
to signal itviaan instrument
panel waming light-prompting
a quick check of the system by
an authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealer's service department.

TO\TARD SAFER DRMNG
In a recent survey, Mercedes-
Benz drivers reported a seat
belt usage rate much higher
than the current U.S. average.
The belief is that these safety-
conscious drivers will quickly
grasp and accept the Supple-
mental Restraint System con-
cept. That their acceptance will,
in turn, help pave the way for
wider understanding and use
of this and similar systems.

And that sooner rather
than lateq driving in America
can become safer as a result.

Engineered like no other
car in theuorld

ANIIOIv{Y OF TFM SL]PPLEMEIVI{L RESTRAINT SYSTEIvI
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(Continued from page 42) palanquins,
robes, a carved dug-out canoe, ivory,
jade, mounds of imperial medals
and-best of all for a child-a verita-
ble arsenal of spears, clubs, shields,
swords, daggers, and arrows whose
tips were darkened with traces of what
my grandmother said'uzas curare.

No collection of this sort was com-
plete without its shrunken head. The
one in my grandmother's museum had
supposedly be'en acquired by Great-
uncle Maurice on one of his diamond-
prospecting expeditions up the Orino-
co. Great-uncle Maurice had been
something of a black sheep-another
essential perquisite of any family's im-
perial collection-and we thought it
quite possible that he had done the
processing himself, shrinking this tro-
phy down to the size of a tan grapefruit
with long black hairwhich hung, out of
my reach, from one of the museum's
beams. Irish damp began to over-
whelm the museum in the end and so

most of its contents were crated up and
sent off to scholarly institutions to lan-
guish in pedantic and wellJabeled ob-
scurity.

For me, as for many others, the ap-
peal of the Ripley collection is that it
immediately re-creates that childlike
view which is the dawn of curiosity.
There in the St. Augustine museum
$/ere the curio cabinets, the palanquin,
and, grinning amiably from its display
case, the shrunken Jivaro head. All
around me were crowds of happy chil-

dren, speculating just as I had done on
shrinking techniques and the toxic
properties of native South American
poisons, peering at the waxwork figure
in the entranceway of the bucktoothed
Ripley in his middle years looking wel-
coming and avuncular.

I cannot speak for the seven other
Ripley Believe It or Not museums scat-

tered around the North American con-
tinent but for anyone in northern
Florida, wishing a respite from Inter-
state 95 or Flagler's great Spanish-style
Ponce de Le6n Hotel in St. Augustine
(first major structure in the U.S. built
with poured concrete), the Ripley mu-
seum iswellworth avisit. The museum
reminds us what the world was like be'
fore public television, the late Sir Ken-
neth Clark, or universal college
education. In the American pantheon
Ripley should stand in the same corner
of the hall as such great entertainers as

H.M. Stanley, P.T. Barnum, and \7alt
Disney; less serious than the first, less

outrageous than the second and with-
out the latter's degrading addiction to
the cute. Of the time when nev/spapers
had their star writers always raveling
the world in search of strange tribes,
places, and customs Ripleywas Sancho
Panzato Stanley's Quixote; and, while
the latter sent serious dispatches from
the darkness of Africa Ripley, in a more
frivolous era, would return-as he did
from China in the thirties-with a

small glass vial, now in the St. Augus-
tine museum , (Continaed on Page 52)

On his 1912 trip to the Orient, Ripley spent time with shark-worshiping
cannibals during a two-day dance feitival in Papua, New Guinea.
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Exclusively yours at Giorgio 273 North Rodeo Drive, Bertrly Hills;
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DEAR GIORGIO a
a

"Even in a place like New York City where nobody smiles,
talks or grunts to each other, people have stopped and asked
what fragrance I was wearingi'

- 
Mary Ann L. Delfino, NewYork, NeuYork

"...my first thought was not to share it with my friends, but it's
too pretty to keep a secretl'

- 
Mrs. Barbara Keith, Pace, Florids

"Whether Im in the Bistro or at a hot dog stand in the
airport, I am constantly receiving raoes'!

- | acqueline G old, Westhke Village, C alifornia

"Giorgio gives me an inner confidence and excitement that
makes me tingle with a new-found determination and
self-confidence.. ."

- 
lQ6ss Maie Taoi, Mt. Clemerc, Michigan

"I plan never to be without Giorgio. I cant live without the
compliments it's gotten me.Thank you for a most unusual
fragrance."

- 
$ysqn Cameron, Dallas,Texas

The most talked about fragrance in the world
is also the most extraordinary gift.

Call 1-800-GIORGIO



Owing to the success of
the first volume, for the second time

a very special issue of

&J I

SPECIAL
GRANIDE

DECORAIION
INTERNAIIONALE
Some of the most spectacular

realizations of architects,
interior designers and

public personalities from
eight diflerenr countries.

The private worlds of beauty
lovers for whom decorating
their homes is a constant

artistic creation.

Over 100 pages, all in
beautiflul colours with

eight pages of American texr.

At selected newsdealers
, and libraries

or sent to you by post.

To purchase by post, send a
letter to the address below

requesting this special issue,
Volume II, and enclose your

check or money order for $6.00.

Mail to
EUROPEAN PI]BLISHERS

REPRESENTATIVES
Long Island City U-03 46th Ave.

NEWYORKIIIO1
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(Continued from page 46) labeled
as "the only unbroken object in the city
of Chapei after the Japanese inva-
sion-a bottle of Chinese mange
cure I " Ever the resourceful uncle, Rip-
ley could make even a tiny glass bottle
interesting.

Ripley was born in Santa Rosa, Cali-
fornia, on Christmas Day, 1891. He
had been an unhappy, bucktoothed
child burdened with a stutter, the
name Leroy, and a mother widowed
when he was twelve whom he helped
support by polishing gravestones. He
was a talented artist and after a stint on
some California papers, Ripley came
east and got a job on the old New York
Globe as a sports illustrator. Short of
material one December day in 1918 he
srung together some odd sporting
achievements in an illustrated panel. A
Globe editor titled it "Believe It or
Not!" and within a few months, re-
sponding to surging reader interest,
Ripley's employers were asking him to
do one a day.

True success came in 1929. Simon
and Schuster published Belieue lt or
Not!, "A Modern Book of Wonders,
Miracles, Freaks, Monstrosities and
Almost-Impossibilities, I7ritten, Illus-
rated and Proved by Robert L. Rip-
ley." The book ran swiftly through
several reprints and \William Randolph
Hearst sent a simple telegraphic direc-
tive to his men in New York, SIGN
RIPLEY. Ripley's salary went from
$10,000 to $100,000 forthwith and
within a few years he was a major jour-
nalistic institution. About nineteen
million newspapers carrying his fea-
turewere sold each day and he reached
eighty million readers. He received an
average of a million letters a year and
launched radio and television series
(the Ripley cartoons and programs of
today are not, I should hasten to say,

particularly satisfactory). By 1940
there were three "Odditoriums" and a

number of Ripley trailer shows touring
the country. Still immensely success-
ful-though on the threshold of an era
less sympathetic to his brand of jour-
nalistic showmanship-Ripley died in
t949.

He grins boyishly from the picture in
the pamphlet available at the museum,
but Ripley, like many compulsive trav-
elers and collectors, seems to have
been a complex and inhibited charac-
ter. He was married for a few years in

the twenties to a Massachusetts beauty
queen but thereafter remained single.
He had many cars but could not drive.
Slighdy vulgar, he was the quintessen-
tial Innocent Abroad, forever amazed
at the strangeness ofthe world, forever
determined to contain it within the
confines of pragmatic American com-
mon sense. At the peak of his fame, at
the end of the thirties, he liked to boast
that he had visited 201 counries out of
a possible 25).Inthemanner of globe-
trotters of that period he liked to be
photographed in each country set
against the appropriate fauna and flo-
ra, looking manly in tropical kit and
with white-and-brown sports shoes.

Just to make sure that guests to his
home in Mamaroneck got the point, he
had the miniature flags of his country
collection displayed in the bar and a
compass sunk into the floor of his sun
porch, along with the directions and
number of miles to all the many hun-
dreds of places in the world more exot-
ic than the small town in California
where he was born. The child who pol-
ished gravestones had a taste for the
macabre but not the occult, the in-
credible but not the false. Hewas a col-
lector for the common man, with a

marvelous ability to reduce space and
time to the status of Collector's ltem.

The first Belieue lt or Not! book has
more of Ripley's personality in it than
later products. "In Lhassa, Tibet,"
Ripley wrote, "there is a man with a

horn growing from his forehead to the
extent of thirteen inches. The reflected
glory of the golden sun bounces offK2
and Mount Everest on this curious
promontory each morning as its bearer
makes his obeisance to Gatama while
turning a prayer wheel. The Horned
Kaffir of Africa, like the Horned One
of the Himalayas, is still alive. I saw him
in London several years ago. He
seemed self-centered and satisfied,
though black and a Christian."

As that last sentence suggests, Ripley
lacked the Disney blandness. Al-
though, as he said of himself, he made
his living out of the proposition that
truth is stranger than fiction, he did not
feel it necessary to view all the world's
truths v/ith equal sympathy. Discuss-
ing the Hindu pilgrims at the Kali-
Ghat temple in Benares-"Sky-facers
who hold their faces rigidly upward
until unable to bend them back; Up-
arm men, (Continued on page 54)
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(Continuedfron page 52) who hold up
their arms in the same way until they
wither away"-he concluded sternly,
"Most of the wretches that we see
around the holy places of worship have
no idea what their attitudes and sym-
bols mean; all are intellectually degrad-
ed and some are mere fakers."

As collector for the common man
Ripley had a keen appreciation for
qualities he esteemed, such as time and
effort. One exhibit at the Ripley muse-
um in St. Augustine is a table with a la-
bel informing one that it was made of
"11,000 separate pieces of wood from
29 different species of tree, by Klaus
Finzer of Innsbruck. . . " Normal mu-
seums would have stopped there, but
Ripley adds the all-important news
that the table was intended "as a wed-
ding gift for Finzer's daughter who en-
tered a convent and never had use for
it. It took nine years to complete."
Throughout the museum there are
such monuments to human pertinac-
ity; a tiny bottle painted on its interior
surfaces by manicured fingernails, a

COLLECTING

railroad arc bridge made of "more than
3,100 ordinary tooth picks" byJoe
Gross of Brooklyn, a vase 24 inches
high wrought from the bladder of a

camel. There is a stamp covered with
the Constitution of the U.S. and Bibles
the size of a fava bean.

Ripley knew the common man ap-
preciated not only time and effort, but
also their expression as value. So he
made a particular point of collecting
bizarre types of money from around
the world. Cases in the St. Augustine
museum are filled with stones, shells,
whales' teeth, beads, pictures, symbol-
ic objects that have served through his-
tory as a means of exchange.

Part of the delight of the museum
comes from the rhythms of its eccen-
tric accumulation, from these samples
of money, to the camel's bladder, to the
Iron Maiden of Nuremberg, to the fi-
nal Barnum-like touch of "The Bath-
tub Marshall." This last, found on the
top floor of the museum, is a ribute to
the curator's ingenuity in making good
use of every square foot. Behind a glass

partition is an antique bath with drip-
ping tap. In the half-filled bath sits a

uniformed figure and the label informs
us that this is "The Bathtub Marshall
. . .Marshall de Castellane (1788-
1862), Governor of Lyons, France"
who "had three uniforms and three
sets of medals, one for day wear----one
for sleeping and one for bathing."

Although it disappeared after his
death, by all rights one of Ripley's most
cherished possessions, the Chinese
junk in which he sailed on inland Flor-
ida waters near his winter quarters at
Palm Beach should be anchored in St.
Augustine's M 

^tanz^sBay, 
off the Cas-

tillo de San Marcos. Visitors to the mu-
seum would thus get in advance that
intimation of the exotic Orient which
Ripley found so alluring and which
caused him, after his first trip to China,
to sign his cartoons Rip Li for a while.
The Orient-oudandish and mysteri-
ous-lay at the very heart of his appeal,
as the adventurous uncle who has
knocked about the world, seen a thing
or two, and returned to tell the tale. a

Dont throw in the kowel Fall.

Discover the Pleas
Somervhere along the way, someone And theyll grve

you a beautifrrlyard.
Wth a budding value

Nothing sa)6 you canl
do your sprins planting

now. Discoverthe
pleasure of flants and

dr6 in now.

Youll see Planting in
the fall can really Srov/ on you

told you that pring is the only
time to plant

Wdl that's an old mlh.And
its about to be uprmted

Because fall is a

wonderfri time for planting

Youllfind lotsof
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S.
Your eyes are the first place to betray your age.
Don't be alarmed. Let Clarins, France's premier
skin care authority, come to the rescue -with effective eye contour treatments based
on natural plant extracts.

Clarins recognizes the causes.
Squinting. Blinking. Smiling. Crying. These
are constant aggressions the delicate eye con-
tour area endures. Even the daily application
and removal of eye makeup take a toll. Add
stress, fatigue, pollution . . . and it's no won-
der your eyes reveal signs of aging. Clearly,
the need for special eye contour care is urgent!
Clarins is the Problem-Solver.Hehis 1n

a a

Clarins created light, non-oily products to effec-
tivelv treat the fragile skin tissue surrounding the eyes.

"puff-up"!) For 30 years,(Oily formulations actually cause eyes to
Clarins gentle eye contour treatments have proven to be successful in
the Clarins Parisian "Institut de Beaut6". Based on natural plant
extracts, these treatments are dermatologically and allergy-tested.
Clarins Eye-Contour Gel helps to reduce puffiness.
Soothing actions of camomile and comflower relax and calm delicate
eye contours. Marigold and other nafural plant extracts help to
relieve irritation. Recommended as a morning refresher to diminish
puffiness and dark circles. A favorite among contact lens wearers,
Clarins Eye-Contour Gel may also be applied during the day,

sparingly, even over makeup.
Clarins Eye-Contour Balm minimizes
expression lines.

Nourish. Revitalize. Soften and smooth. These are
the actions of Clarins Eye-Contour Balm. Rose and
comflower extracts, among other natural (non-oily)
ingredients, act to moisturize and help fade expres-
sion lines - restoring the youthful appearance of eye
contours. See lasting results with daily application.

Clarins Skin Care
Specialists offer personal
beauty advice.
Consult with Clarins'Skin Care
Specialist and have your per-
sonal Beauty Prescription com-
pleted. And, receive a sample
of a Clarins product, selected
just for you! Clarins special-
izes in skin care for face, bust,
body and tanning. Act today
and join millions of women
throughout the world who
depend on Clarins to answer
their skin care needs.

Eye'ContourGel
with natural
plant extracts

. Helps reduce pufflness, bags, and dark clrcles

. Sotithes and relreshes wltlicimomite and
co.nrtower

. Gently rolax$ wlth calming marlgold

Eye-Contour Balm
with nalural
plant extracts

. i!inimlzes expresslon llnes and tlrst signs o, aglng. Molsturlzes ahd revltallzo3 eye contou;s

. Softens wlth llght, non-olly lrigredlents such
as rose and cornflower

THE PROBLEM-SOLVER IN SKIN CARE. PREMIER IN FRANCE!CLARINS
PA R I S
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ASUPER

OUR DLC-7 SUPER PRO
ISTHE BEST FOOD

PROCESSORWE'VE EVER
MADE, FOR ITS SIZE. IT'S

SUPER EASYTO USE,
GIVESYOU

SUPER POWER,
SUPER CLEANABILITY
AND SUPER RESULTS.

The Cuisinart@ DLC-7
Super Pro can do so many
things so well, so speedily
and so easily it should
answer any questions you
have about whether a food
processor could really
make you a better cook
while spending less time
cooking,

ITCAN DOALLTHE
THINGS YOU WANT IT

TO DO.

The Super Pro has a
new powerful and efficient
motorthat can do things
otherfood processors
can't do, lt can knead up
to four pounds of bread dough,
orfive batches of 3/z pounds each,
one afterthe other: without over-
heating or stalling. lt can chop two
pounds of meat at one time, in 30
seconds,

The new improved Cuisinart
Large Feed Tube, with less effort
than ever before, lets you make
whole, precise slices from food as
large as tomatoes and potatoes,
oranges and onions,

The slicing disc- beyond
question the best on the market-
gives you perfect slices, without
torn edges, virtually every time.

And the new Super Pro
accommodates all of our optional
extras, including ourtwo unique
new discs: an 8mm slicing disc
which can actually make thick,

the Super Pro so uncon-
venti onal ly versati le, also
went into making sure
that people would use it
after they bought it, So it's
easy to use. ln fact, the
DLC-7 Super Pro incorpo-
rates a radically improved
Large Feed Tube that is
much more convenient
to use, Now you don't
even havetoturn the
feed tube. A totally
new locking system
lets you work this new
Large Feed Tube with

one hand. Afteryour
first demonstra-
tion of how to.
use the

juicy slices of tomatoes, without
breaking the skin, plus thick, even
slices of everything from bread to
meat, both raw and cooked; a
3mm square julienne disc that pre-
pares the ingredients for salads

and stir-fried dishes evenly, accu-
rately and in seconds.

The same extraordinary
engineering that went into making

Cuisinart DLC-7
Super Pro you'll
wonder if that's all
there isto il.Thatls
all there is to it,

YOU REALLY
DO GET
SUPER

RESULTS.

Here, the real proof is in
the pudding, . . orthe bread or
the chili or the hamburger or the
moussaka or the pies or the
souffl6s orthe Beef Wellingtons
orthe soups or the French Fries
or any of the literally thousands
of dishes you can make in a
fraction of the time it now takes
vou and with far more predictably
Satisfying results, Check out the

(
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DLC.7 SUPER PROr@,*gs
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DLC-7 SuperPro, the bestfood pro-
cessor ever made for its size
by the people who make the best
food processor

I'INARTS
A SUPER

Cuisinarts'

IT REALLY
IS EASY

TO CLEAN. FREE OFFER.
Several modifications on

our Large Feed Tube-including
leaving more space between th-e
outside wall of the small feed
tube and the inside wall of the
large pusher- make it /hr's easy
to clean: Just take everything but
the motor base and wash them

a soft spnge
warm suds.

'ln
To make

it even easier, put
them in the
dishwasher!

MORE
INFORMATION

For recipes, as well as more
information about ourfood pro-
cessors, cookware and our maga
zine, "The Pleasures of Cooking,"
write Cuisinarts, lnc,,4'1'1 (l) West
Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, CT
06830,

STARTI NG AUGUST TH ROUGH
SEPTEMBER WHEN YOU BUYA
CUISINART DLC-7 SUPER PRO
FOOD PROCESSOR IN ONE OF

OUR SPECIALLY MARKED
CARTONS, THAT CARTON WI LL
CONTAIN A CERTIFICATE FOR A

FREE 3 QUART CASSEROLE
WITH COVER LIMITED QUANTITY.

(RETAILVALUE, $84.00)
(Offerat participating dealers lor on6 month or as long as supplies last.)

Our casserole looks better:
cooks better and is a lot

more versatile than ordi-
nary casseroles

It's more than
oven to table, its stove
top to table, too, because of its
sandwich bottom (a copper disc
inlaid between two layers of stain-
less steel),

The sandwich bottom (found
in every piece of our Cuisinart
Cookware) is also what makes
everything from your souffles and
casseroles to your scalloped pota-
toes turn out the way you want
them but don't always get them.
The sandwich distributes heat
quickly and evenly, both sideways
and upwards. So there are never
any hot spots; only a constant,
even heatflow overthe entire
cooking surface.

Our casserole is made of
highest quality stainless steel
that cleans e.asily and retains its
luster forever.

Buythe specially marked DLC-7
Super Pro during Septem-

ber from a participating
retailer and you'll get a

certificate good for your
free 3 quart covered
Cuisinart casserole.
Its a perfect example of

getting something truly good
at no additional cost,

-I-
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For a store near you call toll free:
(800) 24r|-8540
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History of Art seemed too good to be
true as a college course. You sat in the
dark, watching gorgeous slides with a

guide explaining everything-so much
more pleasant than reading. The pre-
cepts were pretty simple too. Art has
no confounding underlying logic like
algebra and meteorology. There's not
much to learn beyond identification
and an attractive way to express your
opinion. There are some principles,
but they are more clever insights than
irrefutable snares of superhuman logic.

I was delighted when it was pointed
out rifestern art could be neatly divid-
ed in two. A very clear split between
hard and soft artwas revealed to us stu-
dents in the slide-show darkness. As
soon as you started thinking this way,
pictures and sculpture, even buildings
looked either sharp, slick, and hard or
soft, vague, and intermingling.

F

IMPRESSIONS

The slide would flash on the screen,
the professor would pace in front of it,
his pointer moving like a feeler, lectur-
ing away with his shadow crawling
back and forth across the bottom ofthe
colorful glowing projection like a big
black bug. "Linear!" he would pro-
claim if it were the work of an artist
who liked the edges of things sharp and
hard and definite; "Painterlyl" he'd
say if things were a little softer and
more blended.

I found this split to be a very appeal-
ing insight, fitting right in with the rest
of the dualities revealing themselves in
my education at the moment. Philos-
ophy class (in a way that would have
annoyed Mrs. Stewart, my childhood
Sunday-school teacher) was just point-
ing out how without evil would you
even know there was such a thing as

good? In history class there v/as an ex-

=+d 'lH'
--r&t

emplary soft-versus-hard struggle be-
tween church and state; in English,
John Donne was writing love poems
that sounded religious one minute and
religious poems that sounded like love
poems the next. On our ov/n, we were
all reading D.T. Suzuki'sTbe Awaken-
ing of Zen. Nothing was quite so clear
to me my sophomore year 

^t 
college as

the yin and yang of absolutely every-
thing:

"Let me confess that we two must
be twain,

although our undivided loves
are one,"

as I ried to explain to a girl at Vassar.
After getting educated, I discovered

knowledge didn't help anyrvhere near
as much as I thought it would to solve
the problems gathering to greet me in
the world. It turns out education can
onlyadd (Continuedonpage60)

LL]GGAGE,ARTAND LOVE
The hard and soft of it or why art history can be a lesson for life

By \X/illiam Hamilton
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T() BE TNUD
You are about to begin one of

the most extraordinary skin
treatments of our time. Not a
common moisturizer, cream or
lotion, but a 2l-day restorative
treatment for your skin.

Freeze-dried to remain potent
until mixed, Intensive'lieatment
applications work day and night to
repair stressed or damaged skin.
Helps restore a clearer, finer,
firmer texture-the look of youth.
So effective, in 2l days your skin
willbe renewed and will actually
act younger. Function better.
Breathe more freely. And resist
environmental stress.

You owe it to yourself not to age
another day without it.

Thrcc or four tines a ycar-

$kin rcpaircd, rcborl, rencwed.
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(Continuedfrom page 58) resonance,
not guidance, when the bank calls to
tell you you're overdrawn or she leaves
for Australia with your best friend.

Making money can get anxious, but
romance can get positively heartrend-
ing. Money operates in its own nasty
little (or nasty big) kingdom, by its own
rules. It's a self-enclosed, extremely

IMPRE S SION S

straightforward tyranny you can't es-
cape. Romance is something you can,
and often must, escape.

The best ways to alleviate the pangs
of love gone wrong are travel and art,
Always run away when you can. Get
some distance and go look at pictures
in a museum and you will survive.
Many more people than you might

think are smiling at the Goyas in the
Prado and the Van Dycks at the Tate
because they're grateful the ponrait in
their head of that heartbreaking face
has been replaced, at least for the
moment.

Running away requires luggage, and
luggage, like art, falls into hard and soft
categories. Each philosophy has an ex-
tensive following. Hard luggage is the
luggage of limitation. Decisions must
be made. At a certain point the
damned thing just won't close, no mat-
ter how many of you sit on it (and if
you're running away, chances are
there's just you). Soft luggage, like a

painting by Rubens, always has room
for another cherub or nymph. It's gen-
erous stuff, receiving .very ,fier-
thought, exffa, and souvenir with the
willingness of a fat lady taking one
more bonbon.

But hard luggage has other advan-
tages. It passes neatly as a pill into the
digestive tract of transportation. At the
check-out counter, it's gone. You're
free. Soft luggage has a way of coming
right along with you, hanging from
you, and even falling asleep against
you. In an old Surrealist film by Salva-
dor Dali and Luis Bufruel called The
Andalusian Dog some fellow keeps ac-
creting stuff until he's dragging along,
among other things, a piano, a bird-
cage, and a dead horse. That's soft lug-
gage for you. Lurching along with this
exhausting and ambiguous flexing
weight, maddening in its tendency to
torque, for its shifting center of gravity,
in the way it works as a pendulum di-
rectly against whatever rhythm you try
to establish to progress is the price of
its willing generosity at the outset. Just
as hard luggage with its snappy finality
is something like money, soft luggage is
rather like love.

Recently relieved unexpectedly of
half a romantic duality, vowing never
again, once again, with hard, clear rea-
son to fall for that soft, painterly seduc-
tion-I packed my two slick and swift
little hardball suitcases and decided to
go to London to replace what was on
my mind with a look at the Wallace
Collection in Manchester Square,
which I heard had just been gloriously
refurbished.

Sir Richard \Tallace died in 1890.
He was the bastard son of the Mar-
quess of Hertford. Both he and his fa-
ther collected (Continued on page 64)

The Cefiter
One ,den

Here's the perfect space-saving combinationl The thppan Cooking
Center. Up top ifs a thp 'N Tbuch@ microwave, for quick and even
cooking. Below ifs a banquet-size, self-cleaning oven. Inside ifs a
waist-high broiler And in between ifs a range with our Liff N Lock@
top for easy cleaning. Tb see how beautifully )ou can cook in iust
30 inches ofkirchen space, visityour nearby thppan dealer today.

TAPPAD rS QUALTTY COOr{rnG*
TAPPAN APPLIANCES, MANSFIELD, OHIO 44901
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anderson fabrics
and wallcoverings

Warrant from the time of
Queen Victoria.

Sanderson is bringing its
entire product line to the
United States. Our new show-

a

nglish country, for-
mal, and contempo-

rary prints-on linen,
cotton, and ofcourse chintz-
are available in impressive ar-
ray. All are created, colored,
and produced in Sanderson's
own atelier.

We think you will be pleased
with the extensive design

Sanderson

NewYork London

illiam Morris's

o

aa om
o am

a

room, in the D&D Building in range, sophisticated and var-
New York City, is now open to ied color ways, and durability,
designers, decorators, and which are Sanderson's trade-
their clients. marks.

wallpapers are still blocked by
hand.

Sanderson will accomplish
delivery from England of these
superb products in two weeks.

We look forward to seeing
you at the D&D Building, 979
Third Avenue, on the fourth
floor (2123197220).
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Since 1903, people have been buying coordinating bath-
room fixtures and ceramic tile from Villeroy & Boch.
Recently, other manufacturers have "introduced" that
concept. That's OK though, because we still have the
largest selection worldwide and the quality control
that comes from being the manufacturer of both
ceramic tile and plumbing fixtures.

"J*

You'll find our fixtures in ten designer colors for
1985, including stellar, sunset and magnolia.
Coordinate them with over 60 styles of tile, in
colors and patterns f rom Egyptian to A rt N ouveau
to contemporary, in both decorative and solids.
Even the accessories are coordinated, from the
bathroom linen to the towel bar and cup holder.

LOW TREI{DS. WE SET THEM ...
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COORDI l{ATIl'lc BATH ROOM COLORS FOR Al YEARS.

iln[iLT;X"t 3,;XrY:ffi'ff1[:"#*"fl 
o' VILLEROY& BOCH

Sales have shown that coordinating bathroom The wortd,s tarsest ceramic producer, founded in 17.*
fixtures, tiles and accessories is a great idea.
Eishtv-one vears aso, we knew it-would be. VireroveoBochl%?lLpiiiE"Tn#ri;;ljiJfff;,X"Tfr. /g\
Send $2.00 for color catalog. cA 92806 lz14l6g2-g77o/ln canadar .EBATE.,,""., or"iT; V
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How to showyourtable
in its besf light

When you want your table to reflect
your taste, choose the candles with the
gold medallion-candles made by
Colonial Candle of Cape Cod.

Our candles are handcrafted of the
finest materials, and come in the
widest choice of fashion colors.
They're the candles that will bring you
glowing compliments.

Colonial, Candb
of Co?t Cod'

@
America's quality

candlemaker since 1909.

@ Hyannis, MA 02601 General Housewares Corp,
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(Continuedfrom page 60) art in a way
democracy and modern times have
made impossible.

Small museums and collections have
a charm and intimacy you don't find in
the big ones. \Who, of anyone lucky
enough to go to the Frick Collection in
New York City, hasn't stood there feel-
ing blissfully at home, wishing the oth-
er people would please leave and
dinner would be served? The trouble
with the Frick is it is too romantic. You
get to thinking: surely, she neverwould
have left me if I lived here-if we lived
here, together, hands intertwined,
those great portraits peeking through
the windows of their frames at happy
us, strolling by.

Happily for the wounded lover, the
lWallace Collection doesn't make you
wish you lived there, hand in hand with
someone. If the Frick is a bower of bliss
for honeymoon dreams, the \7allace is
forty years of marriagewith thick doors
to slam on your way into rooms of ar-
mor, daggers, and naked girls, leaving
Madame with her porcelain rosebuds
and virtuous portraits of noblewomen.

Examining the steel anger of armor
and weapons, I got into conversation
with a guard: "In eleven years only one
woman ever stopped to look at it, and
she was a very odd-looking woman in-
deed, sir," he said.

"Excellent," I replied, brooding on
the ghastly tools of bone breaking and
blood spilling, a rueful smile at my lips.
No wonder there's war, I reflected,
otherwise you get killed anyway, by
romance.

Sir Richard, or maybe it was his fa-
ther, seems to have especially loved
eighteen-year-old girls of the eigh-
teenth century as they were painted by
such great masters of that sublime
cheesecake as Boucher, Fragonard,
!(/atteau, and Nattier. \ilhen you rise
up the stairs from the armor, you come
into throngs of life-size nude nymphs
by Boucher. "Hi there!" !flhat a nice
welcome! Then, perfect pink girls
swim like tropical fish in rows of tanks
down one long gallery. Even the hard-
est broken heart must soften a bit at
this cheerful sight.

Eventually, you wind up in the great
salon of the house with the phantom
\i7allaces reconciled in the most exalt-
ed imaginable harmony, a scene from
nineteenth-century grand opera. Not
only is this vast room lined with stag-

gering masterpieces, but they are hung
in vast, symmetrical assemblies. To
balance such a stunning portrait as

Rembrandt's greatest one of his son Ti-
tus, five in, third row on the left side of
the east wall, is Frans Hals's Laugbing
Caualier, five in, third row on the right
side. There is an outrageous laugh in all
this somehow: the methodical Sir
Richard laying out and balancing his
treasures like a nineteenth-century
shopkeeper putting together a window
display.

No sophomore hoping for a ninety
in History of Art could find purer ex-
amples of the hard and soft approaches
to picture painting than those of Nico-
las Poussin's Dance to tbe Music of
Time-clear, cool, linear, and hard as

the windshield of a new car-and Ja-
kob Van Ruysdael's soft and broody,
mysterious and painterly Land.scape
witb a 

.Vaterfall, 
which are hanging

across from each other in this stupen-
dous galIery.

I kept walking back and forth be-
tween the two. Good old yin and yang,
like a pair of jump cables, were re-
charging my battery. !(hat a grade I
could have gotten balancing the ab-
stracted, spiritual content of the hard
and linear Poussin (gods and god-
desses dancing in gay, oblivious eternal
abandon to music provided by a cyni-
cal-looking, lyre-plucking musician
representing Time) against the natural-
istic content of Van Ruysdael's painter-
ly landscape and then springing a

flashy academic somersault by show-
ing the naturalistic picture referred to
eternity while the gods and goddess
one referred to mortality. But of course
the lyre-player has plucked me past
college and all I could parlay out of the
magnificent pictures of the \flallace
Collection was a thrill.

But what a thrill such pictures can
give! Art is the magnificence of hu-
manity. It makes our endurance hero-
ic. !(hat is more wonderful about us
than our ability to turn our suffering
into our art?

Invisible orchestras played inaudi-
ble but heroic symphonies as I walked
out of the $Tallace Collection. The
world appealed to me again. I called
friends, shopped, dined, and got ready
to return. Of course I couldn't get
everlthing into those two mean little
suitcases, so I got a nice big canvas bag
forthe excess. n
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Photographed at Hope Plantation,Windsoq NC.
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TURNITURE OF DISTINCTION
The classic styling of [8t]r century furnitrrre comes to the fore in Centrry's Claridge Collection. Fretwork, carved shells,

and graceltrl Qucen-Anne legs are but a fcw of the design details which combine to give Claritlgc itstichncss_and period authenticity." fn. our br,',chii"s send $5 to Century Fumiturc Ctrmpany, P.O. Box 608, Dept. T-4, tlickory NC 28603.



remarkable coffee is still made in Gdvle, by people
imbued with the Enerilall ideal of perfection. It is

Sweden's most beloved coffee. And generations of
Swedish Kings have given it the Royal Seal.

\yHY THIS NOBLE FLAVOR

Th. Engwall & Co. reply torm is missing, ,or rull details please w.ile Gevalia Katle lmport Service, Dept.

BYKII.{GS.

coffee this good before.
But this is the way you've
always wanted coffee to
taste. Rich. Full-bodied.
As good in the cup as
fine coffee smells at the

anddin-

patented

King Gustav V ol Sweden.

W PO. Box 5045, Clifton, N.J.07015.



Decalleinated,
whole bean.

substance that creates the ef-
fervescent action in sparkling
wateris appliedto the coffee
beans at a certain temperature

Rqular,
whole bean.

-^.

and pressure. Like a magnet, it
l!ffi arawsout the caffeine, while- 

the full coffee flavor and charac-
teristic richness of Gevalia@

IGffe remain:
Gevalia Kaffe also offers a line of

extra rich dark roasts and espresso
coffees for the most discriminating

for many its price puts Gevalia
out ofreach.

The only way to obtain a trial supply of
Gevalia Kaffe is by ordering it directly from
the Gevalia Kaffe Import Service. If the coffee
lives up to your expectations, the Service will
replenish your supply on a regular basis with no need of
further instruction from you. There is, of course, no
obligation to continue the arrangement. The decision
rests with you.

A REGAL BRIBE.
To furtherassure that Gevalia IGffe

is kept at its best until it is consumed,
a special canister has been de-

signed in which to store each
half-pound pouch afbr it is

, opened. This imported canis-
ter has an ingenious closure
device to lock in freshness
by creating an air-tight
seal. Of white ceramig
the canister is embossed
ingold with the Royal
Crest of Sweden It can
be rcurs asa giftwith
the purchase of Geralia
IGffe. This gift (retail

ralue, $18.00) is intended, of
course,

to induce
rcu to hry

Gewlia
I(affe soon.

Once a few
people dq we

mouth will do the rest.
Ib send for Ge'ualia

IGffg please read the details of this offer in
the attached order form; fill out and mail it today
lbr your convenience, it folds and seals to
become a pre-addressed envelope.

Decalleinated, ground. Of taSteS.

ORDER IT WHOLE BEAN
oR GROLTND.
Gevalia Kaffe is a whole bean
coffee which we offer to
grind for you if you prefer.
Each batch is roasted un-
der the careful super-
vision of a Gevalia
master roaster. Then,
whether whole bean
or ground, it is quick-
ly vacuum sealed
in special golden

foil pouches.
The bet-
ter to
preserve
its fresh-
ness as
you use it,
Geralia Kaffe
comes in the
half-pound size
only

NOlr YOU'RE INVITED
TO TRY GEVALIA
THROUGH A SPECIAL
IMPORT SERVICE.r rH*'l#:t3t,,'#ffi"r r*",Y'fi11.:tsil"u,"#

Bv Aopointmtnt to Hia tWaiettu" '\be King o/ Swden. '

GE,VALIA

in quantities large enough
to supply a mass market.

of the
not

expect word of

ner Forbeans
in Gevalia are

ary$un
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In 1977, whileworking in
Hong Kong,I began Chi
nese lessons with a man
known as Dr. Lin Yun.
He was friendly, portly,
and looked like a Chinese
version of Buddy Hack-
ett, tending toward a sar-
torial taste in Hawaiian
shirts, black slacks, and
slightly elevated shoes.
But rumors flew about
that colony of his prow-
ess in an ancient art
called feng shui.Ihad
heard of this ancient an
but had only a vague no-
tion of what it was. Soon
enough, however, I had
opportunity to learn
more, because our classes were regu-
larly disrupted by the frantic appear-
ance of a desperate believer who had
tracked down Lin Yun and wouldn't
leave until his cause-rocky marriage,
failing business, poor health-was at-
tended to. So, as if on cue, we'd close
our textbook and Lin Yun would in-
vite me to join him on what perhaps
could be called feng shui field trips.

It turned out this age-old science
rilras very mystical and very pragmatic;
it had ancient agrafirrn origins but was
used today for the most sophisticated
of environments. Thousands of years
ago in early Chinese culture, farmers
sought harmony with the vast and ani-
mistic nature thought to be both cre-
ative and destructive. Earth was
considered a "living, breathing organ-
ism" (Eitel) and mountains and rivers
as dragons who inhaled and exhaled a

vital, life-enhancing energy, cb'i. To
survive and prosper, the Chinese

AT THE TABLE

Feng shui is one way of
achieving what the characters of I Ching

aboue, state: possession in great
measure; supreme success.

called on shamans, who, like architec-
tural dowsers, sought ch'i to discern
the most harmonious and auspicious
place to site a city, build a house, a tem-
ple, or 

^ 
grave. Feng sbai evolved as a

mix of Taoism, Buddhism, and yin-
yang theory of balance and oneness
with nature, common sense, supersti-
tion, and, sometimes, but not always,
good taste. Its tools ranged from intri-
cate cosmic compasses, to building and
furniture placement, to the f Ching.
Added to this was a dash of intuition,
imagination, and interpretation of
omens from the environment. Cor-
rectly harnessed, ch'i can bestow the
goods: h"ppy marriage, family, long
life, wealth, and a successful career.

According to Lin Yun, modern-day
home builders, decorators, restaura-

teurs, and such mighty
internationals as Chase
Manhattan and Citibank
in Hong Kong, Singa-
pore, and Taiwan are not
beyond calling on ex-
perts ofthis ancient earth
science for help. "Man's
cb'i is altercd and affect-
ed by his surroundings
and whether they are bal-
anced and aligned. So the
shapes of beds, the forms
and heights of buildings,
and the directions of
roads and corners all
modify a person's charac-
ter and destiny."

A couple of years after
I returned from Asia, Dr.

Lin called to say he was staying in the
Bay Area and lecturing onfeng shui at
Stanford and Berkeley. He had ad-
dressed The Library of Congress in
S7ashington, D.C., and he was plan-
ning to lecture at MIT, but would stop
in New York to see a floundering Do-
sanko restaurant in the South Street
Seaport. He hinted he was curious
about some other restaurants in New
York. And so it was one gray day in
November we found ourselves on yet
another field trip. This one to some
well-known Manhattan watering holes.

His latest feng shui assignment,
Auntie Yuan, was our first stop. At the
appointed time, he jumped out of one
of three Lincoln Continentals; the oth-
er two soon disgorged at least twenty
followers and admirers-Chinese res-
taurateurs and their wives, a United
Nations employee, Lin Yun's dental-
student nephews, a Taiwanese busi-
nessman, and (Continued on page 74)

\XIHEN POSITION IS
EVERYTHING

Using the ancient Chinese art of
frrg shui to make interiors more auspicious

By Sarah Rossbach
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"He came home with
a dozen red roses.

My Orrefors
was ready and waiting."

lJlcgancc
thc l'incst

l'lows in l()rrcuts ol'trrilliance from every angle ol'our Walcrlull vasc. Euch is it siltgrrlar achieve lrrent in
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AN/ or Book on Solar HOUSES
"Homes like those in this book demonstrate that architectural styte and
elegance need not be sacrificed in order to capture and use sotar energy.,'

From the foreword by James R. Schlesinger

SOLAH HOUSES takes up where the first generation of solar energy books leaves off ;showing through photographs, interviews and practical information, what the ne* soiar
lifestyle involves, how owners are reacting to it, and what the economic factors are,
Providing a nationwide look at residential solar applications, the 48 energy-iaving Oesigns
in the book include passive and active solar sysiems, pre-manufactured-ind mailorder
plans,underground houses, re-modeled and custom-designed homes.

The book's author, Louis Gropp, is editor-in-chief of House & Garden. His text, plus easy-
to-follow plans and diagrams give us-whether layman or expert-a clear idea of how
each of these solar houses work, while the many handsome architectural photographs
document the wide spectrum of design possibilities that exist wlthin the solar co"ntext. 

-

Order today by sending your check or
money order (U.S. currency only) to:
CONDE NAST BOOKS
PO. Box 431
Bloomfield, N.J.07003
Price for the hardcover edition is
$17.95 plus $2.00 for postage and

handling. The paperback copy is
$9.95 plus$2.00 for postage and
handling. You may return the book(s)
within 10 days for a complete refund
if you are not delighted.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

4A
EI{ERGY-SAVING
DESIGilS
Al I Il:I,\( i/Uit I N l( x rtr
by Louto Cirogr



It runs onwisps of energy
drawn from the air. 

-
The Atmos you see here needs no winding,

batteries or electrical cords to keep time.
It powers itself on nothing but the tiny changes

in air temperature that occur in any room. This
keeps the Atmos running for years and years, com.
ing very close, in fact, to perpetual motion.

Eight months to build a single Atmos-.
Jb run on wisps of energy drawn from the air,

the glass-enclosed Atmos mechanism must turn
with a slowness and smoothness that is fascinating
to watch.

Its pendulum swings once a minute. Its main
gear circles once every 107 days.
And itsgilded parts, pivoting
onruby bearings, mesh to toler-
ances finer than the thickness
of this page.

Thirty-two Swiss craftsmen
need eight months to produce
a single Atmos. More than
2,000 steps are involved includ-
ing the Z4-karargold plating of
every brass part down to the
tiniest screw.

Finally, after its pendulum
has been hung on a wire of an
alloy so special it helped win its
discoverer a Nobel Prize, the
Atmos undergoes a test no mass
manufacturer could afford:

Every day, for three weeks,
'A Jepar rmenr ,,i L,,ngrne,. Wrr nrrrrr. Irr.

it is checked by a chief inspector who takes nores on
its accuracy and supervises adjustments. He makes
sure that each Atmos meets the traditional standard
for chronometers sea captains navigate by.

The Switzer

No wonder the Swiss government
Switzerland have chosen the Atmos to

others in
honor three

The Atmos Company
145 Huguenot Street
New Rochelle, NY 10802

Gent[emen:
Please send me, without obligation,
information on the Atmos}

ame

American presidents, two British prime ministers , a
pope, and royal heads ofstate.

How to learn more about the Atmos.
!7e have a small book that tells exactly how the

Atmos works, how it is made,
and other facts of interesr ro
somebody who might want to
own one.

The book shows photo-
graphs of different models of
the Armos. And their prices
are included.

To get a copy, mail the
coupon or phone, toll-free, at
any time, on any day.
l -800-221-2100. ( In Nebraska,
phone 1-800-343-4300. )

What the Swiss have given
to the White House, the Vat-
ican and the Elysde Palace may
have a place in your home.

ATMOS

Address

City

State 'Lip

)1
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(Continued from page 70) an account-
ant from San Francisco.

As this small and noisy throng stood
in the not-too-large bar area of Auntie
Yuan, he proudly pointed out mirrors
above the bar and behind thewine rack
that he said created the illusion of twice
as many bottles and would double the
amount of liquor sold. Mirrors are the
aspirin of feng sbui: besides doubling
luck, when correctly placed, they can
balance cb'i, deflect knifelike corners
that aim threateningly at occupants,
draw in such positive forces as water,
scenery, and money, create the illusion
of space in cramped quafters and re-
flect all intruders to anyone whose
back is to the door.

As we filed behind him into the
kitchen, Lin Yun said that the location
of the chef's station is an important
consideration in any restaurant. "A
kitchen represents wealth," he said.
The Chinese word for food (ts'ai)
sounds the same as their word for
wealth. Here, he added, the kitchen is
in the "fame" position, one of eight ar-
eas into which a room, office, or house
can be divided according to the mysti-
call Chingoctagon; thus its food is as-
sured good publicity.

After bowing greetings to Mrs.
Yuan, the chef, Dr. Lin pulled me
aside. He said that because food/
money is in the hands of traditionally
temperamental Chinese chefs, the
stove, above all, must be sited with
great care. "Twelve hours of standing
in front of a hot wok will affect any
cook's ch'i, making her or him hot-
tempered," he explained. "But as an
old saying goes, 'A good chef is rarer
than a sage,' I try to make them com-
fortable."

The aluminum wall behind the
stove, he said, acted as a mirror, allow-
ing the chef to be aware of all who en-
tered. Naturally if the chef is surprised,
a nervous chain reaction is set off, af-
fecting everything-the food at hand
as well as the waiter's attitude and fi-
nally the customers' satisfaction. Tap-
ping a wind chime hung behind the
chef's back, Dr. Lin said its ring would
mystically wake up her subconscious
and draw publicity to the food. \flind
chimes also redirect and disperse

AT THE TABLE

strong cb'i. A light above the chef
would both put the restaurant in the
spotlight and improve its dishes and in-
come.

As he headed toward the cloak-
room, Lin Yun said a cash register's
position is most important for any
business because if properly placed it
attracts money. "In ordinary restau-
rants, a cash register is in fullview so it
can absorb the guests' money, but

New York's Auntie Yuan
used black on the walls-the color

that "taditionally symbolizes
and draws in money."

here, because First Avenue's cD'z is
reckless and dangerous, it is hidden in
the coatcheck area." For added securi-
ty, a vase with a red ribbon wrapped
around it, symbolizing peace, sits next
to the register and a bamboo flute, also
with a red ribbon, hangs to the side.
The flute, according to Lin Yun, acts as

a sword protecting profits and parons
and as a funnel, "conducting cb'i sec-
tion by section, making business better
and better."

Other decorating touches, he said,
also served mystical functions. The
black walls, for instance, have their
own meaning. According to an arcane
designation that divides ch'i rnto five
elements-earth, fire, water, gold, and
wood-black is a manifestation of wa-
ter, which traditionally symbolizes and
draws in money. "Black brings wealth
to the restaurant," he explained. Ges-
turing proudly toward the elegant
framed calligraphy scrolls of "Tao" or
such sayings as, "When old friends
meet despite great storm, there is rue
friendship," Lin Yun said, "I painted
these with old Chinese sayings, but be-

hind each character is a chant for good
luck." And pointing to the bright, di-
agonally cast spotlighs that crisscross
the restaurant like still, miniature
searchlights aimed at small flowers in
glossy black vases on the tables, he
said, "They are like many suns bring-
ing rrp both the cb'i of diners and the
luck of the restaurant."

Ylhether feng sbui was ever used in
Imperial banquet halls, tea houses, or
floating restaurants where sing-song
girls entertained between courses is
unclear. According to Dr. Lin, in the
United States, restaurateurs are his
most frequent clients. One of them,

Johnny Kao, owner of Mr. K's in
\Tashington, D.C., told me he credits
fifty percent of his success to feng shui.
But Lin Yun said he was curious to see

what lfestern restaurants did to attract
business. So our next sto.p was Le
Cirque, a three-star restaurant, known
as much for its good French food as for
being a favorite of Richard Nixon,
Mrs. Bloomingdale, and the President
and Mrs. Reagan, among others. Even
as we had passed by the healthy green
plants outside its 65th Street entrance,
Lin Yun said, "These show the area's
eath ch'i is very lively and good."
Once inside, he waxed ecstatic about
the mirrors on either side of the en-
trance foyer for giving depth to a nor-
mally consmained space, and about the
four small trees in each corner for at-
tracting ch'i. Then, pointing to a mir-
ror above the ceiling light, Dr. Lin
commented, "Although they haven't
studied it, they have created 'good'
feng shui and so the restaurant is very
famous."

He liked the lighting, and the ch'i-
activating flower arrangements-
plants, both real and fake, evoke na-
ture in miniature, create ch'i and allow
it to rise and circulate and shield rooms
from the edges of sharp corners. He
approved of the bar position on the
cusp of "moneymaking" and "fam-
ily"-rn..rr'rrg tranquility-positions.
He said, however, the dining areahad
several potential feng shui problems.
Most notable w ere the cl)' i -obstructing
columns and the seat of the money
keeper, which faces away from the
Mayfair Regent (Continued on page 7 6)
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AT THE TABLE

(Continued from page 74) enttance. A
decorator has partially solved these
problems by putting mirrors on the
columns, but he neglected to cover the
"knifelike" corners that point at tables.
Lin Yun suggested "adding vines or
flowers to soften the edges." One mir-
ror facing the money keeper solves the
positioning problems by creating an
Annie Oakley-style vantage point for
viewing allwho enter from the hotel.

The spacious kitchen particularly
impressed Lin Yun. At five minutes
before noon, it was a sea of calm. This,
he said, coupled with chef Alan Sail-
hac's "smooth ch'i," made the waiters
and cooks agreeable. Peering into the
small pastry room, Lin Yun said it was
in the "moneymaking" section of the
kitchen, meaning profits would be
sweet.

Next we decided to head uptown to
Elaine's, renowned for its bad food
and famous faces.

As waiters ran by us, Lin Yun said
Elaine's two shortcomings were the
narrow area outside the kitchen, bot-
tling up traffic and ch'i, and the close-
ness of the kitchen to the toilets. The
latter problem could be tixed, he sug-
gested, by hanging either a wind
chime, a flute, a mirrored ball, or a

half-length beaded curtain between
the two areas to redirect the kitchen's
cb'i. Otherwise, he warned, though
money may enter the restaurant, in the
end, "the profits will get flushed out."
\When asked about a similar setup at
Auntie Yuan, he said it was comected
simply because he had personally
blessed the area.

The fake grapes, hanging down
from the archway between the bar and
the main dining area distribute, like
wind chimes, strong cb' i that otherwise
might flow too swiftly, harming busi-
ness and making patrons uncomfort-
able. Walking into the side room, he
praised the mural of Venice: painted
vistas of sky-meaning horizons-and
water-meaning money. He said, "Be-
cause it is sited in the'career' and
'knowledge' side of the room, the mu-
ral ensures the owners will have knowl-
edge to broaden business to appeal to a
large variety of customers."

Pointing to the mirrors on the oppo-
site wall, he said, "Elaine had good in-
tuition on improving the cb'i, because
the mirors both reflected the mural
and created (Continaedon page 80)
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(Continued from page 76) greater sense
of depth. They were all the right size,
extending from the height of a sitting
person to that ofone standing. "Ifthey
were shorter, they might cut off pa-
trons' heads creating an uncomfort-
able feeling." Peering into the busy
kitchen, Dr. Lin noted that the light
was good, but that cb'iwouldbe enliv-
ened if thewhite dividerwere painted a
vibrant green.

"Brighter isn't always better," he
added. "At Elaine's the darker atmo-
sphere makes the mood mellow and re-
laxing."

At Caf6 Luxembourg, the scenewas
not as calm. Lin Yun led me into the
small kitchen. He said it was out of pro-
portion and unbalanced in comparison
to the large dining area. Remarking on
chef Patrick Clark's amazing calm
amid the bustle, Lin Yun said the
kitchen's bad feng slzzi would make
him irritable in a matter of months. He
also warned against the slanted kitchen
door-slanting structures forbode ob-
lique, unexpected accidents.

As he was explaining that both these
problems could be remedied by the
simple expedient of hanging a wind
chime on the kitchen side of the door,
thus "adjusting the balance," a couple
of Chinese waiters approached, fasci-
nated by his feng sEzzz assessments.
"You mean our boss hired you?" they
asked, in disbelief at the owner's possi-
ble awareness of the ways of the East.
Dr. Lin giggled a denial but indicated
that the restaurant's success could be
raced to the wide and mirrored bar-
which was packed even at 5:J0 p.u. He
shook his head, "How do they all know
to use mirrors?" If plants, red flowers,
or aquariums (containers of water
draw in money) were installed, he said,
profits would multiply.

The biggest shortcoming, he said,
however, is the position of the toilets in
the fame side of the octagon, meaning
that "although the caf6 may get a lot of
publicity, it may be sullied with a bad
reputation for being, say, too haughty
or too harried."

Meanwhile, back at the South Street
Seaport Dosanko-with half of itsfeng
sbui alterutions complete-a partner
said, "Since we added a plant, a flute,
and wind chimes, business has im-
proved noticeably. But, it's only been
two weeks. Time, and a mirror, will
tell." tr
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DESIGN

ALIVINGLANDMARK
At95, Truus Schroder-Schrdder is still very much the mistress

of the revolutionary modern house Gerrit Rieweld built for her n 1924

By Martin Filler

Prinshendriklaan in
Utrecht is much like
any other upper-mid-
dle-class residential
street in Holland,
lined with substantial
red-brick row houses
that bespeak the solid
values of their build-
ers. Near the city cen-
ter those structures
are floridly ornate, but
as one moves toward
the edge of town the
architecture becomes
increasingly simpler,
the scale smaller, the
mood closer to the
dull sameness of the
typical Dutch suburb.
Then suddenly on the
left is a house that nev-
er fails to startle on first sight. Here
among the foresquare symbols of the
benevolent burgher life is an artifact of
stunning surprise: it is the Schroder
house, the seminal modern landmark
built by Gerrit Rietveld in 1924 and
ever since numbered among the endur-
ing touchstones of twentieth-century
art.

To the architectural pilgrim-and
there are thousands of them each

Gerrit Rieweld's original rendering of the Schroder house interior, 1924.
Top: Rieweld and Truus Schroder-Schrider during the thirties.

volumetric concep-
tion of this building
speaks clearly of his
professional origins.)
To the unsuspecting
passer-by, the
Schroder house is
even more astonish-
ing: though six dec-
ades old this year, it
still seems thoroughly
futuristic, so modern
that even a layman
would agree that ar-
chitecture as a whole
has never quite caught
up with it. But more
amazingyetis that this
acknowledged mas-
terpiece of Modern-
ism is still inhabited
by the remarkable

woman for whom it was built.
Far more than merely the patron of a

world-famous house, Truus Schroder-
Schrd,ler can now be seen in the per-
spectrve of time as a close partner in the
creation of one of the most inventive
interior designs of this century. -
Though both she and her family to this H

day maintain a circumspect silence f;

about her long personal relationship i
with Gerrit (eontinued on page 87) 7

year-the Schroder house inevitably
seems smaller than imagined, a result
of its lack of the familiar scale refer-
ences that we are used to in conven-
tional houses. Rather than the
monolith of our received notions, the
Schroder house strikes the first-time
viewer as more alatge piece of cabin-
etry than a full-size work of architec-
ture. (Rieweld, in fact, had started out
as a furniture maker, and the intricate

}
\
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DESIGN

(Continuedfrom page 82) Rieweld, it is
nonetheless certain that she and the
Dutch architect will be accorded a

paired place in the annals of design
equivalent to that of Le Corbusier and
the furniture designer Charlotte Per-
riand, or Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
and the interior designer Lilly Reich:
that is, a collaboration that became a
rare synthesis of talent, wherein the ef-
forts of each are truly inseparable.

This August 23, Truus Schrcider-
Schrdder celebrates her 95th birthday.
Though the last few months have been
difficult ones for her as she recuperates
from a painful broken hip, she is able
to look back on her extraordinary life
as a pioneer of the modern design sen-
sibility with exceptional clarity and in-
sight. She makes the revolutionary
fervor of early Dutch Modernism seem
not a historic movement, but rather a
contemporary development.

At a time when current architecture
is obsessed with the pre-modern past,
Mrs. Schroder is able to summon up
the mood of the moment when the ep-
ochal break with centuries of prece-
dent occurred. "I had not much
respect for the past," she recalls ofher
attitude as a teen-ager in the first years
of the new century. "Modern things
had my love. Vtren I saw other girls my
age walking by I often thought to my-
self, 'Are they like me, discontent with
everlthing that is accepted?' " Most
'weren't, of course, and the young
Truus Schrdder found few kindred
spirits in Arnhem or Leiden, where she
grew up as the younger daughter of a

textile merchant. Although her older
sister had been allowed to attend uni-
versity, she herself v/as not, even
though she had a deep desire to study
architecture. Truus's marriage to Frits
Schroder, a lawyer, in 1911 produced

Sixty years later, the house still startles

three children but not the sense of be-
ing in tune with the new times she felt
were demanding her involvement.

Truus Schroder- Schriider-her
maiden and married names were hy-
phenated in the Dutch practice-met
Gerrit Rietveld, who was a year older
than she, around 1918, when he came
to the Schroders' house in Urecht with
his father to restore an antique desk.
They immediately appreciated one an-
other as forward-thinking and impa-
tient with the status quo. That attitude
was made inescapably clear in the revo-
lutionary chair designed by Rieweld in
19i7: the Red and Blue chair, as it
came to be known, v/as the first great
artifad of the De Stijl movement, the
group of likeminded Dutch artists, ar-
chitects, and graphic designers who
banded together in 1917 to promote a

new modern aesthetic by which they
hoped to raise the world from the phys-
ical destruction and psychic degrada-
tion loosed by the First \7orld l}(/ar.

Their outlook was uncompromisingly
messianic, and it gave a nerv shared
center to the lives of Gerit Rietveld
and Truus Schroder- Schrdder.

In 192J, when he learned that hewas
terminally iIl, Frits Schroder encour-
aged his wife to think about building a

new house that would serve her and
their children more sympathetically
than the conventional house they had
lived in during their marriage. Not sur-
prisingly, for the design of that new
home she turned to Gerrit Rietveld,
who thereupon embarked on the most
significant commission of his career
and produced one of the genuine mas-
terpieces of modern architecture. The
site that had been selected for the new
house was conducive to experimenta-
tion: at the far end of a row of attached
houses, the plot was at the very edge of
Utrecht and faced a broad, open field.

Rieweld's scheme was characteristic
of many other great works of art, being
both brilliantly complex and essential-
ly simple at the same time. The plan, a

basic rectangle, provided for service
functions and extra bedrooms on the
ground floor, with the main living ar-
eas, master bedroom, and kitchen on
the main floor above (a format also
shared by the contemporary villas of
Le Corbusier, among others.) This was
the first great convertible interior in
modern STestern architecture, made
possible by (Continued on page 88)
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(Continuedfron page 87) the ingenious
system of sliding and folding walls that
Rieweld provided at Truus Schroder-
Schrdder's insistence, her most impor-
tant contribution to their joint effort.
"He would compromise more easily
than shewould," Marjan Schrcider, the
client's daughter, recently recalled.
"He didn't like to compromise, but she
didn't like it either. Her influence was
very srong. She couldn't do the tech-
nical side, so she could be very persis-
tent in insisting, 'You haue to find a

u/ay to do it.'And he always would."
The design process was an event of

extreme intensity for the two, and the
realization of his scheme brought
Truus Schroder-Schriider to a state of
near rapture, which she transmits in
the retelling even no\v. "!(/e were so

very, very hrppy because it was so
beautiful," she recounts. "'While they
were building it, the children and I
went up onto the roof to look at it and I
remember saying to them, 'Can you
really believe that this will be our
house?' and they could not, because it
was too beautiful."

That feeling was not shared by many
of their fellow townspeople, however,
who saw the Schrcider house as a bi-
zarre eyesore rather than the brave em-
blem of a new artistic order. The
Schroder children were taunted by
schoolmates for living in such a srange
abode, and many of them were forbid-
den by their parents to play with the
young neighbors who lived in the local
wan gerdrocbl (monstrosity). Despite
the oddity of the exterior, the interiors
of the Schroder house in due course
confirmed the wisdom of Truus
Schroder-Schrdder's foresight. A1-
though her intention for wanting the
mobile wall panels was to be able to re-
organize the interior spaces after her
children left home, during \7orld War
II the movable partitions and well-
thought-out plumbing made it possi-
ble to accommodate them once again,
this time as independent young adults,
with welcome privacy and relative
ease.

The years of the Nazi occupation
brought an abrupt end to Rieweld's al-

ways-small architectural practice, but
he continued to design furniture, and
he patriotically applied his artistic tal-
ents to the underground resistance ef-
fort by forging identity cards,
passports, and ration books. Though

neglected and increasingly obscure in
comparison Io the more prolific mas-

ters of Modernism such as Le Corbu-
sier and Mies van der Rohe, Rieweld
was "rediscovered" in the late fifties,
and won several important building
commissions before his death twenty
years ago at the age of 75 .

Since then, Truus Schroder-
Schrdder has witnessed the further
flowering of Rietveld's reputation, a

fact that she could not have missed as

the occupant of his most famous archi-
tectural work. Over the past two dec-
ades, the stream of visitors-most of
them uninvited, an increasing problem
as the owner moves on into advanced
old age-has grown to torrential pro-
portions. But despite the daily trials of
inhabiting a house that the architectur-
al enthusiasts of the world believe
(with some justification) to be part of
common cultural ownership, there is a

large measure of pride in Truus
Schroder-Schrdder having lived long
enough to witness her house trans-
formed from home to art-historical
heirloom. "I knew quite well that I was
working on a revolution," she admits
sixty years after the fact, but also dis-
claims the self-consciousness of the act
that other vanguard figures have tried
to attach retroactively to their contri-
butions. "I think that is so belachelijk,"
she says quite firmly, putting a deliber-
ate emphasis on the Dutch word for
"ludicrous."

As Truus Schroder-Schrhder enters
the homestretch to her centenary, her
house remains as surprising as ever. A1-

though the rooms are in exceptionally
good repair for their age, they lack the
seamless perfection and high degree of
surface finish one imagines the cere-
bral artifacts of the De Stijl movement
to have had. Far less abstract and ma-
chinelike than they seem in the precise
and pristine renderings of Rieweld, the
interiors possess a thbroughly homey
feeling that makes a pot of yellow bego-
nias, or a stack of exhibition cata-
logues, or a snapshot of the architect
pinned against a deep-blue wall seem
perfectly sympathetic additions. They,
as much as this house, are reminders of
the deeply humanizing aspect of early
Modernism that has been forgotten in
recent times. It is that quality above all
that the living spirit of one of its most
important surviving pioneers helps us
to remember, vividly. r
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ls your hair
growing old before

the rest of you?
What you do to your hair you

wouldnt do to any other part of
your body

"fb make it more beautifull'
you shampoo the life out of it.
Scrape it and strip it with brushes
and combs. Torture it with hot
curlers, blow-dryers and curling
irons. Expose it naked to sun,
u,ind, pollution and chemicals.

And you let it starve.
Because all those things you do to
your hair rob it of its natural
nourishment. Worst of all, you
cant make it up by eating more
healtfua vitamin-rich foods. They
don't feed your hair, the way they
feed the rest of you.

No wonder your hair doesn't
love you. Doesnt bounce for you,
glow for you, look great for you.

Ifyour body wont nourish
your hair, you must.

YouVe got 100,000 hungry
hairs to feed. But how?

Pantene discovered how. The
scientists at Pantene dedicated
themselves to finding a kind of
nourishment that your hair can
absorb directly from the surface.
1bday, their provitamin formula is
in everything Pantene makes . . . a
formula that nourishes each hair
inside and out, so it's stronger,
glossier. . . healthier.

With this discovery Pantene
invented serious haircare. .. the
haircare you'll find in the finest
salons and the most exclusive
department and dmg stores
around the world.

See your hair reborn- in 7 days.
Want dramatic proof? Use the

new Pantene Creme Conditioner
for just one week after your daily
shampoo. Day after amazingday,

you'll see your hair grow livelier,
bouncier, shinier until-one week
from today-it simply glows
withhealth.

YouVe discovered Pantene -its conditioners and shampoos,
setting and styling products. Now
you can have gloriously healthy
hair... for life!

@ 1984 The Pantene Co. Division of Richardson-Vicks lnc

The C3re a4_d !_qe{ing
of Beautiful Hair
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Armstrong presents
the kitchen.

And the Designer Solarian@ floor that
sets the scene for gracious entertaining.

The Room:
Entenaining is a pleasure for

hosts and guesrs alike in a Great
Room designed to put evervone

at ease in beautiful fashion. All
evidences of food preparation

ianish behind the venical blind
divider. And the Designer Solar-
ian floor gir,'es the room such an
elegant ambiance you'll feel like
a guest at vour own dinner partv.

The kitchen iself is a model
of efficiency wirh an ingenious

storagewall that includes the
refrigerator and freezer as well

as pull-out sections for small ap-
pliances. An added convenienie

The Floor:
The remarkable beaun'of this
Armstr< lng, Designer Solarian
flcxrr begins n ith Inlaid Color'n'
\il/ith most lt()-$,;l.\ tl<xlrs, tl-re
color and design are fust printed
on. Designer Solarian is differ-
ent. ILs uncontn)on richness is
dre result <tf Inlaid Colot an ex-
clusire Arn-rstrong process that
builG up the design with tl-rou-
sands of varicoktred granules-
creating a uniquelv crafted look
no printeci floor can match.

And Designer Solarian floors
hare Armstr<tng's extra-durable
Ilirabond@ )(L surface that keeps

is the n-ricntx'a\e ovell
on a cart that can be

storeci out of sight or
rolled to the uble

f<rr easv sen'ing.

For m<;re information <tn tlte
Armstrctng floctr and other fea-

tures of this idea-filled roorr,
send fr rr or.rr flree 'Disappearing
Kitchen" bookler. t rr t'all the toll
free Armstr<tng Consunter Line.
,{sk for cleparrnrertr +9FI lG. 800-

23 3-3823. ( L'r Pcunsrlr-uniu, cull
1300--32-00+8. )

its like-new look far longer than
vinvl no-war floors. If eventuallv
a reduction in gloss should occur
in hear.y+raffic areas, Armstrong
Shinekeeper" polish can help-
maintain the shine. See Designer
Solarianfloors at your Armstfong
retailer, listed inthe Yellow pagel
under "Floor Materials."
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ALLABOI-]TSTYLE
By Nancy Richardson

Bronze head ofBuddha,
frf i"g avnr.ty,.iAri^.,. D"ndoi,

Frances Scaife in
Ligonier

I PARIS ANTIQUES The biggest and the nicest antiques show
in the world occurs every other year in Paris. The Biennale des

Antiquaires-September 20-October 7-is held at the
Grand Palais, the enormous Beaux-Arts exhibition space
on the Right Bank. For glamour, it beats any other location
for a fair. The association of eighteenth-century dealers

who dominate the three weeks are called Les Antiquaires de
Paris and they are the major international source, other than

the auction houses, for important French eighteenth-century
and early-nineteenth-century furniture and decorations.
Their stand is a little building containing eight different gal-
leries, each with a different emphasis. Didier Aaron will pre-

sent handsome, boldly scaled eighteenth-century furniture
along with paintings by Hubert Robert. Maurice Segoura al-

ways produces a major piece that has to be bought by the
French government because the authorities will not let it out

of the country. Someone of the eight, which also includes Jac-
ques Perrin, Michel Meyer, Galerie Camoin, Etienne L6ry, and
the Don Juan of the group, Aveline's Jean-Marie Rossi, will be
selling a piece from a Rothschild collection. Any one of them
with something that belonged to Marie Antoinette will hope to
sell it to Baronne Liliane de Rothschild, who has long collected
such things. Bernard Steinitz, the newest member of the associ-

ation, has an eye for high-style decorative furniture like the ta-
ble, right. The rest ofthe fair is about European seventeenth-,
eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and twentieth-century furniture, ob-
jects, paintings, stamps, medals, rare books and documents.
\Worth a special look are two dealers in Oriental an-Gisdle
Crcies from Brussels and Ariane Dandois Faye in Patis-soon
to open shop with Philip Farley in New York-who will offer
the rare Buddhist head, left. r LADY AMATEUR A lady
dealer with an antiques shop is a different breed than a real an-
tiques dealer. \What the amateur has to offer usually is an insight
to fashionable decoration. She starts out arranging her own

well-edited simplicity to a well-edited clut-
ter. Most of the furniture this clutter relies on
was made in the nineteenth century. Experi-
menting with it are such dealer-amateurs as

Frances Scaife, left, at the Tail End in Ligon-
ier, Pennsylvania, which offers animal pic-
tures, textiles, oldwicker,rigbt. I ROCO-
CO IN ENGLAND Voltaire called eigh-
teenth-century France the whipped cream of
Europe and summed up all that the English
are supposed to dislike about the French.
FIuff or not, some of the most interesting mo-
ments in English taste have come when Eng-
lish things got Frenchified. There was a

moment at the end of the seventeenth century

Jacob console at Steinitz

Wicker at the Tail End

;
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1n1902, KnrenGardner thought the garden
prwidd the ideal plnce to snuk a cigarette.

a

1984

nicotine av.

Report Mar.'84.

Warning, The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking ls Dangerous to Your Health.
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Unfortunately, her ida
was nipped in thebud.
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David Hockney
clown material

ALL ABOUT STYLE

man wrote that there had
been no Rococo in England.
But it has always been the

special talent of the Victoria & A1-
bert Museum in London to jar
public perceptions. In its current
exhibition-"Rococo, Art and De-

time of Louis XVI. But what is improbable in
terms of what we think of as the Englishness of
English taste is the period from 17)O-1760,
when the English appropriated all the infec-
tious pleasure, the frivolity, lightheartedness
and asymmetry of the French Rococo-

:

=

9I
sign in Hogarth's England"-unril September
l0-this neglected period comes to life with quantities of

furniture by Channon, Linnell, and Chippendale, engrav-
ings by Gravelot, paintings by Canaletto, Hogarth, and
Hayman, sculpture by Roubiliac, aboue, slverby Lamerie

and Meissonier. This exhibition is made up of mate-
rial from 120 sources including22 country houses
which have lent things made for them in the peri-

fromod. There is a generous number of objects

Terra-cotta model of a statue of
Handel by Roubiliac

THE VENDOUE PRE55

American museums. f BARON THYSSEN,S
TREASURE Baron Hans Heinrich von Thyssen-

Bornemisza is perhaps the premier private collector
in the world. The American part of his life includes
being a trustee of the Metropolitan Museum and a di-

rector at Sotheby's. Besides his collection of old mas-
ter paintings seen in 1980 at the National Gallery in
$Tashington and his rwenrierh-cenrury pictures shown

last year at the Metropolitan and collections of bronzes,

will be a complete catalogue (Vendome) with
and lots of color plates. The Baron's museum

ivories, silver, and furniture, the Baron has completed

One of Baron Thyssen's
hardstone boxes

over the last 25 years a collection of gold boxes, objets de
uertil, and Renaissance jewels. From September 20-30 the

public is invited to Sotheby's in New York to see this Thyssen
teasury, which includes the German hardsrone box,right.There

some good essays

in Lugano is open
to the public every summer. Last day this year: October 15
I DAVID HOCKNEY FABRIC Such is the separation between art
and decoration today that it is virtually impoisible to get a famous
contemporary painter to make a design for an upholstery fabric.
But friendship sometimes provides a wonderfrrl back door, which
was the case when David Hockney did a clean, cotton desi gn, left,
Punchinella, for Celia Birtwell, London ; rel. : 22 1.087 7 . r:
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Dolby** cassette
deck. And 3-way
high-efficiency
speakers. There's
even a semi-auto-
matic direct drive
turntable.

Contact your
local Sanyo dealer
to audition both of
these impeccable
performers.

lf you dare.
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Not for the meek

When you buy a
Sanyo DigitalAudio
System, you have to
be prepared.

The sound is so
spectacular, so
commanding, that
it challenges your
ability to take it all
in. But if you're
someone who
appreciates breath-
taking power and

a

clarity, Sanyo has
two new digital
audio systems for
you.

Each has the
CP300 player. lts
laser pickup system
reads the computer-
coded music on
compact digital
discs without
touching the sur-
face-so discs
keep their spar-
kling sound forever.

It's easy to operate,
and includes rapid
access, automatic
repeat, and pro-
grammable track
memory.

To handle the
enormous dynamic
range of digital
audio, you can
choose from a

crisp 50 or a su-
perb 100 watt per

channelt amplifier.
A built-in graphic
equalizer lets you
"fine tune" the
sound.

Other matched
components in-
clude a computer-
controlled digital
AM/FM tuner that
actually seeks out
and programs up to
20 stations into its
memory. Plus a
high-performance

'Minimum Continuous Average Power
per channel, both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20-2O,OOOHz,
no more than 0.3% Total Harmonic Distortion

6SANYO "TM Dolby Laboratories
@Sanyo 1984

The modern art of electronics.



Opposite Sotheby's on
New Bond Street, the
discrete entrance to S.J.
Phillips Ltd. is to be
found. "Silversmith,
jewels, antique plate,
bijouterie," proclaims
the stationery-but it is
something of an under-
statement, for in reality
one is about to enter an
Ali Baba's cave. It is not
only the venerable at-
mosphere that distin-
guishes this shop but also the terrific
assortment of treasures-many
unique-which make up the stock. It is
the world of the Edwardian era-of
beautiful tiaras, parures of emeralds
and amethysts, walking stickswith jew-
eled handles, old English and Conti
nental silver, ruby and diamond studs
and cuff links and superb jewelry-
even a peer's coronet or two.

Many of the major collectors of the
past fifty years have been customers of
S. J. Phillips. Pierpont Morgan and
\Tilliam Randolph Hearst were among
their earlier clients; Judge Untermyer
bought a large part of his collection of
silver and objects of art from them, and
much of Mrs. Harvey Firestone's silver
and collection of gold boxes came
from the shop. The late Arturo Lopez'
Villshaw was a somewhat different
type of collector; he bought anything
that caught his eye-silver, furniture,
gold boxes, Renaissance objects and
jewelry. He also bought presents for all
his friends, which used to fascinate
managing director Martin Norton, who
was used to collectors, however rich,

THE DEALER'S EYE

An abundance of antique rings
and necklaces, Georgian silver

in cases at SJ. Phillips Ltd.

spending all their money on themselves.
What distinguishes S. J. Phillips

from other jewelry businesses is not
only that everything is of the finest
quality-although often not enor-
mously expensive-but that their
stock is made up of thewhole spectrum
of European jewelry-from rare Ren-
aissance pieces to gold cuff links made
in 1984.

If youwant to buy a diamond flower
spray made around 1750, or some
French steel jewelry, popular in the
early nineteenth century-or again, a

gold bracelet set with scarabs and
made by Castellani-or an enamel and
diamond powder compact made in the
twenties by Cartier-they have it. The
shop handled the sale to the British
Museum of a pair of eighteenth-cen-
tury gold ice pails that once belonged
to the Earl of Spencer.

Martin Norton, who runs the family
business which was founded in 1869, is

the third generation to do so-his

motherwas a Phillips-
and he is helped by his
sons, Nicolas andJona-
than, and his nephew
Francis. Mr. Norton
has been on Bond
Street since he left
school in 1929, having
learned his basic knowl-
edge first at The Central
School of Arts and
Crafts and then at the
Courtauld Institute.
His sons and nephew all

received similar apprenticeships be-
fore joining the business-and by at-
tending sales all over the world, they
keep up-to-date with current auction
prices.

Beyond the showcases of the en-
uance galleries is a second room-an
inner sanctum-where the most im-
portant items are displayed on tables
and around the walls in vitrines. Mr.
Norton is usually to be found seated
here at the center table, taking a tele-
phone call or consulting with his sons
on the pricing of an object.

Clients old and new receive the same
courteous treatment and the benefit of
Mr. Norton's extensive knowledge.
Friends, and dealers from abroad who
are in London for a particular auction,
look forward to an invitation to lunch-
eon in the small downstairs dining
room where good food, wine, and con-
versation abound.

Among the most important rea-
sures that S. J. Phillips has handled is

the Savernake Horn-a thirteenth-
century medieval work of an which was
recently sold (Continued on page 98)

THE JEVELS OF BOND STREET
By John Bowes-Lyon

9
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A Few of Our Faaorite Things
From lean Schlumberger's collection of extraordinary

limited editionboxes. Repousie and hand sculpted of eighteen
karat gold. Each signed and numbered. From top: "Foulard" pawderbox,

" lnzanges" powder box, " Coquillage" bonbonnidre.
Subject to prior sale. Only at Tiffanyb.

TtnnNY&Co.
NEWYORK.ATLANTA.BEVERLYHILLS.BOSTON.CHICAGO.DALLAS.HOUSTON.KANSASCITY.SANFRANCISCO

Natronwrde toll-lree 800,526-0649 . New Jersey loll-lree 8OO-452,9146

SEPTENIBER 1984
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(Continuedfrom page 96) to the British
Museum. The firm was able to buy
about rwo thirds of the Russian Crown
Jewels when they were sold at Chris-
tie's, including diamonds originally
worn by Catherine the Great. Recently
they bought a ruby and diamond neck-
lace which Napoleon gave to his sec-
ond wife, Empress Marie-Louise-it
was made in 1811 by Nitot, and the di-
amonds had once belonged to Louis
XVI. Then in 1816, it was remounted
by Bapst for the Duchess of Angou-

l6me. Curiously, this information is
only now known because a few months
ago Mr. Norton happened upon the in-
ventory of the French crown jewels for
theyears LSLL-L2.

Many of the important gold boxes
sold by S. J. Phillips have actually been
handled by them three or four times
before-a kind of recycling. Mr. Nor-
ton is of the opinion that people tend to
buy expensive things late in their lives
but unless their children like them,
they usually get sold again when the

collector dies. People who pay ten
thousand pounds and upward for one
gold box are not hard up for money,
and in most countries where there is a
doubt about the currency such objects
tend to be a good investment. One
would think that the most portable of
possessions such as jewelry and sil-
ver---objects which carry a high insur-
ance premium and have to be kept
safely locked up-would be the first
things to be sold when estates are being
broken up, but Mr. Norton says, "Fun-
nily enough, it is very often the pictures
that leave the walls first, forcing the
owners to then face the problems of re-
decoration." Indeed when substantial
money has to be raised, it is the pic-
tures and furniture that are usually re-
appraised first.

Today much of the antique jewelry
and silver that S. J. Phillips has on dis-
play comes from private sources in
America. The salesrooms in London
and New York are, like the dealers,
finding it difficult to get enough goods
to sell, so prices remain high for any-
thing of quality.

The classic cabinet-lined salesroom on
London's New Bond Sreet.

The interest in collecting objects of
virtu never dies out. The number of
collectors is only limited by the amount
of material available. Many dealers col-
lect for themselves, which makes it
more difficult for the layman to find
pieces within his means. Last year S. J.
Phillips's biggest client decided to give
up buying gold boxes, but they found
someone else to take his place with no
difficulty. Asked what a young person
with a limited amount of money should
start to collect nowadays, Mr. Norton
says, "At the moment eighteenth-cen-
tury diamond jewelry is undervalued,
as are small, very good pieces of Eng-
lish silver." n
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Any original by Forecast creates a unique look and
a special mood. Wherever you hang it.

Here, the warmth of lustrous polished brass metalwork
combined with a softened Deco-design etching give this ensemble

a distinctive and versatile appearance.
For a showroom near you, call 1-800-421-6049.Then look for

the Forecast tag to be sure you're
getting authentic lighting by Forecast.

Every one an original
work of art.

Hang an
originol
work
ol art.

Forecqsl Lighting Compony

6recost

#5396-57

500 North Oak Streel, lnglewood, CA 90302 . (213) 678-5151
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COUTURE COLQURS. STRAIGHT FROM PARIS.
EMOTIONAL SHADES- TQUEHED $fITH iTYSTERY.

VERNIS
LAAUE
CREME

NAtrL ENI\MEL

CHANEL
FARIS
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CAIALOGS o[LS.A]
Yolr shopping Guide for Home and Fiashion

forReaders oTHouse & Garden Magazine
Fill out coupon on bottom of following page and mail today.

9. Tapestry-Fashions for the home-a
world of home accessories, to brighten
your home or the home of someone you
love. Accessories and decor for every room
in the house-kitchen, bedroom, den, liv-
ing room . . . Styles for all tastes-contem-
porary or classic-even fashion to wear at
home. A Hanover House lndustries Com-
pany. Series of Catalogs 92.00.

15. Kittinger. Lifetime Reference Library of
America's outstanding 18th-century
furniture reproduction collection. Over
300 pages in two volumes presented in a
hard-cover library case. lncludes
comprehensive Dictionary of Furniture
Design, history of Williamsburgo Furniture
Reproductions and Historic Newport@
Reproductions. Much more. $12.00
complete.

The

ClrrroU;
Reed

Catalog

New Winter Holiday Fashion Collection

1. Latest classic styles for casual and career.
Eye-catching coordinates that softly
dazzle, complemented by accessories and
shoes on the same page. We take the worry
out of making the right choices as we guide
you through any season, any occasion.
Superb quality for women and children.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today!
One-year Subscription $1, A $5 Citt
Certificate included in first issue.

Now you can send a gift of tiquor
nationwide by phone.
Over 30 premium brands
ol wine and liquor.

2. Cive a unique gift of someonet
favorite liquor, wine or champagne
to a friend, relaltive or business
associate anywhere in the country.*

UP(l -800-243-3787). Within 48
hours,** your gift of liquor wi
be del ivered, gift-wrapped
with your personal message
i ncluded.
Nalionwide Gifl Liquor Seruice

Itt as easy as pi,
phone and dialing

cking up your
-I-8OO.CHEER.

rexcept where prohibited
*'in mo5t areas

Maior credit cards accepted
Catalog with *arnal
updates, $1.00

HORCHOW

3. Horchow delivers to your doorstep the
best of everything from daily practicalities
to once-in-a-lifetime luxuries: gifts,
decoratives, fine linens, fashions,
accessories, jewelry and collectibles.
Shop by mail or toll-free telephone. To
receive a full year of Horchow catalogues,
including our big Holiday issues, send
$3.00.

7. The Crand Finale catalogue is filled with
luxury merchandise from famous
companies at 30% to 70% olf the original
retail price. You'll find exquisite jewelry,
designer clothing, china, luggage and
unique gifts, all at close-out prices.
Satisfaction is guaranteed. Sorry, U.S.
addresses only. To receive a full year of
catalogues, including the Christmas issue,
send $2.00.

13 WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE TUNE? Make
your gift very special with a special tune-
over 300 from which to choose. From
musical Teddy Bears and ceramic cats to
jewelry boxes which play Pachelbel's
Canon or Memory, hundreds of musical
gifts are available to delight the most
discriminating person on your Christmas
list. $2.00 for a'series of three catalogs.

B. Christmas presents
with a sense of Christmas
past. Carfinckel's Christ-
mas Catalog, photo-
graphed in Shakespeare
country, combining a
rich cultural heritage
with a bounty of beauty
to wear, to own, to give.
Our 68 page catalog, de-
livered to your doorstep
in October, $3.00.

Gtch Catabg"

Dress Sfewart by Touch of C/ass
'14. Explore the exciting new bed linens of
today with all the accessories for
transforming your bedroom into a work of
art. Something for every mood and style.
Custom monogramming. For decorating at
its best, select Touch of Class catalog. 91.

100

on page to: HG984. P.O. Box 460, New York 10980
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. CATALOGSOTJ.S.A]
Your Shopping Guide for Home and Eashion

It's tall.The excitement of new wardrobes, new gift ideas,getting on with life
afler the summer doldrums. Choose from a spectacular variety of merchan-
dise-accessories and decor for every room in the house; famous-name
merchandise at savings up to 70%; American and European clothing for child-
ren; classic, casual and career clolhing, accessoriesandshoes; h-undredsof

musicalgifts; plainandfancynuts; deluxe fruit cakes; liqqor by phone; silks;
gold and silver; Oriental pieces; jewelry;collectibles; exciting new bed linens; an
advance look at a bounty ol Christmas gifts;even a reference library of I 8th Cen-
tury furniture. . . and much more. Order from the coupon below and the cat-
alogs will be sent to you by the offering them.

"that famous Corsicana, Texas
Fruit Cake," since 1896

ORIGINAL

4. Free brochure furnishes colorful history
and ordering details of Original DeLuxe
Fruit Cake, baked to order by the Collin
Street Bakery, in Corsicana, Texas since
1896. Shipped last year to hostesses, busi-
ness people, celebrities (and in Europe,
royal families) in every American state and
in 194 foreign countries. Unconditionally
guaranteed best you've tasted. Never sold
in stores. Free.

17.A very special catalog for children.
European and American clothing for
infants through size "14, beautifril books,
unique toys from around the world, and
educational computer software. One year
subscription $2.

r to: CATALOGS U.S.A., Dept. HG984 -P.O. Box 460, Stony Point, New York 10980
CATATOGS U.S.A.il offer expires
Your Shopping Guide october 17, 1e84

Check to the left ofeach I istingthe catalogs you want.
Enclose a check or M.O. for the total, including a
$'l .00 mailing charge. Allow 4-6 weeks deliveiy.

- 
l. Carroll need (fl) 

-10. 
Wintedhur (12)

- 
2. Nationride tiquor lgl ) 

-l 
l. Trifl6 (S2)

- 
3. Horchoa ($3) 

-12. 
Cump,s ($3) toreitn (gl5)

- 
4. Oritinal Deluxe (Fre) 

-13. 
San Francisco

-- 5. 8l@mintdale's (g4) Music 8or Co. ($2)

- 
5.MilesXimball (fre) 

-l4.Tou(hof 
Cl.ss(gl)

- 
7. Crand tinale ($2) 

-15. 
Xiilinter (tt2)

- 
8. Carfinclel's ($3) 

-15. 
Sunnyland Farms (91)

- 
9. Tapestry ($2) 

-17. 
My Child's Dgtiny (92)

total cost of catalogs ordered
ADD $1.00 MAII.ING CHARGE

Total Enclosed

$_
g $1.u1
$_

ilt

5. Celebrate! This year's Yuletime is time
you'll cherish. Check off your gift list with
the 1984 Christmas Catalogue from
Bloomingdale's By Mail Ltd..l00 plus
pages of gift ideas for your friends, family
and home. As if that weren't enough, we'll
dazzle you more with our Holiday Cift
Catalogue of last minute ideas. Simply
send $4-applicable towards your first
purchase. (lt! our gift to you.)

1 . FREE CATALOC FROM MILES KIMBALL,
for 50 years the armchair-shopper's
favorite. Full color catalog presents
hundreds of gifts and gadgets for special
friends and every member of the family.
You'll find toys and stationery, holiday
decorations, housewares and decorating
accessories-many under $5 and all
guaranteed to please. Excellent value,
reliable service.

ililp$

12. Eighty color pages featuring hundreds of
gifts from around the world including
Oriental pieces, jewelry, jade, porcelain,
silver, lamps, stationery, fashion and
special Christmas delights. Order now.
Series of four Cift Books $3 (Foreign
subscriptions $15).

slNcE t86l
M

GIFT CATAIOGUE

l0.Winterthur continues to bring to its mail
order customers the best of decorative
accessories for the home plus gifts to share.
One year's subscription includes Cift
Catalogue now, Carden Catalogue in
January. $2.00.

a

TRIFLES
t

11. Trifles catalogues are bursting with
bright fresh ideas. Filled with frills and fine
fashions. Soft silks and sparkling silver.
Cold. Handpainted pottery and delightful
decoratives. Plus special values for you
and your home. Shop by mail or toll-free
telephone. To receive a full year of
catalogues, send 92.00.

JANE AND HARRY WILLSON

Srrrrlsnd
fanffis ,,*,
PtrCANS

plaintlfanc5r

,6, Pecans Plain and Fancy-other Nuts
and Fruits, too. Most every nut you could
wanr.. The Best ,'ecans: ln-the-shell or
shel t ed.,'.latu ra l.or Toasted. Also Cashews,
Walnuts; Almonds; Pistachios;
Macadamias; Peanuts; Mixed Nuts. And
healthful, tasty extra fancy Dried Fruits. 48
pg. color catalog plus 32 pg. Recipe and
lnfo booklet. $1 .00.

would like in future Stan l. Fishel, 615 Madison Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10022 (212t l5O-1800.
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ANTIQUE S

CONNECTICTJT FTJRNITTJRE
The myth that this colony's cabinetmakers were

capricious hicks is contradicted by the subtle objects they left behind

By Robert F. Tent

In the past, Connecticut's eigh-
teenth-century furniture did
not appeal to urbane collectors,
but nowadays major case
pieces and the better chairs are
commanding prices in the
$80,000-$ 150,000 range.
Clearly somebody thinks the
stuff is of more than academic
interest. Some collectors today
seem to feel that the high-style
(and far more expensive)
pieces from the major colonial
cities are too formal to live with
and prefer the simpler Con-
necticut designs. And Con-
necticut furniture may have
been slighted before because of
persistent caricatures of its ori-
gins and appearance. The party
line of dealers and even schol-
ars used to go something like
this: the inhabitants of Con-
necticut were conservative rus-
tics who, paradoxically, were
also individualistic and cre-
ative. Living in the country,
Connecticut's people were al-
ways a little behind their con-
temporaries in Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia, and they re-
acted to new fashions in a neurotic
manner, copying each new style but
embellishing it with naive, complex,
original ornament. And, the caricature
continues, they always used cherry
wood finished the color of orange li-
noleum or maple syrup.

As we gaze upon the Chapins' dress-
ing tables and framed chairs or Samuel
Loomis's chests-on-chests, something
begins to seem very wrong with this
version of history. The Chapin exam-
ples are fairly plain, with little or none
ofthe rococo carved ornament one ex-
pects to see on Philadelphia furniture
of the same period, but the dark, reso-

Samuel Loomis's cherry chest-on-chest, Colchester
1770-1790, is restrained in its overall form, bold in its ornament.

nant surfaces of the objects and their
carefully calculated proportions do not
seem at all countrified. Loomis's chest-
on-chest (probably called a "case of
drawers" during the period) is also
dark and restrained in appearance, the
ornament executed with economy.
Horv are these objects to be squared
with the popular notion that this furni-
ture should be bizarre and orange?
Clearly we need to consider the origins
and intended effects of this furniture
more carefully.

The historical reality of Connecticut
life and Connecticut furniture, so far as

scholars now understand it, was re-
markably different and far more inter-

esting than the creative-rube
version.

By the 1750s, the colony was
not simply a collection of farms
inside a political boundary line.
The ports along the coast and
up the major rivers had popula-
tions in the 5,000-8,000 brack-
et, a respectable size by colonial
standards. Connecticut was not
prosperous and was controlled
by a small clique of merchants
who bought up grain, cattle, and
lumber to exchange in Boston or
New York for cloth, hardware,
and other finished goods to sell
back in Connecticut.

The woodworkers of Con-
necticut stood far below the
merchants in wealth and pres-
tige, but they, like their farmer
clients, were not self-righteous
hicks out of a WPA mural.
They learned about the latest
styles in three ways. First, they
saw furniture that had been im-
ported from Boston or New-
port or New York. Most
furniture historians have as-
sumed that this was the princi-

pal way styles were transmitted, and
much of the furniture made in Con-
necticut has therefore been misinter-
preted as incompetent copies of urban
models.

Another, far more prevalent way for
new styles to reach rural towns was for
a local boy to apprentice in a major ur-
ban shop, where he could copy or steal
the patterns he needed and return
home. And a third way was for an es-

tablished cabinetmaker from a major
seaport or even from England to move
to Connecticut and set up shop.

These last two means of transmis-
sion were the most effective. They gave
local cabinet - (Continued on page 104)
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(Corutinuedfrom page 102) makerc di-
rect access to techniques and tem-
plates, or patterns, used to draw up the
components of unfamiliar forms. Cre-
ativity really only intervened at the
point when the artisan laid out the pro-
portions of the piece and fitted the pat-
terns for the various parts together.

In Connecticut and even in Boston
and New York, most people could not
afford the upholstered chairs and
heavily carved high chests of drawers
that figure so prominently in museum
collections. The cheaper alternatives
were the turned, rush-seated chairs
that were produced in the thousands
for shipment to country towns and the
small board chests or chests of drawers
made of sofrwoods and painted in imi-
tation of walnut or mahogany. These
cheap furniture forms sported the
more obvious features of expensive,
fashionable furniture, and they were
influential in rural areas where wealthy
people were few and far between.

On those few occasions in his work-
ing careerwhen a Connecticut cabinet-
maker was called upon to produce a

case piece or a set ofchairs "as good as

any made in Boston," his first step was
to search for the basic forms among the
templates he had copied when an ap-
prentice. Then the question of carving
arose. In a large seaport, the various
components of a major case piece were
jobbed out to specialists like carvers,
inlay makers, and gilders, thereby in-
suring a high level of workmanship
throughout. In rural towns, the cabi-
netmaker had to provide all the orna-
menthimself, (Continued on page 106)
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Aaron Chapin's fine dressing table, Hartford
l7 8+17 92, has unique carved cipher.
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From time immemorial to time immemorial black and white remain the classic colors. Sherle Wagner Cl^ ^..1^enjoys working with them because they make shape bear the full esthetic burden. And Mr. Waglet, J_f LVt LV
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USE IT AS A HOME DECK.
lf you're still looking for a portable VCR that truly
is one, teast your eyes on Portadeck. The most
versatile video system Hitachi has ever created.
Stacked or side-by-side, it's at home virtually
anyplace. And Portadeck's flexibility is matched
only by Hitachi's famous features. Like our
exclusive four comer access @ntrol for
mistake{ree operation, our "customized" tuner,
sound-on-sound, video dub and the kind of quality
and reliability only a leader like Hitachi can offer.

USE IT AS A PORTABLE.
A single cable disconnect and Portadeck is ready
to go anywhere you are. And take it along you will.
Because it's our smallest, lightest, best looking
VCR we've ever developed. Which makes it easy
to record everything lrom a home run to a home-
coming. With Hitachi's dynamic features at your
fingertips, you'll be able to creale special effects
worthy of the big screen. Even if your production
debuts on nothing bigger than your home TV.
Warnlng: One Federal Court has hsld that recording ot
copyrighted television programs for in home non-
commercial use is wrongtul, copyrighted programs should
not b€ record€d.

::

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology

Hitachi Salm Corporalion ol America, 401 W. Artesia Blvd.,Compton, CA 90220
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(Continuedfrom 104) and Connect-
icut artisans almost never achieved the
kind of fluidity and cisp, naturalistic
definition expected of the best urban
carving.

The single-artisan factor does not
fully account for the most elaborate
Connecticut furniture of the 1770-
1800 period, which seems so inventive
or so bizare to modern eves. Some ad-
ditional factors come t; mind. Con-
necticut was influenced by many style
centers, and what looks like inventive-
ness to us was often merely a selective
combining of design elements from
til/o or more urban schools. One or two
particularly able artisans may have for-
mulated a vocabulary of ornament that
is strikingly different from known ur-
ban models, but the widespread prac-
tice of serving journeyman's time in an
established master's shop meant that a
successful type of ornamenr would
quickly be taken up by five or more
shops. For example, Benjamin Burn-
ham and his apprentice Samuel Loo-
mis, both of Colchester, evolved
distinctive case pieces with dentiled
cornice moldings, blocked fronts sur-
mounted by Newport-style shells, spi-
ral-carved quarter columns, and
pagoda finials. But when case pieces
with this ornament are examined, the
construction of the internal sffuctures
indicates that many different artisans
were responsible for practicing this or-
namental mode. The explanation is
simple. A master like Burnham who
had struck upon a popular form or
ornament (Continued on page 108)

Eliphalet Chap:lr,'s 1775 claw-foot
armchair shows

a Philadelphia influence.
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Several years ago, we secured for testing a small quantity of
unnamed seedling Lilies from a fine hybridizer of our ac-
quaintance. These bulbs resulted from crosses of strains
grown mostly for cut flowers and the parents include some of
the most elegant flowers ever seen, with heights generally
in the two-foot range-short enough, that is, not to need
staking. The idea was to naturalize the bulbs with Daffodils
in an area where tall oaks offered a bit of shade and the re-
sults exceeded our most optimistic imaginings.

After some dickering, the grower agreed to provide a con-
stant, if limited, supply which we offer herewith. The mix-
ture has been blended to emphasize the paler tones most
appropriate to a natural setting. The composition is approxi-
mately 407o reds and oranges (which tend to bloom first),
407o yellows, creams, and whites, and,207o pinks and rose.
Bloom begins in late June and continues for weeks with a
range ofcolor that tempts hyperbole. Bulbs vary in size but
are mostly 5 to 6 inches in circumference and all will bloom
abundantly the first year.

The price is laughably low compared to named varieties of
Lilies. Bought by the hundred, they cost 750 per bulb. Yes,
it's more than Daffodils, but not a lot more and, Iike Daffo-
dils, these Lilies will self-propagate freely in a site they like,
adding to the show year after year. We supplement our
planting annually and pop a few dozen into the cutting gar-
den as well.

To obtain your Lilies, please order the Lily Naturalizing
Mixture, #84200,50 bulbs for $40.00, 100 bulbs for $75.00,
plus transportation charges of l07o east of the Mississippi,
lSVowest. Phone orders to MasterCard or Visa accounts are
accepted on weekdays until 7 p. m. at (203) 567 -4565 (Ct. resi-
dents please include sales tax.) Ofcourse, complete cultural
instructions are included with each shipment. For large
plantings, we also offer a remarkably effective bulb planter
of our own design for $66.00 plus transportation. Both items
will be shipped for fall planting but please, order now to as-
sure timely delivery.

Sincerely,
Amos Pettingill

Lilies for
Naturuhzing

\fhitcfllovcrlarm
Plantsmen

Litchfield 7 123, Connecticut 06759-0050
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(Continued from page 106) had to ful-
fill a heavy demand before the fad for
his style passed. Thus he had to run a

large shop, with three or four appren-
tices and three or four journeymen.
The apprentices would learn to make
details like drawer dovetails from the
master, and their dovetails would look
just like Burnham's, but the journey-
men would continue to make dovetails
like those of their own masters. \flhen
they left Burnham's employ, their or-
nament would look the same, but their
dovetails wouldn't. From the perspec-
tive of two hundred years, it's almost
impossible to tell under what circum-
stances a given case piece was made
and which ones represent the work of
the master as opposed to his followers.
In the case ofBurnham and his appren-
tice Loomis, we possess signed exam-
ples of their work and documents
identifiring them as the makers of rec-
ognized examples that survived, but this
kind of evidence is lamentably rare.

Collectors have always placed great
emphasis on the fact that much of the
best Connecticut furniture is made of
cherry. Unfortunately, most of the ex-
amples they prize have been refinished
a pale red or yellow color, when many
examples still owned by descendants
of important colonial families prove
that the period practice was to finish
cherry or maple the color of mahogany.
It is not clear why cherry was so popu-
lar, for thewood has a number of draw-
backs. It was not abundant. It was not
available in the generous widths re-
quired to make case pieces with board
sides. It was brittle and tended to warp
and crack while it was seasoning. And
mahogany was not that much more ex-
pensive.

But cherry had its attractive side.
The wood has a fine texture and luster,
and quartersawn boards display a mi-
nute ray figure that is unlike the fiery
patterns of mahogany. This speckled
ray figure of cherry definitelywas a key
factor in its popularity, because we
know that some cabinetmakers fooled
their customers by passing off syca-
more, which has a similar ray figure, as

cherry.
Dark finishes and subtly figured

woods strongly influenced the appar-
ent size and scale of Connecticut case

pieces. The traditional regional house
types had relatively small rooms with
low ceilings that could not accommo-
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date the towering case pieces favored
in large urban centers. Connecticut
copies of urban models are always
rmaller and plainer. Dark finishes
made them look compact and massive,

an effect that is lost when they are
rubbed down and finished a light color.

\We are tempted as we walk around
museums and galleries to imPose on

Ogee bracket feet with open volutes are

characteristic of Samuel Loomis's work.

Connecticut furniture the idea that
personalized expression is equivalent
to the fulfillment of caprice. That has

nothing to do with the calculated ef-
forts of early cabinetmakers to capture
and dominate a market by developing
products that could be produced in
quantity. Making furniture was first
and foremost a business, based on the
principle that getting a job done in the
le"rt u-orrnt of time produced the
greatest profit. Cabinetmakers and
their clients expended their limited re-
sources grudgingly, and a sophisticat-
ed appreciation of their works must
take that into account. On the whole,
we must marvel that they produced
anything approaching the flair of ur-
ban prototypes, and we must balance
our desire to see and possess flamboy-
ant objects with the flinty, almost hu-
morless context from which they
emerged two hundred years ago. !
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The difference shows.

Frcm the Er Ceten collection by Drexel.

Fot the name of the authorized dealer nearesr you, call toll {ree 800-44?-47Co. In Alaka md Ha*aii, catt 800-44?-0890.' e" ir,tt ii*a n"-ii Hiiioe. D."1". i vour asurane of coroistently fine qualtry and *wice. Shop only where the
regrstered embleri is displayed. Drexel and Heritage-the most respected names in fumltwe'

O.1Oaa 
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Drexel Heritage Furnishings lnc.

%,lroan /16/h4h

Sale i699 (res. u{oo)

Yourcholce. . . anyslze. Twln, Double, Queen, orKlng
complete bed lncludes headboard, lootboard and frame.

A llnk to the prst . . . hrndcrrfted ln Callfornla, thlc ehlte lron and pure brrao bed hac a bahed on
epoxy coatlng lor dur.btllty. ln keeplng slth the rtyle ol the early day craitemen, the lron bedc ue
produce are made to the hlghcat 3tandardc of quellty. Shlpplng anywhere ln the Unltcd Stater te !50.
Allow four weelo for dellvery. Amerlcan Expres3, VISA, MarterCard or check le uelcome. Catllog tl.
Fo, lnform.tlon calt TOLL FREE tOO.233'5039 except Neu York area call (515) 367'8555.

**ED*^*,*
8285 Jertcho Turnptte/Woodbury, Nes York 11797 33'19 Sacramento Street/ San Franckco 9allt
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BOOKS

GOD\fiAS
HIS
CLIENT

ByJoseph Rykwert

GAUDI: THEVISIONARY
by Robert Descharnes and Clovis Prdvost
The Viking Press, 251 pp., 975

THE DESIGNS AND DRA\NNGS
OFANTONIOGAUDI
by George R. Collins and
Juan Bassegoda Nonell
Princeton University Press,240 pp., 9143

MODERN ARCHITECTURE SINCE 19OO

byWilliamJ.R. Curtis
Prentice-Hall, 4 16 pp., 99.95

GAUDi
by Ignasi de Soli-Morales
Rizzoli Internarional, 127 pp., $ 14.95

EL MUNDO ENIGMATICO DE GAUDI
by Tokutoshi Torii, Instituto de Espafra,
two volumes, 190 pp., $140

\7as he the great genius of architecture
in his day, Antoni Gaudi, who claimed
that God himself v/as his immediate
client, or was he a confidence trickster
who deluded even himself and left i,is
city of Barcelona a stillborn oversize
cathedral, a premature ruin2 He is now
the most publicized Spanish artist-al-
'il/ays excepting Picasso. Four books
about him, published recently and a

long reference in another have
prompted the question again. \flhat is
more, a group of young Catalan archi-
tects have recently declared themselves
his disciples and held exhibitions of his
\r/ork in Barcelona and Paris.

Most tourists who go to Barcelona
see the Sagrada Familia, and many
climb one of the spires to look down on
the city. All that was built of it when
Gaudi died in 1926 was the fagade of
one transept, and the shell ofthe apse.
A temporary altarwas put on the site of
the projected high one. In the last

twenty years another transept fagade
was built. They are huge and spiky, the
first one covered with elaborate high-
relief sculpture and colored ceramics,
the recent one still bare. Work on the
building has stopped again.

Part of the visit is the descent to
Gaud/sworkshop, where there are the
remains of his drawings, models for the
church, and casts on which some of his
sculptures were based. He lived this
last and biggest work of his very in-
tensely. In the end he was doing noth-
ing else, and slept in an improvised
bedroom in the workshop. When he
died in 1926-knocked down by a

tram on hisway to church-hewas tak-
en for a tramp, and his body was not
recognized till a day or two later; there
had been no identifuing paper on him.

One hundred fifty years ago Cata-
lonia had become the industrial hub of
Spain. The new middle class needed
their national identity to guarantee
their independence from despotic and
disordered Castile and Le6n and its in-
comprehending central government.
Industrialization and growth brought
the usual problems with them: the city
grew explosively beyond its old
bounds, the indusrial proletariat lived
in squalid hovels and tenements. There
were epidemics. The poor rebelled and
the l-eeling of national pride and na-
tional cohesion was invoked against
the agitation. Clearly the town had to
be renewed physically. In the 1850s the
medieval walls were torn down and a
competition held for the huge new city
planned beyond them which in the end
waslaid out on(Continued on paee 112)

A drawing made in the fifties
by Gaudi's assistant and disciple,
Lorenz Matamala, to recall
Gaudi's 1908 project for a New York
skyscraper hotel.
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The loom.
Aploce where color,design ond
Chen Bingxin corne togefher.
this is where rnosrer weover Chen Bingxin mol<es it oll hoppen for
llon Ion cCIrpers of Beijing. The wool's been dyed, the yorn's been
spun,theportern's been designed. Now if's up to herlo creote

.-*^-the mosterpiece.
-1..:' 'r \Mth skills thor hove been possed down through generorions,
' her nimble fingers weove rhe colored stronds inio t"he design. As
.. ":the rews of l<nors grow higher, rhe finol lopesrry emerges.

Speed, precisio"n ond s5nsitiviry ore thetroits thor m6ke Chen
Bingxin rnosrer of her croft. Add ro thot potience-for ir would rol<e
her 9 monthsfo weove o single 9'x12' corpef.

llon Ton Cor,pets ore imported by Amiron Corporotion, G.A
Gertmenion G Sons ond Middle Eost Rug Corpororion. For rhree
brochures, send $5 ro llon Ton Corpers of Beljing, PO. Box 5311,
Grond Cenrrol Storion, New Yorl<, NY 101631

5ee your designer or orchilecr6
TIAN TAN CARI'T,TS

BEIINC

,?3.llf-+- '+q'$;-t€l -.*$5,5,

.A oke check Fyoble ro lion Ton CorpeB of Beiiing. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery Offer expires iune 30. 1985
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(Continuedfrom page 1 10) a gridwith a

few diagonal avenues by Idelfonso
Cerd6, the man who invented the sci-
ence of "urbanism," of at least the
word.

Into this Barcelona an eighteen-
year-old Antoni Gaudi arrived from
Reus, a small town just outside Tarra-
gona, to study architecture and there
he stayed for the rest of his long life.
His father was a boilermaker and this
gave him a familiarity with metalwork,
which occasionally surprised his asso-

ciates since he could take a hammer to
red-hot iron like a smith. Hewas given,
in any case, to interfering with masons,
with concrete shuttering, with the lay-
ing of broken crockery into cement
(which became his favorite wall finish)
long beforeJulian Schnabel did it.

But hewas also a fine draftsman. His
studies left him with the usual cultural
baggage of the time, the bulk of it being
his reading of Viollet-le-Duc, the most
virulent restorer of French cathedrals
and Empress Eugdnie's favorite archi-
tect, who proclaimed the gospel of a ra-
tional medieval architecture as a
prophecy for the future. This suited
Gaudi's partisanship of Catalan inde-
pendence: most of Barcelona's build-
ings of any distinction were Gothic
after all, since little had been done in
Barcelona or elsewhere in Catalonia
during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Though Gaudi also liked to
invoke the Oriental, Catalonia was
never firmly part of Moorish Spain but
a flirtation with North Africa went well
with the myth of Catalan grandeur.
Gaudi's first important building, the
house for Don Manuel Vicens, one of
those enlightened Catalan industrial-
ists on whom he relied, was clearly
Moorish, though spiky. And there was
a spikiness about everything which he
did. Before he even started building,
while still a student, he designed some
settings and floats for those Catalan
Floral games which might have come
straight out of Viollet-le-Duc's visions
of medieval decorations. At about the
same time as he met Don Manuel Vi-
cens, he also received commissions
from two men of much the same group.
The Marqu6s de Comillas asked him to
design a villa for a relation on his estate
in northern Spain near Santander,
which became a kind of highbrow Ca-
talan colony with palaces, a college,
churches, and (Continued on page 1 14)
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SUB.ZERO

M40n fu*t! ts 6J tmprtdrtt at pcrtnrwruc
Built-in refrigeration for homes of distinction madeforthe home. The tine features

Combining beauty and performance Sub-Zero is the true
built-in refrigeration system designed exclusively for the home.

All models feature 24" depth, which enables them to fit flush
with all standard base cabinets and affords easy accessibility

to all stored items. E All Sub-Zero built-in models are designed
to accept exterior panels of virtually any material. This unique

See Sub-Zero on display at leading kitchen dealer and appliance showrooms.
Send for colorlul brochure on unique kitchens. Available in Canada. SUB-ZERO FREEZER CO. . PO. BOX 4130, MADISON, Wl 53711 .6081271-2239

ion syste
ane insu

ally sealed doors, self venting and automatic
delrost assures years of satisfactory perform-
ance. E Every Sub-Zero unit is completely
test run at the factory for total performance
before delivery.

rang
3

s

side-by-side, over-n-under
nd allfreezer units. Also(freezer on bottom), all refrigerator, a

available are under-counter and ind ividual ice-making units. E
icemaker and adjustableAll full size units feature automatic

storage in both refrigerator and freezer. E An outstandin
refrigerati m coupled with such innovative featu rES AS
polyureth lation (entire unit including doors), magnetic-

feature provides you complete flexibility in
kitchen design. You can blend it in or accent

your own special kitchen decor. E Models
e in size from 24" to 48" width and up to
1 cubic feet in capacity...the largest unit
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(Continued from page I 12) street deco-
ration, all created by architects of the
Catalan Modernism movement. In
many accounts, Gaudi appears as an
isolated genius, but in fact he was one
of a number of architects working in
Barcelona at the time. Theywere not of
equal fire, but he sometimes owed a lot
to them:Juan Martorell,Joseph Puig i
Cadafalch, Luis Domen6ch i Mon-
taner, Joseph Domen6ch i Estapa all
subscribed to Catalan nationalism, all
thought of themselves as modern.
Some worked with Gaudi or built on
adjoining sites. The group shared a

common philosophy with their pa-
trons, made up of varying doses of Rus-
kin and Nietzche, with a strong
admixture of more or less orthodox
Catholic piety.

The most lavish in his patronage of
Gaudi was the textile magnate, Don
Eusebio Giiell. In 1882-83 he had sta-
bles and a metal gate to his country
property done, the gate being a fearful
metallic monster. Three years later
came a vast and luxurious town house
off the Ramblas, now a theater muse-
um; about 1890 a workers' colony was
laid out with Gaudi's participation, for
which he designed a chapel; only the
crypt was built. And in 1900 work
started on the Parque Gtiell. Planned
as a "model" garden suburb in the
north of Barcelona, it nearly ruined its
paron, and only certain large frag-
ments were built.

Gaudi, who at the beginning of his
career affected the manner of a gentle-
man-architect, arriving at the site in a
carriage from which he would only re-
luctantly come down, suffered a rigor-
ous religious conversion, and changed
his style of life without any corre-
sponding break in his architectural
style. The Lent of 1894 was something
of a crisis: he nearly starved himself to
death, and a bishop was required to get
him to eat. He was given some very
bulky church commissions-a palace
for the Bishop of Astorga in northwest
Spain, the remodeling of the interior of
Palma Cathedral on Majorca, and so
on. But the project that became his life
was the Church of the Holy Family,
one he took over from an older archi-
tect in 188J and on which he was vzork-
ing when he died in 1926.

Nothing was ever roofed. Gaudi,
with his closest collaborator, the sculp-
tor Lorenz Matamala, worked not only

on the construction, but on the grossly
opulent allegoric sculpture and the
crockery ornament which covered
much of the surface of the building.
The symbolic systemwas built up from
human figures in all shapes and sizes,
birds and plants. They were modeled
from multiple-view photographs taken
with the help of several mirrors as well
as plaster casts (casting chloroformed
birds must have been squalid as weil as

awkward!). Each figure in the scheme

Gaudi following the procession of Corpus
Christi, behind the banner

of the Artistic Circle of St. Luke in 1924.

had an allegoric role: and that is the
first difference between Gaudi and the
Art Nouveau designers with whom he
is so often aligned in the "normal" his-
tories of art, as that by Mr. \7illiam
Curtis, for instance, whoseModern Ar-
chitecture Since 1900 gives him half a

chapter. However, besides his obses-
sional interest in allegory and in uer-
isnrto-to take a term used for the
operas of Leoncavallo and Mascagni but
equally apt for Gaudi's ornament-
there is another side to his work which
is quite remote from the stylization and
artiness of Art Nouveau, and that is his
passion for structure. He invented, or
rather reinvented for himself the meth-
od of designing strucures by inver-
sion. Eighteenth-century mathemari-
cians had discovered that you can
arrive at a uniquely stable structural
shape by reversing the curve which a
string or a chain assumes when it is
loosely hung (Continued on page 116)
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true reflection of your dreams. Whether you consult a
professional or go it alone; decorating decisions are
tough. "Is the color right?" "Will my friends like it?"'Am
I getting my money's worth?"
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The new Showpieces answers your needs
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ence allows us to offer you the newest colors, designs and,
of course, the finest quality wallcoverings and related
fabrics. Your {'riends will admire your choice: -The look of MITCHELL DESIGNS.
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"Renaissance dinnerware pattern with
a complete array ofaccessory serving pieces.

salad/dessert plate.

complete dimeruae md sening piece collection.

For our brochure:
FITZ and FLOYD. DeptGC
P.O. Box 815367, Dallas, TX 75381-5367

Simple Addition.
The combination of Fitz and Floyd's fine
porcelain dinnerware and unique accessory
pieces to express your sense of style
and individuality.
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(Continued from page 114) between
two points, or weighted at even inter-
vals: this curve was called the catenary
or chain curve, to distinguish it from a

parabola. Gaudi used this device in his
working out of the Giiell Chapel and
continued to refer to it on other build-
ings. For the Giiell Chapel, he attached
a model of the site to the ceiling of his
v/orkshop, suspended cable from it
and where the fall of the cable corre-
sponded to key points ofthe structure,
he hung bags of lead-shot. The cables
he connected with planes of cloth and
paper so that he had a complete up-
side-down model of the building, with
the entire sffuctureworking in suspen-
sion before he reversed it into stone
and concrete.

The apparent spikiness of Gaudi's
buildings is both a by-product of his
obsessionwith the arithmetic of allego-

ry (melve aposdes, four gospelmakers,
fifteen mysteries of the rosary) which
has to be "pointed" as clearly as possi-
ble, aswell aswith structuralvirtuosity.
Added to these is the early fascination
with Moorish architecture. A drawing
for one of his first projects, a Francis-
can mission house in Tangiers-a kind
of Gaudian version of Berber architec-
ture-was done in 1891-92, before
Horta designed the famous rueJanson
house in Brussels, usually counted as

the first Art Nouveau interior.
Strangely enough another episode,

in which these obsessions become out-
size, has been rather neglected: an
American millionaire, who saw the
Gaudi buildings in Barcelona commis-
sioned him in 1908 to design a vast,
many-towered hotel outside New
York. It was to have been slightly high-
er than the Eiffel Tower, and nearly as

tall as the Empire State Building.
Nothing came of it, and the drawings
which survive are all copies by a col-
laborator. George Collins, who has
done the only substantial book on
Gaudi drawings (altogether too sub-
stantial you might even think) with
Juan Bassegoda Nonell, did not, there-
fore, include the scheme in his cata-
logue, but has contributed a chapter
on it to Roger Descharnes's book on
Gaudi of which a new edition has just
appeared. It is the most valuable part
of the book,'qrritten in that strident and
aggressive tone that Dali always uses in
talking about modern art. Dali, as Des-
charnes's patron and the best-known

Catalan at the moment, has contribut-
ed a preface which will show you exact-
ly what I mean if you read it. Dali and
several other Catalan apologists for
Gaudi, have surrounded his reputa-
tion with an aura of defiant daftness
and made him into a proto-Surrealist
who despised (andwas despisedby) all
architectural rationalists. This is sim-
ply not true, and misleading. In the ear-
ly thirties, the "modernist" Barcelona
architectural magazine AC was always
quoting Gaudi as a precursor of the
modern movement. Le Corbusier him-
self registered his homage to Gaudi on
his first visit to Barcelona in 1928 and
has repeated it since.

The proto-Surealist picture also
presented Gaudi as a lonely genius. In
fact he was not only one of a brilliant
group of contenrporaries that I men-
tioned earlier, but had a number of re-
markable and still virtually unknown
disciples, all of whom built a great deal
in and around Barcelona. Jos6 Maria
Jujol has recently been given a little
publicity as it was the centenary of his
birth. But C6sar Martinell (whose first
little book, Gaudinismo, grew into a

full-scale study of his master) is stillvir-
tually unknown. Tokutoshi Torii, a

young Japanese architect who moved
to Spain ten years ago is a latter day dis-
ciple. His two-volume work is a vast
compilation, attempting a systematic
account of Gaudi, his sources and his
works, but by themes. He has made
much of the Mission House atTangiers
which many writers on Gaudi gloss
over for lack of information as the one
project in which many of his exoticisms
are focused. It is a crabbed book and
constantly elusive in the style of all
Spanish Gaudi enthusiasts. But it is the
one book which anyone investigating
Gaudi in the future will have to have,
even if it is too bulky and too crammed
full of matter for the lay enthusiast;
that is why the monograph on Gaudi
by Ignasi de Soli-Morales is the only
book on Gaudf you actually need to
buy. He understands both the genius
and the quirky background, makes
sense of Gaudinismo and is the only
one to give a clear and chronological
survey of the work.

StillDali was very proud of his proph-
ery (which he claims to have made pri-
vately to Le Corbusier and has been
quoting publicly ever since) that
future archi- (Continuid on page 118)
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(Continued from page 116) tecture
would be "soft and hairy," paranoiac,
Catholic, and Catalan. Yet Gaudi's
work was hard and spiky, and almost
relentlessly rational, like that of many
artists who are called "mystics." His
genius depended on the particular
twist he gave to the interpretation of
his context, that Catalan amalgam of
liberal industrialism, \Wagnetian misti-
ness, nostalgia for a history which has
turned to myth, and defiant provincial-
ism. It was certainly cranky, but the
crankiness was in the context, and the
genius in the interpretation. There was
no confidence trick in Gaudi.n

Books in brief
PIERRE DEUX'S FRENCH COUNTRY
By Piere Moulin, Pierre LeVec, and
Linda Dannenberg
Clarkson N. Potter, Inc.,
100 pp., $15

P i err e D e ux' s F r e n cb Coun try by Pierre
Moulin, Pierre LeVec, and Linda Dan-
nenberg is an excellent trip through
Provence from the owners of the suc-

cessful stores specializing in products
from that region ofFrance. Illustrated
in color, the tour covers wide ground,
both in style and custom, as well as

place. rWe go from the Souleiado Man-
iion in Tarascon, where the printing of
Provengal cottons began in the eigh-
teenth century to the potteries of
Moustiers and to Arles, the home of
the best cabinetmakers.

There are interesting le,ssons to be
learned on how wood blocks were first
used for printing, how the patterns
were copied from materials brought
from India in the seventeenth century,
and how these cottons, known as za-

diennes, became the fashion of France
in dress and furnishing. \fle learn how
pots were thrown and glazed and tiles
were painted. There are fascinating de-

tails about the origins of Provenqal fur-
niture and which carved curve denotes
which region. There is good informa-
tion on the stone, wrouglrt iron, roof
tiles, and the pigeonniers of Provence.
The book takes us into some charming
private houses and into poetic gardens.
Finally, it spins the reader around the
world to visit rooms decorated with
Souleiado fabric and Provenqal futni-
ture. Though Guy Bouchet's photo-
graphs are very beautiful, the text

seemed a bit overbearing. lVhile grate-
ful for the information, I could not
help feeling that the colorswere too of-
ten called "vibrant," the summer
"searing," the wind "staggering," the
grapevines "lush." I wish the writers
had more readily followed their own
excellent quote: "There is an earthi-
ness to the style of Provence that is
anathema to pretension," and allowed
the well served eye to its own adjec-
tives. Diana Phipps

CITIES AND THE \il7EALTH

OFNATIONS:
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMIC LIFE
By Jane Jacobs
Random House, 257 pp., $17.95

Anyone familiar with Jane Jacobs's
writings will know what to expect from
her seemingly optimistic title: things
are bad and likely to get worse. The
USA is in economic decline; so is the
USSR; and the EEC; and COME-
CON. Anything not declining is just

underdeveloped. In this landscape of
gloom a few islands of economic sanity
stand out, like Hong Kong or Singa-
pore. Economic health (which to her
seems synonymous with infinite
growth) is the exclusive property of the
iity which can "replace wide ranges of
its imports (with home products) exu-
berantly and repeatedly." Inevitably,
she offers no recipe for sparking off
such exuberance, though she rightly
insists that it certainly cannot result
from either military overbudgeting or
from paternalistic economic aid. Her
jeremiads on both subjects may sound
a little tired, but they are true enough,
though readers who expect this proph-
et to follow them with apocalyptic
damnation or visionary promise will be
disappointed. If she does have a reme-
dy for "stagflation" she has hidden it
between the lines of her book. And if I
have read there rightly, then it seems

that Jane Jacobs would like to see the
end ofnational sovereignty (and there-
fore of wars) in some kind of world au-

thority to prevent further war on one
hand, and on the other a fragmentation
of world economy so that each city-re-
gion could be self-adjusting and each

issue its own currency. The program
she knows to be unattainable-so she

writes fluently and trenchantly to con-
firm ingrown ideas rather than to
stimulate new ones.

Josepb Rykuert
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A life-size sculpture of incredible realism
in fine hand-painted porcelain.

Issued in a single, limited edition
to commemorate the
1984 \florld Orchid Conference.

by Ronald Van Ruyckevelt o 1984 FPr 'i

Ronald Van Ruyckevelt is a sculptor of ex-
traordinary talents whose medium is fine
porcelain. His private commissions include
sculptures created for official presentation
to President John F. Kennedy and Her Mal-
esty Queen Elizabeth II. And among con-
noisseurs of fine porcelain he is particularly
noted for his remarkable abiliry to create
bird and flower sculptures with the look of
real iife.

Now, to commemorate The Eleventh
Vorld Orchid Conference - a prestigious
international event conducted under the
auspices of The Royal Horticultural Society
and The American Orchid Society - he has
created a magnificent new sculpture de-
picting one of the loveliest flowers in the
world - The Glossy Amethyst Orchid.

Art tbat riuals nature
Here not one, but three magnificent glossy
amethysts are ponrayed life size in perfect
bloom. A triumph of artistic realism in
which the fine translucence of the porcelain
gives a lovely natural glow to petals and
leaves. A superb work which will be created

for The lVorld Orchid Conference by Frank-
lin Porcelain whose skilled artisans will me-
ticulously craft each imponed sculpture,
then paint it entirely by band in colors that
rival nature's own.

In the classic tradition of porcelain mas-
terworks, The Glossy Amethyst Orchid will
be issued in a limited edition, which will be
permanently closed at the end of The Vorld
Orchid Conference Year, 7984. Ir will be
available only at the conference itself or by
direct application to Franklin Porcelain.

Excellent ualue
You might expect to pay much more for a

porcelain sculpture of comparable size and
qualiry But because The Glossy Amethyst
Orchid is available only by direct applica-
tion, we are able to offeryou this RonaldVan
Ruyckevelt original at the attractive price of
fi175,payable in convenient monthly install-
ments of $35 each.

To obtain this limited edition work, sim-
ply return the Reservation Application to
Franklin Porcelain, Franklin Center, Penn-
sylvania 1,9097 by October 31.

RESERVATION APPLICATION

The Glossy Amethyst Orchid
Valid onfit if postmarked by

October 31, 1984.

Limit: One per person.

Franklin Porcelain
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
Please enter my application for The Glossy
Amethyst Orchid by Ronald Van Ruyckevelt,
to be crafted in fine hand-painted porcelain.

My deposit of gJ5.* toward the issue price
of $175.* is enclosed. After shipment of the
sculpture I nill be billed for the balance in
4 equal monthly insmllments of $35.* each.

'Plu my state sales tu

Signature

Mr
Mrs.
MiSS

Address

City

State,

FOR FASTEST SERVICE on charge card or-
ders, iust call this TOLL-FREE NUMBER-
1-8OO-345-85OO-24 hours a day, from
anlwhere in the continental United States.
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THE\THITT HOI-]SE
ROSTGARDEN

Photographed at the peak of its spring color,
the garden designedfor President Kenne{f hatlrst been restored

at the request of President and Mrs. Reagan

HOUSE & GARDEN SEPTEMBER 1984

BY RACHEL LAMBERT MELLON

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICK HALES

T. inspiration for renewing the rose garden at the
lWhite House came from President Kennedy in 1961. My
involvement began at a picnic on ahazy summer day in
August at our beach house on Cape Cod, surrounded by
sand dunes, the sea, and sailboats. Itwas a picnic for a few
friends and included President and Mrs. Kennedy.
Hardly had the President come ashore from his boat
when he suggested we sit down and discuss a garden for
the \)[hite House.

He and Mrs. Kennedy had just returned from a state
visit to France, followed by stops in England and Austria.
The President had noted that the \X/hite House had no
garden equal in quality or attractiveness to the gardens
that he had seen and in which he had been entertained in
Europe. There he had recognized the importance of gar-
dens surrounding an official residence and their appeal
to the sensibilities of all people.

He wanted to start, in the greatest haste, to remake the
area near his office at the west end of the \7hite House,
known as the Rose Garden, into an area both usefui and
attractive. Would I design it for him? It was a startling re-
quest, to say the least.

As an amateur, I questioned my ability to design a gar-
den of such importance. Paying little attention to that
doubt, he bubbled with enthusiasm, with fascinating de-
tails of how he wanted a garden to appeal to the most dis-
criminating taste, yet a garden that would hold a

thousand people for a ceremony. \tirhat gardener could
resist? I agreed, on the spot, to meet in September.

Time passed, and the day came when I called the
\Vhite H-ouse as promised and spoke to J.B. S0est, the
chief usher, who arrange d a day for our meeting in the
garden. Perry \X/heeler, a friend and a landscape archi-
iect living and practicing in \Tashington, agreed to come

with me.He seEmed to me a likely collaborator' I was for-
tunate in this choice for from the beginning to the end of
the project, he remained always interested, always help-
ful, and ever the honest critic.

I vividly remember my first impression of the scene

and the setting for the projected garden. The \X/hite
House proper seemed exceptionally tall where it joined
the long, low colonnade that linked it to the Oval Office
and Cabinet Room. There were no trees near this wing or
the corner by the \7hite House, except for AndrewJack-
son's tall, darkMagnolia grandiflora near the South Por-
tico. Beneath the magnolias was a long semicircular white
bench on which Perry \l/heeler and I sat facing the Presi
dent's office.

The garden had a simple plan. Four rows of clipped
privet hedges about four feet tall ran the full length. In
ihe plan of parallel lines were tucked away Tom Thumb
roses and occasional standard roses. \(/e sat a long time
trying to imagine how this area could be designed to re-
flect the requirements the President had so cleady out-
lined to me that day at the Cape.

Beyond the colonnade, the door of the Oval Office
opened suddenly, and the President came out and in his
usual brisk way crossed the lawn to greet us. His first

Th. ..rb apples in the Rose Garden have benefited from last year's heavy pruning;
this vear blossoms cover the tiees. Oteileaf, Tulip bulbs today are part of a catch-as-catch-can consignment allotted with' other bulbs for the !flashingto-;-parks, and therefore often lack the subtlety of lnlors chosen especially

for the Rose Garden iir th. past. For the original planting list, please see Garden Pleasures.

THIS ARTICLE IS REPRINTED \OITTI T}IE PERMISSION OF THE \OHITE HOUSE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
rr APPEARS IN voLUME oNE, NUMBBER 
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A, ,n. far end of the Rose Garden, aboue, feny metal chairs are temporarily grouped
under the magnificent Magnolia grandiflora planted by President Andrew Jackion. Opposite: The

to.,rard tfr. colonnade- that slades the iabinet Room and Oval Offici shows orr-E?FIEe four
Magnolia Soulangiana uees planted in each of the four corners of the garden.

vlew

words u/ere, "\(hat do you think can be done? Have you
any ideas?" Although I had no thoughts of what to do at
the moment, President Kennedy's enthusiasm and inter-
est v/ere so contagious that I felt I must certainly find him
a good solution.

I explained that Iwouldhaveto think about it nowthat
I had seen the space. The tall central block ofthe \(hite
House in one corner and the lWest \X/ing, with its two low
colonnades forming boundaries west and north, would
have to be united in a harmonious and uncomplicated
way. To the south there was no "wall" of architecture,
iust open space.

After that first impression of the garden and my talk
with the President, my sense of responsibility for rede-
signing the garden was very strong. I hoped to find an in-
spiration that would help me bring all of the President's
requirements together. It was not until the end of Octo-
ber-the trees had lost their leaves-when late one after-
noon, cold with the feeling of approaching winter and
descending darkness, I was walking along Fifth Avenue
in New York and looked up and saw three lovely magno-
lia trees growing in front of the Frick museum.

I had often admired these trees before, but this even-
ing they had a special importance to me. Their pale sil-

very branches with hear,y t'wigs seemed to retain the light
of summer. I knew their pattern of growth would contin-
ue to give form in winter and would catch raindrops as

u/ell as tufts of falling snow. I felt I could now design the
President's garden!

I envisioned all four corners planted with Magnolia
Soulangiana. These trees would soften the difficult cor-
ners that were nowbare andwould permit sufficient light
to fall beneath and around them to allow planting. A 50-
by-100-foot lawn, large enough to accommodate a thou-
sand people for ceremonial activities and receptions and
small enough to be covered by a tent, would be in the cen-
ter of the garden.

On either side of the large laum there could be a border
rwelve feet wide in which to plant smaller rees, roses, and
other flowers. The President loved flowers and asked if a

variety of other types could be mixed with the roses. He
had read the published garden notes of ThomasJefferson
and hoped for flowers used inJefferson's period.

At the west end near his office, the steps were to be re-
designed, for the President wanted them to serve both as

steps and as a platform or stage. A cenual step was to be
wider than the others, so that he could stand a little above
the heads of the crowd in order that they might see and
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rl-l
Ihe garden steps were designed with a central step widened to serve as a

platform following President Rennedy's idia that they should bein important adiunct for ceremonies.
Ouerleaf: Twenly years later the double line of irab apples makes-its own sculptural design

as well as creating shadows on the tulips and lapis-blue Muscai beneath.

hear him more clearly. Above this "platform step" were
to be three others, upon which those being honored
would stand, above the President.

Opposite the steps, ar the east end of the garden, a flag-
stone temace was to be laid under the historic Magnolia
grandiflora. Here the President wished to have a place
where he could sit and entertain his guests or, perhaps,
hold a small luncheon.

I had before me an interesting problem involving a fas-
cinating place. The site had once been a stable yard; but
due to its location beneath the great windows ofthe State
Dining Room, the stable was soon relocated. Vegetables
had been planted there by President Grant. In the range
of rooms along the colonnade had been a milk house, ice-
house, workshops, servants' dwelling rooms, and num-
bers of other small, thick-walled chambers called, in the
earliest times, household "offices. "

The first rose garden known there had been a dream-
like Victorian garden under glass, part of a large complex
of greenhouses begun before the Civil nflar. A "rbse-
house" was only pan of the vast glazed domains, which
also had rooms for palms, orchids, fruit trees, and camel-
lias. As the greenhouses grew, their magnificence in-
creased. The rose house, as it was called, was a plain, but

very tall, rectangular glass structure that fit into the ell of
the !7est Wing, the area of the present Rose Garden. In-
side, the roses, planted in rows, were "farmed" more
than being set out ornamentally. These rows were criss-
crossed by water pipes with low sprinklers. Canvas cur-
tains, like the studio curtainsinLaBoheme, protected the
masses of delicate blossoms from violent summer sun-
shine.

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt planted what she called her
"Colonial Garden" on the spot in 1902, following the re-
moval of the greenhouses by Charles McKim of the archi
tectural firm McKim, Mead & lMhite. Her charming
ponrait in the \X/hite House shows her seated in the Colo-
nial Garden on a pretty wooden bench, with the South
Portico in the background. Here she wanted only sweet
peas, black-eyed susans, quince-and the jasmine in
which she and Theodore Roosevelt took great delight on
summer evenings, as they sat in white painted rocking
chairs on the South Portico.

Through time, the !7hite House has had occupants
who have loved gardens and some who have not. Even
among the "gardeners," there were different prefer-
ences. Mrs. Taft, for example, preferred potted tropical
plants inside to flower beds outside.
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T"ble. and chairs just outside the President's office, aboue, provide an atmosphere of
country informaliW. ODDosite: As you leave the Rose GarEn Ecing south you look out onto

ffiEll-ipse and the \0ashington Monument beyond'

The one flower that unites all the occupants through
the history of the \X&ite House is the rose. Thus, for most
of the twentieth century, the Rose Garden has been a rose
garden. Now, in 1961, President Kennedy wanted it re-

itored in spirit but revised to become more than iust a

private garden.
My theory of the garden design calls for an overall out-

line, which I call the "bone structure," the most impor-
tant element. Designing a garden is not unlike designing a

building: you begin with the skeleton sketch, a general

pleasing outline or form, and proceed from there. lWithin

ihis structure, you can make subdivisions as you choose,

more complicated or more detailed than the general
form.

In late November, my husband and I were invited to a
dinner at the rJflhite House; Pablo Casals was to play. I
was seated across the table from the President.

He looked over to me before sitting down and said

with an inquiring smile, "Bunny, where is my garden

plan?"

"I'm afraid it is still in my head, Mr. President, not yet

down on paper, but I will finish it and send it to you
soon."

"That's the story of my administration," he quipped,
with a sparkle and a twinkle in his eye.

This informal exchange, brief as it was, spurred me to
move ahead more quickly. A plan went down on paper,
and I sent it to the President for approval. \X/ithin two
days, I received his note of acceptance. I would have the
fuil cooperation of the National Park Service. All costs

would bi covered by the Park Service, but I was to keep

expenses as low as possible.
An important first step was to find someone to manage

and impliment the work of the Rose Garden. There was

an offiiial over the gardens and grounds at the lWhite

House, but we needed a specialist with varied experience
who understood all aspects of the undertaking. I set out
to study local National Park Service gardens.

One'day in the Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens in lWash-

ington, D.C.,I met Irvin (Text continued on page 251)
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Sru{ERT BEAT]TY
IS NOTA LTIXT]RY

Emmanuelle and Quasar Khanh restore an Auguste Perret house

BY MARIE.PIERRE TOLL
PHOTOGRAPHS BY OBERTO GILI

- 
Th..o,r,l, fagade.of the house, roA designed by Auguste perret in L9)2. Aboue:

Emmanuelle Khanh on her t-errace. oiw-site: I"n the hall, .iitt it, o.,gi*t rn.iUl.ffi.ton.
floor, the sculptii-s are by Anthony Donaldsori
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E-.rnu"ll.', bedroom looks down on the ample tenasse of the southern fagade,

aboue. The Lloyd Loom chairs and tables were found here and there by
Emmantrelfe. Jade-grlen car paint gives them a unity. Opposite: The sitting room or
ballroom op.ns onto the dining room. The learher armchairs were lhS o4y furniture

in thi house when it waibought and were originally in navy-blue fabric.

A
L \t.hit.ct Auguste Perret's phrase "/e

beau n'est pa5 4n fu,1vs"-beauty is not a luxury-is well applied to this French
house whiih he built in L932, and Emmanuelle and Quasar Khanh fell upon hap-
pily in 1975.^ G. house blends the rigor, the purity of lines of the thirties with the charm of
old-time arrangement: the traditional suite of dining room, large sitting room or
ballroom, t-okitg room or den, library, and large hall. Though the exterior of
thehouse is severe, the details inside are softened and humanizedby pt€t-i-porter
stylist Emmanuelle Khanh and inventor Quasar Khanh.'The 

spiritual mentor of Le Corbusier, who worked with him, Perret is best

known ai the father of reinforced concrete and for the Champs-Elys6es Theatre,
l'Ecole Normale de Musique, industrial buildings, and the renovation of the
French port of Le Havre. Among the very few houses that he built, the Khanhs
feel this-is his best. Through funitional structure, the architect tried to enhance

the sense of order, sym-.iry, and proportion of classic architecture. \X/hile the
fagade of the house ii treated llke thi faqade of a monument, the terrace and exte-

rior stairs leading to the garden are spacious and open.
Perret built it-for an Egyptian, Arakel Nasar Bey, w.hose grandfather h ad par'

ticipated in the Suez Canal. After the bey's death, his wife had closed- up the house

.*.ipt for the second floor to which she retired, until her death. ti(4-ren the
Khanhs arrived in mid-wintet 1975, it was empty, stalagtites hung from the ceil-
ings, and the steel had rusted inside the concrete, forcing them totesurface the

en-tire house. Emmanuelle finds it "reassuring (Text continued on page 244)
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Qurrur', studio,.or the
summer room. tbts Daee,
with a model of one of
his latest airplane
desiens. Opposite, The
billiard ro6fr-tiTn't
exist; the space was used
for storage. The Khanbs
created a semieitcular
opening to reveal 6e
staircase, bring{E lieht.
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'Ih. 
pink marble table, opposite, was designed for the dining room b-y Qua_sar Khanh. Flaming,os were

collected by-E;;;;;;l[;C"lif;.r-fi]9i0 Venetirln chandelie.r. Aboie left:'\i4rin I love something, I like to accumulate

it": Emmanuell. iiltt, console with flamingo candles an-dlZG. Aboue rigl?t: A 1930 rolling table

with hand-blown tlass candlesticks "A la Cocteaul" Below: Pair of 1910-5iEEiT5oxes, Depression glassware.
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In the living room,
this page, a l%0 kt
table from the flea
market. On it, a 1930
plexiglass bowl said
to have been on the
Normandie. Drawing
by Silvio Pasotti.
Oppasite:
Emmanuelle's
bedroom with a

plexiglass table by
Quasar Khanh and a

chrome and velvet
modern chair. The
head is a pot where
Emmanuelle stores
her pencils.
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Decorator Mark Hampton
brings his special brand
of tranquility to Texas

BY ALICE GORDON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FELICIANO

T)
I eople all over Texas admire the ar-
chitecture of John Staub, who was re-
sponsible in the twenties, thirties, and
forties for establishing the dignified
look of Houston's most widely regard-
ed residential section, River Oaks.
John Staub, however, learned the
ropes from a New Yorker named Har-
rie T. Lindeberg, who, from 1919 to
1921, before River Oaks was begun,
built four large houses in different pe-
riod styles on a special block in a much
smaller Houston enclave. In 1981, in-
terior designer Mark Hampton fin-
ished redecorating the Italianate house
for a young couple whose family was
among the first to live in the area.

That couple lives happily in their
Harrie T. Lindeberg house because

Fo.,h. living room in this Houston
house, Mark Hampton had the
Brunschwig & Fils chintz dipped in
oeamy dye to deepen the pink, soften
the glaze. Mirrors are in Jacobean
revival-style frames. rWalls were once
"orange marmalade" pine paneling,
now artfully gessoed, sanded, dry
oainted. Clarence House velvet covers
ih. o*n.r', grandfather's library chair,
a comfortable, sentimental favorite.
Black-and-gilt chairs are George III.
Rug by Stark.
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Ou.r rh. Georgian
side table in the
entrance hall, aboue, is a
painting by Ch7gall, a
friend of the family.
Clock is l8th-century
English. In the adjoining
Iiving room, a porrait of
the owner's mother by
Murrav Bewlev. Rrsbr:
The cozy library
comprises warm colors
and plush textures,
equestrian prints in
faux-bois frames, and
favorite obiects,
including pre-Columbian
pieces and a collection
of Austrian bird
bronzes, at right. On
coffee table, a mare and
foal by Texas sculptor
Jim Reno. Rug by Stark.
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Th. \r"t..fo.d crvstal
chandelier in the dining
room, aboae, was left
unwiredffil the
couple's dinner parties
are alwavs lit exclusivelv
by candfes. Above
fireplace, an
l8th-centurv Italian still
life. China is Royal
Vorcester from the l8th
century.
Left: An Enelish shavins
il-nd, circa 

*1800, 
was "

found in London on a
buying trip and has been
converted into a working
sink in the visitors'
cloakroom. On the
tonoise-shell Iacquer
walls are plates depicting
various regiments of the
French military, circa
1870.
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Mark Hampton understood that it de-
served respect and that it would repay
in kind the peaceable treatment he and
his clients gave it. "The house is beauti-
fully constructed," Hampton says,
"and all the rooms have a different ar-
chitectural character; we wanted to
follow the architecture in the decorat-
ing. And it had to be comfortable be-
cause there are children in the house."
(In fact, as we go to press, there is a new
little girl in the family, oneweek old.)

The house is surrounded by fat,
gnarled old oaks, In the previous dark
interior, the trees made the rooms even
darker. To lighten the situation, Jim
Smart, a trompe-l'oeil painter from
London, moved in with the couple for
a month, completely ffansforming the
walls in the house. Now, Hampton
points out, the house has a wonderful
shadowy quality-"dare I say chiar-
oscuro?" he chuckles.

A good amount of the furniture was
found on buying trips the couple took
with Hampton to New York, London,
and Paris. But much of it has been in
the family for generations, long ad-
mired and well taken care of. Mark
Hampton has responded to his clients'
belongings with a family member's
sympathy, and, as seems to be the rule
in Mark Hampton's life, those clients
have responded with fast friendship. n
Edi tor : Clar e Ruth rauff

I he inspiration for the rich
buff walls in the loggia came, says

Mark Hampton, from the "faded Italian
sunset" color of the exterior, the result
of weathering without new paint for
sixty years. Rattan furniture, in fabrics
by Brunschwig, is from the thinies.
The substantial pot by the sofa held
olive oil in l9th-century Greece.
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Th. .,r*., of Victorian
satinwood furniture
complement the Syrie
Maugham-style beds in
the daughters' bedroom,
aboue, done in
B-runschwig chintz
and wallpaper.
Right: The guest room,
G-5ca-lamandr6 toile,
was decorated around
the Empire furniture,
once in servants'
quarters, given to the
owner by his mother
and gtandmother.
Oooosite: The master
bedroom's George III
bed and prized antique
Aubusson were both
found in London.
Painted chair is
Hepplewhite. Printed
linen from Brunschwig.
Linens by Pratesi.
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THE MODERNIST STRIPE
Architects Thomas Lonnecker and Peter Papademetriou
design a Louisiana waterside house that reflects the hues of Lake Charles
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BY LISA GERMANY PHOTOGRAPHS BY PETER AARON
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I he three pastel colors of the Strauss house, precedint Dag.es, mark a orosression

from ground to sky, elaborating on the n;tdrlm;;fthis landicaJe
of bayous and coulees. Opposite' Thi upper-gallery level silhouettes the slnsuous

curyes of an Isozaki chair in deep eggplant. Aboue: A front door
shows a redwood side to the exterior; theJiierior ll&ls oak. comDlementins

other oak touches throughout the house.

T ocal legend in Lake Charles has it thatJean Lafitte
I "n4 

his gang carried contraband intothe bayous
l-J and coulees that fuay the edges of Louisiana.
These little inlets, dark and wooded, were still more or
lesshidden whenJulie Ann Strauss was growing up there
during the thirties and while she was away at Vaisai in the
forties. They remained so even in the fihies when, with
her husband Kenneth Strauss, she started to raise a fam-
ily. But by )977, the land around this warren of marshy
waterways had begun to be developed, and the Straussei
bought a choice piece on the bankJof the Nelson Coulee.
They contacted Houston architect Peter Papademetriou,
whose name they had discovered in Mr. Straus s's Prince-
ton Alumni-Weekly, and they began to articulate to him
and later to his partner, Tom Lonnecker, what theywant-
ed in their new house.

They communicated a certain predilection for crisp
modern lines; they insisted on a floor plan that would ai-

commodate the visits of their grown children, and they
asked for ample storage space. Mrs. Strauss had readTb}
Place of Hou.res by Charles Moore, Donlyn Lyndon, and
Gerald Allen and had begun to wonder if her house
couldn't be arranged around a central gallery the way the
Russell house in Charleston, South Carolina (which was
discussed in the book), had been arranged around a stair-
case. Since Mr. and Mrs. Srauss's art collection consists
for the most parr of rare eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen-
turyglass in luminous candy colors, they both hoped to
exhibit it to its best advantage. "lWe looked upon the
house as a way ro simplify our lives," says Mrs. Stra,rrr.
"We wanted it ro remove all the clutter and make things
we love stand out." Although they did not forget ho:w
much they valued the natural beauty of their lot or their
desire for the views it afforded, Mrs. Strauss admits, ,,rWe

never gave Peter or Tom any caveats about the exterior.,,
That is how it happened (Text continued on page 230)
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A freestanding wall,
oDoosite. picks up the
dimensions of the living-
room walls, frames views
through its windows,
protects it from the harsh
lowhe.rn sun, and acts
as a kind of flying
butress supponing the
all-wood house. Tbis
D a pe : Tt'te lower Elafieru-
iFere tonoise-rt ".ll gtass,
amberina, and satin glass
are proudly displayed.
Gray tile unites the rooms
of the firsr floor.
Painting to the left is
Gary Stephan's Tuo Brothers.
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Th. hr.rd"rs and lilacs
of the living room
are enlivened by the art
of hometown Lake Charles
artist Lynda Benglis,
whose Cinquo from the "Knot"
series is on the far wall.
Painting on the left is

Darryl l{ughto's Layer Cal<e.

Coffee table is by Isozaki.
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HOI.]SE ON CHEYNE VALK
Interior designerJohn Stefanidis lives beside the Thames

in sun-flooded rooms that are comfortably grand

BY ELAINE GREENE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANQOIS HALARD
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Sn,t -.oo- * alls, opposite, were stenciled in subtle faded colors'

John Stefanidis baied the design on'an Glamic brocade. Drawing is a Matisse-,4t!oue On" 
18th-centuryVenetian chist, a2Oth-centurybronzevase,Japanese candlesticks'
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On th. *rll, of the sitting room are antique
prints of Rome. Fireplace is Adam. Upholstered furniture,

designed byJohn Stefanidis, is covered in his fabrics-
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n hehea is a fashionable and romantic London dis-
I trict on the north side of the Thames whose
\-/ houses bear more than the usual number of blue-

enameled historic markers stating that this or that lumi-
nary once lived here. The list of former Chelsea residents
includes monarchs, a saint, and many artists: Richard III
lived here as a Duke in 1483. Thomas More settled in
Chelsea in 1520 and here played host to Erasmus and
Holbein. Henry VIII built a Chelsea manor house where
Elizabeth I probably lived between her mother's and her
father's deaths. \Triters Thomas Carlyle, George Eliot,
George Meredith, and Oscar \X/ilde had houses in the
district, as did painters Turner, Sargent, and lil/histler.

S(histler inhabited part of the only seventeenth-centu-
ry great house that still stands in Chelsea, although the
building was subdivided in the eighteenth century and
now consists of three town houses. It is !(rhistler's old
Cheyne \0alk quarters on the riverfront that the London-
based international interior designer John Stefanidis has
owned for eight years.

Stefanidis is not immune to the historical glamour of
his 1674 house: "The building stands on the site of Sir

.r,"fr'.1f:ffi :#';ree'j::*fli,etr*:x j'Jl'"'#i**ti#::3ltf.?.,*,
design, Drawings by Millingtotrr.#E#.t*,ft:rlesl formal dning settGs i;-th;--
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In the drarving room, Grinling Gibbons carving

over the mantel, English 18th-century pull-up chairs, krdian
ottoman with ivory legs. Armchairs in the bay are

17th-century Italian; table is English.
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Thomas More's farm," he says, "and I look out my win-
dow at the same view \X4,istler so often sketched and
painted." But itwas his designer's eyethat convinced Ste-

ianidis to move here, where the rooms are large and tall
and beautifully detailed and daylight streams through
from morning till night. "The sparkling river lightwas ir-
resistible," he recalls, adding, "Light is the first thing I
perceive when I visit a new place."- 

John Stefanidis is known for his gentle way with rooms
and houses and, indeed, with clients. He doesn't have a

personal stamp that he feels he must set upon his every

work. If a decorating connoisseur were able to spot a Ste-

fanidis room in a flash, this discreet designer would feel
he had done something wrong.

The spirit of the place is vrhat concerns him most, for
that determines his design, in the country or in town. At
his weekend house (House & Garden, November 198 1),

which Stefanidis built out of tumble-down cowsheds,
floors are brick, rough trusses are exposed. "No parquet
floors or gessoed ceilings here," he explained. "That's for
another kind of country house. " \(/hen furnishing a Lon-
don mews flat, Stefanidis is always propedy modest and
cozy. In his own Chelsea house, built for a lord, he moved
nobly through the noble spaces, placing excellent an-

tiques, works of art, rugs, and chandeliers, but without a

shadow of pretentiousness. Pretentiousness is not in
John Stefanidis's vocabulary.

Sense of place is one Stefanidis strength. He is also ap-

preciated for his subtle sense of color, playing variations
on soft neutral shades so skillfully that no feeling of mo-
notony results. Another strong point is his way with scale,

which he may bring up or down, the latter best seen in his
own dining room, where guests in a twenty-foot-tall
space sit convivially under ceilings lowered by a double
frieze of pictures and a chandelier. Comfort is a constant
Stefanidis preoccupation in rooms of any size or degree
of formality: he designs almost all the upholstered furni-
ture that appears in his rooms and plans it dimensionally
and materially for the greatest ease.

How does it all add up on Cheyne \X/alk? The com-
ment of a young visitor so pleased her host that he was
willing to share it: "$Thenever I come here, I feel I am in
the right place." He hopes all his guests feel this way. I

Editor: J acqueline Gonnet

A R.r.r., chaise longue stands at the foot of a Regency
fourpostei bed hung in Stefanidis fabric. The large oil painting
of Medici lap dogsls by Jacopo da Empoli. Cabinet of spaced

dowels with glass top is by Stefanidis. Venetian mask in
foreground hangs on a cheval-glass column.
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Jill Cole designs a
ho*e base fof Paul Anka
and his family
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BY GAT]RIELLE Ut'IITII<EI- *
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLES r0fHITIl
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A ,.", and cup by ceramist Mineo
Misumo add dimension and interest to the
custom-made glass and chrome coffee table
in the Ankas' living room, aboue. On the
window sitl is a 1922 steel i-nif-wood
sculpture by Mark Di Suvero. Opposite:
Lynda Benglis's brass Fandango, 1979,
hangs above a French marquetry desk.

lft he Paul Ankas are a family of collectors and collec-

I tions. Paul collects gold records from "Diana" to
I "Ti.er of Your Life." His Egyptian-born wife,

Anne, collects contemporary art, Oriental porcelains,
and eighteenth-century English decanters. Together they
have a collection of five growing daughters, ages six to
eighteen-all with the first initial,4.

The center of all this collecting is a spacious hilltop
house in Northern California. It was designed and built
about seven years ago by Pasadena architects Conrad Buff
and Donald Hensman-they also did the governor's man-

sion in Sacramento-to meet the requirements of a grov/-

ing family, a professional recording studio, and an ex-

panding art collection. The &amatic gallery is two stories

high and runs from the front door to the back ofthe fire-
place that walls off the living room; it doubles as an enter-
iaining area and provides the distance needed to view the
massive works by Ellsworth Kelly and Frank Stella.

After the main sffucture was completed, Jill cole of
Swimmer Cole Martinez Curtis supervised most of the
interior work. The gallery divides the house into two
main sections, the kitchen/famly room and the enter-
tainment area, which has the recording studio and media
and exercise rooms. The Ankas opted for large spaces,

which encourage family activities. Large comfortable so-

fas, most custom-madebyJill Cole, are covered in natural
fabrics in natural colors, as are the walls. The fabric soft-
ens the hard edges ofthe tiled floors, stucco details, and
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In th. g"ll.ry f.orn
left to right:
Aluminum-Steel Plain,
1969, by Carl Andre
covers the floor in
fuont of Sleep for
Yuonne Rainer, 1965,
by Robert
Rauschenberg.
Swimming pools on
the French Riviera are
the subject of Jennifer
Bartlett's trio of
w*ercolots, In Tbe
Garden. Alexander
Calder's standing
mobile, circa 1940,
shares the top of the
French commode with
pieces from Anne's
ceramic collection.
One of the Ankas' first
major purchases was
Green, Red, Yellou,
Blue, 1965, by
Ellsworth Kelly;
Donald Judd's 1965
plexiglass and stainless
steel box is lit from
above.
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In the media room, aboue, the eyes of
Anka are upon you: l7aiFol silkscreens done in
the mid seventies. Many of Anne's crystal
decanters are in use at the bar. Belou: Vlal7s in
Paul's study are covered in suede 'ancf
brought to life by Frank Stella's Jasper's Dilemma,
1962-6. Burl desk trimmed in teak was
designed by cabinetmaker Art Finkle.

large paintings, and makes rearranging the paintings
much easier.

Paul is often on the road-sometimes up to forty
weeks a year. \fork is both a hobby and profession and
he is always coming home with the latest elecuonic or
music-related gadget. Paul records in the house in a well-
equipped soundproof studio;when he is "in session" the
house is invaded by musicians.

Paul and Anne Anka began their collecting and family
about eighteen years ago. "\We started with young New
York artists and then moved on to more 'blue chip' art-
ists," Anne recalls. "I was brought up in Europe and was
quite raditional-with eighteenth-century furniture, for
instance. lff{hen we moved out west the contemporary
look took over. The scale ofdecorating changed because
we had these massive paintings. We did keep some of the
signed pieces of antique furniture, which are very pre-
cious to me."

New York gallery owner Paula Cooper worked with
the Ankas and found them "enthusiastic and thoughtful
collectors, a joy to work with." S7ith Paula Cooper's
guidance, their acquisitions ranged from a Carl Andre
aluminum-and-steel checkerboard sculpture on the floor
to a Sol Lewitt sculpture of cubes in which an unsuspect-
ing friend once placed his umbrella. Anne enjoys "differ-
ent kinds of art in the house, not iust the canvas on the
wall. I like very unusual pieces and the idea of fitting
them so they become a part of the house."

Though most of the pieces, which date primarily from
the early sixties, were ones the Ankas saw and fell in love
with, two were somewhat made to order. The STarhol
portraits were made for Paul's Painter album. Anne had
some help from artist Jennifer Bartlett in fitting the two
enamel works on the kitchen wall-"I sent her an archi-
tect's drawing of the atea and she placed all the grids so

we put them up to her specifications."
Anne sees the art of collecting as a very purposeful pas-

time----one instilled in her by her parents and one she

hopes her daughters will follow. At present they are busy
collecting horse-show ribbons; all five daughters are ac-

tive equestriennes. "V{henyou develop an interest, it just

adds dimension. Then when you are older and traveling
around, you have something to look for, something fun to
do." The entire family enjoys collecting picture frames,
which appear on almost every flat surface in the house
and are quickly filledwith smiling Anka faces. I

Editor : Marilyn S ch afer

Hirh ,bou. the kitchen complex,
opposite, are two works by Jennifer
Bartlett. The titles-l-i 1 Green
St/Patmos, 1977, are a backdrop for .,41

Sea, 1979. Five of Lynda Benglis's Patang
Fossil Papers, 1979, line the wall below.
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THE BENEVOLENT TO\TER
For their writer friends, Diana and George Melly's twelfth-century

house in S7ales has special powers

BY ALISON LURIE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRISTOPHER SYKES

l*fti *#lflt*ffit

I

ften houses that have been lived in for many years

acquire a distinct personality. \X/hether or not they
have a "ghost" in the strict sense of the word, they

are haunted by a mood, a presence. The more ancient the building, the stronger
this presence. The Tower, Scethrog-which is listed in guidebooks as the oldest
inhabited structure in \(ales-has this quality: it seems, according to visitors,
both watchful and benign.

In part this impressio. m"y be due to its history. The Tower was built, most
probably in the lait years of the twelfth century, by some Norman or English lord
who had come into \flales to take up land and establish agreatestate, driving the
natives back into the hills. It probably sheltered armed knights from Brecon or
Tretower Castle, and allowedsenries to keep watch over the rich valleys of the
Usk River and the surrounding Brecon Hills from which Welsh raiding parties

might come; perhaps it was also a stronghold for treasure. Today, seven hundred
years later, it iemains both sanctuary and watchtower; but now it most often shel-

iers writers, including the current owners, Diana and George Melly' Mrs' Melly's
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novels Tre Girl in tbe Picture andThe Goosefeather Bedwerewritten here; it was
at The Tower that she and Francis \flyndham edited the letters of their late friend

Jean Rhys, published this past spring. Mr. Melly, the vrell-known jazz player,
comes here to work on his autobiography and to write essays and reviews on art,
literature, and music. "The Tower is amazingly relaxing," he says. "I arrive from
London in a state of jittery nerves, and in no time at all I'm like a contented
animal."

Among the many writers who have lived and worked at The Tower areJames

Fox, author of lVbite Miscbief, andBruce Chatwin, whose Hardyesque novelOn
tbe Black Hilltakes place nearby. Arabella Boxer-who writes regularly on cook-
ing for British Vogue-tried out many of the recipes for her last book, The \Yind
in tbe \Yillows Country Cookbook, in The Tower's old-fashioned kitchen, with its
stone sink, coal stove, and immense farmhouse table. "It's an incredibly restful
place," Lady Arabella says. "It has a strange sort of stillness
about it; going there is like being a child again."

According to local antiquarians the original fort that is now
The Tower was at least four stories tall, perhaps more. The Usk
once ran directly under its walls, and it was sumounded by a

deep moat. Even today the house is sometimes cut off from the
road by water during the winter floods. The ancient draw-
bridge is now in the museum at Swansea, but its mark can still
be seen on the lichened graywalls, which are over six feet thick
at the base and built of huge blocks of stone. Some of the upper
windows are still fitted with the vertical wooden slats that
protected its garrison from the arrows of the wild \X/elsh
tribesmen.

In the seventeenth century, when the danger of armed attack
was over, The Tower was converted into a dwelling house;
much of the remaining interior construction dates fromthis pe-
riod. In the latter part ofthe century it u/as inhabited by a cous-
in of the visionary poet Henry Vaughan. Vaughan himself, who
was known as "the Swan of the Usk," was botn in the parish,
and in i689 he movedwith his wife to a cottage in the next field
along the river, to which he composed two odes, one in Latin.
He often visited The Tower.

Over the next two hundred years the history of the house is
obscure; but by 1973, though still inhabited, it had become a

near ruin. Its ancient walled garden was an impenetrable tan-
gle of nettles, household rubbish, and briar rose; and it was
without running water, electricity, gas, or modern plumbing.
Inside, the ceilings had been lowered to save on heat and the
space cut up with partitions into a warren of ugly, littered little
rooms. Yet when Diana Melly first pushed open the great iron-
bound door she knew at once that this would be her house. "It
was as if I were under some spell," she says. "I turned to the
estate agent and said, 'I'll have it.' "

To restore The Tower to something like its early condition and at the same time
make it a comfortable place to live demanded courage, patience, and imagina-
tion. After the jerry-built construction had been ripped out, ten layers of wall-
paper had to be scraped off to expose the medieval stonework and the ancient oak
beams. The beams themselves had been so blackened and fossilized by centuries
of smoke that it was almost as impossible to drive a nail into them as to drive one
into the stone corbels upon which they rest. But exciting discoveries were also
made: secret recesses in the walls, a winding stone stair blocked off for hundreds
of years.

As far as possible, The Tower was restored to its original design. It now again
contains three great high-ceilinged rooms, one above the other. The lowest of
these is sitting room, dining room, and kitchen; above it is the master bedroom,
and at the top the gabled and skylit tower room where guests may sleep and work
undisturbed. A second guest bedroom occupies part of the ancient stone wood-
shed, and two bathrooms and a sleeping cubicle have been fitted into the thick-
ness of thewalls. (Text continued on page 226)

rrl
I he Mellys'stone Tower, opposite,

is listed as ihe oldest inhabiGf-structure
in Vales. Guest bedroom, aloz:e,
wherewritets Bruce Chatwin andJames Fox
have stayed and worked. Chatwin's 1983
novel, Oa Tbe Black Hill, took place nearby.
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The Pompeii

1.spflt llves agatn tn
the Tibeca loft

of decorative painter
Richard Gillette

BY HERBERT MUSCHAMP
PHOTOGRAPHS BY

BRUCE STOLF

T| .ate afternoon light pours in on
Richard Gillette's tribute to The
Last Days of Tribeca, left. ln the
excavated ruins of ancGii Pompeii,
Gillette has found a stylistic
analogue for a changing New York
neighborhood and for the
rediscovery of applied ornament
after the era of modern Minimalism.
Aboue: Beyond the rim of a cast-
stone garden table, a detail of
Gillette's trompe-l'oeil floor of inlaid
marble adapted from an unearthed
Pompeian villa.
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B.rr.rth a wall of marbleized
bathroom tile that Gillette shattered
with a hammer to "expose" a

crumbling Roman mural, riTht, anen
the kitchen sink is thrown into the
petiod-overlay scheme. The hanging
light fixture, which recalls an
antique alabaster lamp, is actually a

glass Art Deco relic from the main
floor at Macy's. Aboae: Nourishment
for a master of painted illusion:
real marble, real alabaster,
edible Bosc pears.
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Th. "b.droo m," opposite, is raised
on painted plyvoodFps to allow
a view of the Hudson River at night.
The "walls" are a pair of
300-year-old carved oak
headboards from Brittany. "Roman
Dotterv" at left is actuallv
. r.t of fifties lamp basei found
at a nearbv discount outlet.
Aboue: Atop a marble boomerang
EEFIrom ihe fifties, an inscribed
fan pictute from a Diaghilev
dancer is flanked by a genuine
Roman amphora and a 30O-year-old
marble mortar from France.
Below: Stacks of recently
i6ffiissioned decorative panels

form a changing backdrop
for an Italian cast-stone sculpture
from the twenties. Steel shutters
have the finish of weathered copper.

lllribeca is a Manhattan dis-
I 
I 
lt.i.t prized by urban archae-

I ologists for its decaying
I nineteenth-century piers
and lofts built on top of buried
remnants of pre-Revolutionary
New York. Just outside deco-
rative painter Richard Gil-
lette's window here, a team of
excavators recently unearthed
the remains of an eighteenth-
century iron foundry beneath
the rubble of a demolished
warehouse. Inside his loft, Gil-
lette displays artifacts from his
own development as a master
of painted finish. lMhere other
loft dwellers simply take the
plaster down from the walls to
find exposed brick, Gillette has

exposed his imagination on all
the surfaces of his loft, balanc-
ing his wide-ranging historical
tastes into compositions of im-
probable harmony.

Gillette originally leased the
space ten years ago as a studio
to execute his large decorative
murals, often used as photogra-
phers' settings: arcadian vistas,
free-form Cubist and Con-
structivist fantasies, figurative
Art Deco panels. Four years
ago he got impatient with the
commute from his Park Ave-
nue apartment; also attracted
by a spectacular view of the
Hudson River, Gillette moved
into his studio. It was then that
he began to concentrate on the
Pompeian moti{s that now pre-
dominate in the loft's whimsi
cal layering of period styles.

Gillette was scarcely less ex-
cited about his "discovery" of
Pompeii than the eighteenth-
century excavators of the
doomed Roman resort, mainly
because he finds in his aesthetic
expeditions a symbolic parallel
between Pompeii and New
York as capitals of pleasure and
sophistication. He drives the
parallel home most explicitly in
a mural beside the loft's raised
platform "bedroom": a noctur-
nal scene of the Campanian
coast, its ghostly esplanade and
galley present a historical-cos-
tume version of Gillette's view
at night of the Hudson's piers

(Text continued on Page 241)
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RAGS
Folk art collecror

BarbaraJohnson fi nds art
in the humble hooked rug

BYJOAN LERRICK
PHOTOGRAPHS

BY SUSAN SilOOD
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Er.h .ug inspircs Barbara Johnson with a title.
Clocku'ise flpn_;fur !911, Donestic'Zoo is an heirloom 1870s find
from Pennsvlvania Dutch countn'. Graffitilike V'arn Frienlship

dates to the '20s and thc tarmlands of New York.
T'u'o Eaglc's is a graphic 'l0s version o[ an all-American rhemc.

Checkerbtrard tiom Canada. again ')0s, records a brillianr
move: Wirle to Play & Win (iompelling almost lite-

size tigures. l-he Buckn'e F)rzrlr's,cre cancd in the'20s bv
storekceper -loseph C. Lec in the Tennessee hills.
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A
-{ \t the whaling collec-
tion moved off, the rugs took
on a life of their own." Bar-
bara Johnson was looking
back at her legendary assem-
blage of whaling memorabil-
ia-recently dispersed in a

multimillion-dollar series of
sales at Sotheby's-and look-
ing forward to her pursuit of
the hooked rug, as an endan-
gered art form fast vanishing
under mud and the read of
hea',y boots. The Swiss-born
Princeton larr"yer and super-
charged rustee of the Muse-
um of American Folk Art now
numbers three hundred rugs
in her reserves.

It is the dual aspect of the
hooked rug-as primitive art
and as naive personal expres-
sion-that enchants. "Part of
the charm is the anonymity,"
Johnson feels, yet many of
these faceless country wom-
en, working with a frughl
store of used sacks and scraps
of old fabric, were endowed
with a wry commentator's wit
and a native painterly talent
that elevates their humble
floor mats into art.

As collector, Johnson has
not "been hampered by the
rules of antiquity" but relies
instead on "gut and heari";
later, scholarship follows.
rWith rugs, "it should be a real
love affair" and she has
bought "both very rich and
very poor-some pieces with
price no object, and forgotten
little things that needed adop.
tion." Expert dealers would
concur that, since most rugs
date only from the 1860s to
the 1910s, date and prove-
nance are far less significant
than sheer design content.

How to preserve and dis-
play rugs is a subject of much
soul-searching and she is dis-
enchanted with current an-
swers that frame rugs as
paintings. "If you elevate a
piece of art beyond its own
ambition, you don't do it a fa-
vor," and she is now experi-
menting. One thing is certain:
the solution will be one that
museums will emulate. r.r
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Abr,."o. are a strong force in Barbara Johnson's collection.
Clockwise from too left: Buck Rogers'Rag foreshadows the

rocket age, although oafted in the'20s. lntrigued by the mix of
symbols and rexrures, Johnson named it after

the fust space cowboy. Hooked in the 'l0s by an Ohio family
of the sea, Mennonite i, .n .rtr"r"g"nt nine-foot oval,. Reflectictns

in Red and Blue is a'20s prwiew of Op An dazzle.



S I.]IREBYDESIGN
New Yorker Renny Reynolds re-creates

an eighteenth-century ideal in Bucks County

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ERNST BEADLE

186

R.-, Reynolds's 17T-93 farmhouse, opposite, in Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
has a new .ton. *alk that he built and planted@ilenny based the duck-pond gazebo on

old English examples. Aboue: Black-gree-n and white barn in local tradition.
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A cow, a pig, and a goat live here,

A along with two horses, two
L \ donk?ys, eight sheep, fourrab-
bits, a large flock of chickens, four
dogs, dozens of barn cats, an ever-
changing population of ducks and
geese, and a chic Manhattan designer.
The animals and their friend ramble
about a 32-actefarmwith a pond and a
lake, gardens and fields and woods,
seven outbuildings, and a stone farm-
house begun inL723. In his other, city
life, Renny Reynolds, master of this
idyllic establishment, operates two
New York flower shops called Renny
and designs public settings and events
using flowers, trees, and fountains.

It is only natural that a landscape ar-
chitect whose professional creations
are usually demolished the morning af-
ter their moment in the limelight
would want some land on which to
leave a more permanent mark. Having
chosen Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
for its gentle green hills and its stock of
Colonial houses, Renny searched for
two years before he drove up a long
and winding road and came upon a

classic vernacular house barely tam-
pered with in rwo centuries. That day
four years ago he entered into what he
feels will be a lifelong commitment.

It will be a lifetime of work as well as

pleasure, not that Renny makes a dis-
tinction between the two. Although he
employs a couple who live on the prop-
erty and look after the animals, this
gentleman farmer is even more in-

IJr.d 
". 

a kitchen once upon
a time, the dining room, aboae, has a cooking fireplace that
includes a breadoven onJEe 6ack wall. The original wide
floorboards only needed cleaning and waxing, but many

layers of paint had to be sttipped from all the woodwork in
the house. Eighteenth-century

American chairs are gathered around a gate-leg table seven feet
in diameter. Renny insists that guests be able to see over

centerpieces. He likes generous plates, often using
platters, ind generous napkins, often using hand towels.

l,sl! Renny Reynolds in the animal barn. Rigbt: The house-long: 
porch is i favorite summer room. Re-nny painted the

wicker''a dirty green"-it needs a new coat every few years-and
gave the floor its diamond pattern,

*
f# *

i
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rrl
I he_ double p^rlor, left, has a fireplace at each end

and was undoubtedl-y two rooms-originally. This
was the only maior architectural change Renny found in the

more than 25O-year-old house. Tall case clock is a
Delaware Valley antique as old as its setting, and the

\Tindsor chair is also Colonial American. Opposite belou:
Renny "played 

-a 
lot" with the vast animaTt-am-, SiIh!-

its embellishments on what he saw in the area.
Added were the cupola, once part of a Connecticut church,

the Gothic-arch vents, the dovecote, and half the
windows. Aboae: V/hen the house was doubled in size in
17fi, it gaFetra second stair, mirror-image to this one,
and a second front door. Belou: Anoth{t view of the

double parlor. Sofa fabrlc Frorn Clarence House.
painted bimboo ..Jpiu.. ;t,rll tt-K;;,h-S;;i1..
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In R.nrry's o* nbedroom,opposite,he removed an ugly
mantel that had not been original, preferring the

expanse of plain plaster that surrounds the fireplace-opening.- 
The checked pattern also encircles the room's three

plaster walls at the cornice line. Aboue: ln the
attic, abedroom was made under a newl-y insulated ceiling.

Beams are washed in light blue. Painted floor and repainted bed
bv Mark Allan. Belou: Flowerc bloom on almost every guest-room' 

surface. RIose of Sharon quilt from The Pink House'

volved in maintaining and refining the
farm than were the eighteenth-century
landowners he so admires, Washing-
ton andJefferson among them.

Renny works here as designer, con-
tractor, and laborer. The first year he
began by clearing dense vines and un-
derbrush to make way for a kitchen
garden, an orchard, an all6e of peren-
nial beds, and several single-plant gar-
dens in which he masses ferns, irises,
and peonies. Using old maps of his
land, Renny found the location of a lost
lake. He removed the trees on the site,
bulldozed a bed, and allowed the
choked springs and streams to fill it, to
the delight of migrating waterfovil.

The seven outbuildings were not
quite lost, since they remained stand-
ing, but Renny had to reroof them,
mend and level floors, nudge posts
back into plumb, replace glazing, and
repaint. The house was sound and in-
tact, possessing its original floors and
windows, and here Renny's job was
easier: to restore surfaces and to fur-
nish in a manner that would be true to
the building's place and period and
comfortable for a hospitable owner
who rarely spends a weekend without
half-a-dozen house guests. Renny calls
his business Design for Entertaining,
but the term could easily be applied to
his farm as well. nBy Elaine Greene.
Editor: Kaaren Parker Gray
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This mad fantasy,
the architectural hit
of the New Orleans
\ilorld's Fair, will
live on as a vivid
memory for millions

PHOTOGRAPH
BY JOHN MADERE

n

il",'e,hing
there is indeed that loves a

wall-and that includes the
$Tonder \7a11, the hands-down
architectural hit of the 1984
r0florld's Fair in New Orleans.
Concocted by Perez Associates
Architects with Charles Moore
and lVilliam Turnbull as design
consultants and Richard Peters
as lighting consultant, it will
continue to cast its magic spell
until November 11, when the
exposition closes and it will be
dismantled. Many bedazzled
admirers would love to see this
crazy caprice remain part of
the already rich New Orleans
architectural experience. Built
not for the ages but for a few
months' fling in a benign cli
mate, the lWonder rWall could
indeed be reconstructed to last.
But when such a thing was
done, in 1965 with Bernard
Maybeck's lath-and-plaster
Palace of Fine Arts in San Fran-
cisco (a relic of the L9l5 Pana-
ma-Pacific Exposition), a great
deal of the structure's original
charm was lost. Better, per-
haps, that the \Wonder Wall
should retain the kind of leg-
endary allure in memory that
few sffuctures can ever live up
to in posterity.aBy Martin Fill-
er. Editor: Heatber Smitb
Maclsaac
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LIGHT

LAIISH
Architect

BernardJ. Harrison and
designer Carolyn Guttilla

give the favorite
furnishings of a couple's

life an illuminating
nev/ setting

BY MARGARET MORSE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FELICIANO

I., th. grrd.. room, the walls wear a
white-on-yellow stri6 glaze.

Subdued upholstery fabric (such as
the Canovas check) lets the green

landscape shine in, without
competition, through three walls of

French doors. The vista here is a water-
lily pool. Patterson, Flynn & Martin
rug. Accessories from John Rosselli.
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Th. .o.rr.. of the living room, aboue, has an Italian inlaid fruitwood
table that belonged toi,I.r. L'ew-ist moiher. A brald.d ficrrs-anJ

espaliers and topiaries outdoors-reveal a fondness for artful
trees. Cowtan & Tout cushion falxic. Opposite: A table skirted in Fonthill

chintz overlooks a neighbor's pool an-d'tennis pavilion. Chairs, plates,
and swan from John Rosselli; the napkins, Henri Bendei.-

f /arious American places have provided hospitable
\ / addresses for Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis III, most
V recently Long Island. \,){/hen verdant local acreage

became available on what was once an estate, they decid-
ed it was time at last to have a house built to order-
smaller than their previous houses but with the same gra-
cious proportions. They turned to architect Bernard J.
Harrison, a friend since prep school of Mr. Lewis (in the
fifties a national polo player) and to interior designer
Carolyn Guttilla, whose work Mrs. Lewis had admired at
a showhouse: the mix of pale colors, plain chintzes, and
durrie rugs convinced Mrs. Lewis that this soft rendition
of modern could provide a fresh but sympathetic back-
ground for the Lewises' antiques.

Outside, the house is an amalgam of Georgian Irish
and Palladian, v/ith a nod to Barbados great houses. A
wide center hall separates the public areas from the pri-

vate-the kitchen, library , andlarge garden room on one
side, the master bedroom and dressing rooms and baths
on the other. Upstairs is a guest suite. Since the Lewises
like to eat at various windows in the house, they dis-
pensed with a dining room. For sit-down dinner parties,
tables are set up in the hall, which has closets foi silver,
china, crystal, and linens as well as the folding furniture.
Although the house is more formal than the Lewises'
Rhode Island summer house, the hall is furnished as
whimsically as a tea house: balloon chairs, bamboo set-
tees, and botanical prints mingling with Coalport plat-
ters, which Mr. Lewis is fond of calling "Cole Porrer's
china." After we photographed the house, Mrs. Lervis
and her daughter marbleized the hall's pilasters-a
cream color to stand out against the white backboards.
As Mrs. Lewis says, "I like the adventure of changing
things." r:Editor: Lynn Benton Morgan
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rTl

- _ Ihe.glazedlibrary, aboue, has a fireplace facing the sofa (in Rosa fabric
from Fonthill) that is lit nea?yEvery night.'The doublE doorsl;Jr;;6;;;i; .p.",
'*"rlto.jb..hull. 

Hepplewhitl chairs aie do.,e in a Clarence Horr..h..[. Arior,
rhe hall is hned with pilasters cut from columns of a former house in St. LEE-and

Nuage wallpaper from Clarence House. pat Erlaneer and
Charlotte Flinn marbleized the floor.
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\Vf,.n the Lewises eat breakfast in bed, they look out on a fountain. The
birdcage-purely decorative (from John Rosselli)-tlpifies-the indoor'outdoor

feeling. Up-holsiered walls keep barks from the Lewises' dogs from interupting a nap
Mohair tirows from Mabel's. Below: A whirlpool bath screened by painted monkeys

comprises half of Mrs. LewEEll-ressing room. Ralph Lauren towels. An unseen
detail: a converted spinet serves as the dressing table.
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CHICAGO
. , St trll)rors l"lttwarrl $hrtpinr and Sreve Mose c*llaborarc

rvtrlt t,llct rttrs Srtsan itntl [,cwis Manilnw (]n *n urnusunrl r*.ii".t horne
li\,lx)ltlSS^n,l(Illl,ll().|,(X;ltAl,llSl}Yil,IARYNICI.l()I,s
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A painting by German Georg Baselitz
hangs next to a view ofthe
Chicago skyline framed in one of the
Thermopane windows. The stepped
wall, required by the building code,
derives from a platform Susan
Manilow sew in an exhibition of
David Smith sculpture.

-.i-.jisYry
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A for.rr-p"., painting by Mark Tansey shares a corner with a work
by Robert Smithson, which is notmally at the Museum of Contemporary Art on an extended loan.

Above it is a photograph of the site from which the piece was taken.

Fflh. top floor of a nondescript nineteenth-century

I industrial building in a run-Iown area of Chicago
I so undistinguished that it doesn't even have a

name would not be most Chicagoans' conventional ideal
second home. For two natives of the city, the conversion
possibilities of three adjoining dilapidated sweatshops
fifteen minutes by car from their enormous Lake Shore
Drive apartment was a dream come true.

\X4-ren Susan and Lewis Manilow married eleven years
ago, they combined not only their different but equally
passionate interests in contemporary painting and sculp-
ture, but also apparently endless supplies of stamina and
enthusiasm. They can, and often do, visit museums, gal-
leries, art fairs, and private homes all over America and
Europe to see interesting work and still find time and en-
ergy between trips, as Susan Manilow recently did, to

manage a friend's winning campaign for a ward commit-
tee post, while Lewis Manilow, over the past few years,
has waged a fight of his own for the preservation and de-
velopment of the downtown theater district and served as
president of Chicago's Museum of ContemporaryArt, in
addition to earning a living.

In 1981, when Lewis Manilow's term as Museum of
Contemporary Art president ended, he and Susan began
to buyworks of contemporury artso enthusiastically that
very soon the inevitable occurred and they ran out of wall
space in their apartment. At about the same time, Lewis
Manilow decided that he had spent long enoughworking
in his law firm's downtown office and began to think
about setting up a separate business base for himself. "I
had bought a building," he recalls, "and a number of
things came together. I felt less and less need to be down-

204



A horiront.l painting, Zuei Kenenby Gerhard Richter, is posed between
two vertical windows, the two candles echoed by the pair of antennae rising from the top

of the John Hancock Center in the distance.

town andwe found ourselves not buying pictureswevery
much wanted because we didn't have the space. And I
was on the board of an art gallery that was being pushed
out of its premises because they couldn't afford an in-
creased rent. So I realized we could solve all these prob-
lems at once. 'We could have a space for our pictures, I
could move my office to a better space for me, and I could
provide a space for the Randolph Street Gallery where they
could get themselves established for a couple of years."

The building that Lewis Manilow had boughtwas con-
structed in the 1870s on the ashes of the Chicago fire in
what was once an important commercial street full of
lively shops on the fringe of the city's great Polish neigh-
borhood. After !7orld STar II, it had declined into an
area of abandoned buildings and empty lots. "lWhat
helped us emotionally," says Susan Manilow, "was that

there weren't people living here so we weren't moving
people out. But I think it will rise again now that people
like artists are beginning to come here to live and work."

Two of the first artists to come to work in the areawere
Howard Shapiro and Steve Mose who, with Susan Mani-
low acting as general contractor, made up the building
team. "In the beginning, it was a mess," one of them re-
calls. "I mean, it was total rubble. You could see down to
the basement from the top floor. So we knew we had to
put in new floors, new walls, new windows, new roof,
neweverFhing. . . ."

rWorking from the ground up, they installed the Ran-
dolph Street Gallery in its new home with a two-year,
rent-free arrangement and converted the second floor
into two separate apartments which were then let to art-
ists. According to Susan (Text continued on page 225)
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B..id. the staircase, abooe, is Der Kettenraucher (Chainsmoker) by Valter Dahn. To the right is Julian Schnabel's !981 Bones
and Trampets Rubbing A-gainst Each Other to Infinity and beyond Anselrn Kiefer's woodcut Giab dei Unbekannten Maler (Tomb of

the Unknown Painter). Betow: stetta's 
f,tr* fft#J!,i;,{i"Y:!f#:;X:ffij Li}:",il:,Ketty's 

Green Apart from the chairs,
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In th. fo..g.orrrrd, abooe, rs Standing Stone Circle by Richard !ong. The chairs are a revived thiries-desig-n.
The oiled and rubbed mahoeanid6letop, beloi, on 6-inch-square specially cut limestone legs seats twelve comfortably, with views

of a painted plasier portriit olHdrea by John Ahearn on the left,,an untitled painting by Eric Fischl
in the background, and Vogel by Gerhard Richter.
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RESTOruNG
rooms in Newport by Ogden CodmanJr.,
the man who invented
the woman who invented

DECORATING
BY PAULINE C. METCALF
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KAREN RADKAI

Th. d..r.i.rg table, aboae, in Mrs. Vanderbilt's
room at The BreakerGlTe7: Osden
Codman Jr., circa t880, iZapfr.r youth
posed in a photographer's studio in
Pi"qrd, France, where the Codman family
lived between 1876-1884. Oooosite: A
watercolor rendering done %iiE-e dining -

room addition, circa 1896, to the Nathaniel
Thayer house in Newport, R.L, a Victorian
cottage "classicized" by Codman, and one
of his most elegant early schemes.
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A *.t.r.olo, rcnde{arg, aboue done circa 1893 for Edith \X/}rarton's library at Land's End in Newport,
one of Codman's most impoFant early commissions. The mirrored overmantel, with plaster de.o."iio.r,'

and a marble firepla": wereCodman's rademarks. Qp2.osite: In Gertrude Vandeibilt ti4ritney's room, pink
flowers ramble over an aubergine ground in6;;;ffie fabrics reproduced by F. Schumacher 

' '
for the recent renovition ofsecond-floor rooms at The Breakers.

and third floors ofThe Breakers, the last and grandest of
the Newport "cottages" designed by Richard Morris
Hunt between 1893-95, was tle most important one to
date for the "clever, young, Boston architect" (as Edith
\flharton called him in her autobiography, A Backward
Glance,1934).

Ogden CodmanJr. was a talented architect and interi-
or decorator who practiced mainly in Boston, Newport,
and New York from the early 1890s through the firstdec-
ades of the twentieth century. Although he did the com-
plete design for 21 houses and remodeled a number of
others, his work consisted for the most part in creating
elegant interiors-notable for their lack of excessive opu-
lence and oversize scale-for well-to-do, old-guard fam-
ilies of the Northeast. In Newport, Codman larried out
fifteen commissions between 1892 and 191fa period
when the summer colony was in its Edwardian heyday.
Despite the fact that his taste and style have had consider-
able influence on the traditional interpretation of interior

n December 13, 1893, Ogden Codman Jr decoration as used today, his name is relatively unknown
except to decorating cognoscenti.

The recent renovation of the second-floor rooms at
The Breakers (now owned by the Preservation Society of
Newport County) provides us with an opportunity to re-
appraise these rooms in the true spirit with which they
were designed. Due to the ephemeral nature of all interi
or decoration, it is most unusual to find a series of rooms
whose d6cor and furnishings have not basically been al-
tered since they were installed, except by the inevitable
effects of time. To firlly apprehend the "taste" and con-
uibution of an individual designer has always been a
most elusive task, and the re-creation of historic interiors
temains a constant challenge to curators and architectur-
al historians. In the case of Ogden Codman, thanks to his
remarkably well-documented archives (including all let-
ters, accounts, watercolor renderings, and architectural
plans), it is possible to reconstuct not only the artistic
and historical sotrces for his work, but also the social
context and milieu forwhich theywere done.

Born into a distinguished and cultured (but not re-
mendously rich) New England family, Codman began
summering in Newport in 1890, opening an office at 18
Bellevue Avenue in 189r. After several years of minimal
formal maining, he had begun his professional career as

an interior decorator in Boston in 1891, but shortly there-
after had moved his permanent office to New York. He
had not forsaken his New England origins, but was
shrewd enough (Text continued on page 21.6)
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A guest room at The Breakers. By comparison

to the public rooms of The Breakers, all
of the bedrcoms are refreshingly simple. The
firmiture, mantels, and objets were imponed
or made to'order in France, usrrally copied

or adapted from l8th-century models.
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In U... Vanderbilt's ro om, aboue,as in all the bedrooms in The Breakers, the
furnishings are in complete accord wit-E-IE-e requirements giveninThe Decoration of Houses for a

boudoir: one or two comfortable chairs, a lit de rcpo1 belou-, left 
-"one 

of the most
useful pieces of 18th-century furniture"-and, belowllgfu1 , awriting desk. In the window is a

bronzem'odelbyGertrudeVanderbiltrVhitneyfo;;mdi;;ntatSt."Nazaire. Opposite:Gertrude
Vanderbi.li \Vhitney's bedroom with a drlpoint of her done by Paul Helteu-;6-out 189r.
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RESTORING NE,\TPORT ROOMS

"Sflhat I want is comfort. . .I always decide
against poverty when I see very good bric-a-brac"

(Continued from page 210) to rcalize
that a New York base was a better loca-
tion to pursue a more rewarding clien-
tele. Browns, S7inthrops, \X{hartons,
and Thayers were among Codman's
earliest Newport clients-all Bosto-
nian Brahmins to whom he was con-
nected one way or another. Patronage
of one's kin and social set was de ri-
gaeal among the small social elite
there. Codman, however, as a member
of the conservative New England set,
was often disdainful of the newer ami-
vals in the summer communitv. \flhile
desirous, on one hand, to h"ve th.
wealthiest clients to fulfill his profes-
sional ambitions, he refered to the
manners and taste of some of the new-
comers as "common." Codman's gos-
sipy letters to his mother, who was
living in France at the time, provide an
amusing account of the discriminating
attitudes of the young tastemaker. Re-
ferring to the house of an old Boston
friend, Tom Cushing, he says: "It is
such an ugly house, and shabby, not
touched since it was built, but it looks

like a gentleman's house, which is
more than most do here."

The most notable person among
Codman's eady Newport clients and
the one most responsible for his future
success was Edith \7harton. Her
friendship and patronage were of in-
valuable assistance to him in launching
his career (i.e., Cornelius Vanderbilt).
Ultimately it would be through the as-
sociation with her as co-author of Tbe
Decoration of Houses (published in
1897) that his name would be primarily
remembered. As she described in her
autobiography, it was during the pro-
cess of ransforming Land's [nd-"1s
give a certain dignity" to "an ugly
wooden house with half an acre of rock
and illimitable miles of Atlantic
Ocean"--that she and Codman dis-
covered that they shared many ideas of
taste and decoration: "a dislike of
sumptuary excesses" and that "interi-
or decoration should be simple and ar-
chitectural." The book, which is still
the touchstone of classical taste in inte-
rior decoration, proclaimed that the

treatment of the interior ought "to be
based on right proportion, balance of
door and window spacing, and simple
unconfused lines. . . not a branch of
dressmaking. " \X/hile Edith \ilflharton's

crisp prose gave the book its style,
much of the historical and factual ma-
terial can probably be attributed to
Ogden Codman, including the selec-
tion of illusrations showing the most
of splendid rooms in the great palaces
and country houses ofEurope.

In addition to their mutual ideas
about taste and decoration, Edith
lVharton and Ogden Codman shared
other common bonds-not the least
being commiseration with one another
on the "dullness" of most Newport so-
ciety, concern for good cuisine, and an
overwhelming love and appreciation
for the atmosphere and culture in Eu-
rope, primarily France. Both had spent
formative years of their youth living
abroad, a period which Edith rVharton

referred to as "a h"ppy misfortune
which gave me the rest of my life, that
background of beauty and old-estab-
lished order," Ultimately both Edith
l7harton and Ogden Codman spent
the last fwenty and thirty years of their
respective lives in France.

The knowledge and understanding
of European art and culture which was
held by both the young authors cer-
tainly conributed to the self-confi-
dence with which they prescribed the
formula for suitable and appropriate
decoration ofhouses. It is not surpris-
ing that Codman, having visited all the
great palaces and residences of Euro-
pean nobility, felt himself sufficiently
well-versed in their architecture and
decoration to be able to translate the li-
festyle and comforts of European aris-
tocracy to the needs and aspirations of
well-to-do Americans. Transposing
the airs of nobility to Newport was not
far from Codman's thoughts when he
again wrote to his mother (on August
25,1894), "Mr. Vanderbilt drove me
down to (Continued on page 220)
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Come together as a hmily.
Come together to )our

House of Worship everyweek.

Ubrshfp bgether.
Grcwtogethen

"L.ove one another
as I have loved you.

And care for each
other,
as I have cared for you.

Bear one another's
burdens.
Share each others jop.

Andloveone another,
love one another.
And bring each othdr
homel'
(Words from the song "Love One
Another" by Germaine Habjan.
@ 1966 by EE.L. Publications, Ltd.)

A Public Seruics ol
This Publication
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(Continaed frorn page 216) my office
yesterday. It was much the same as

driving with the Prince of Wales or a
very good Duke."

Refinement and elegance are words
which can easily be applied to the
rooms at The Breakers. These rooms,
recently rehung with fabrics repro-
duced from the originals by F. Schu-
macher, are remarkable for their fresh,
understated appearance. \X/ith their
mixture of cream-painted furniture,
flowered cretonnes and chintzes, a

blend of English and French detailing,
these schemes set a precedent for gen-
erations of this style of decoration in
America. If their appearance, to our
eyes today, is reminiscent of deluxe ho-
tel suites, it is to be remembered that
these rooms predated the former by
several years. The relative simplicity of
these rooms is all the more evident by
conrast to the flamboyant "Italian Re-
naissance" opulence of the rooms on
the ground floor, which were decorat-
ed by the fashionable French firm of
J. Allard et Fils, in conjunction with the
architect, Richard Morris Hunt.

Hunt, who had already built a num-
ber of other houses for branches of the
Vanderbilt family and had previously
collaborated with Allard et Fils for
their interior decoration, had little re-
spect or tolerance for the schemes of
the inexperienced and relatively un-
trained young man who wished to im-
pose his ideas on the architect's
original scheme. He warned Codman
nor "to follow in the footsteps of Ga-
briel" nor "to servilely copy French in-
teriors." Many years later Codman
wrote that he had carried out his com-
mission for Mr. Vanderbilt with the as-

sistance of a number of students from
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, "who pro-
duced a really charming lot of de-
signs," which were then taken over to
London for Mr. Vanderbilt's approval.

Many beautiful color renderings
were done for each of the rooms, some-
times with an overlay to give a choice of
color or curtain design, the detailing of
moldings and door surrounds carefully
delineated as well as the pattern and
design of the fabrics. The practice of
providing each of his clients with many
beautiful renderings was one that Cod-
man appears to have done only
through the 1890s. Apparently he
heeded the advice of Mrs. l7harton
that "it was perhaps poor policy to

overwhelm your clients by the number
of your water-colour designs but you
are now firmly enough established to
be less lavish in this respect." She con-
stantly gave him advice about manag-
ing his clients and warned him that
"v/hen a man begins in any profes-
sion. . . he must offer the inducement
of being reasonable in his charges."
Subsequently the cooling in their
friendship was due in large part to
what she considered his too-high fees

for his designs for The Mount, the
house she built in Lenox, Massachu-
setts, in 1900.

Although the rooms at The Breakers
are an early statement of Codman's
style, they display many of the trade-
marks that would be associated with
his work. In keeping with a predilec-
tion for all things French, especially
from the period of the eighteenth cen-
tury, most of the furniture, hardware,
chimney pieces, and objets were im-
ported or made to order in France

Codman at La Leopolda Villa in France

from such famous firms as Jansen et
Compagnie. Vatious firms would send
photographs and drawings of seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century pieces
of furniture and Codman would select
the style, wood, and exact finish he
wanted. In order to provide the client
with the piece most precisely suited for
the room, it was more expedient to
have copies made from a model, al-
though therewas certainly no difficulty
in purchasing antiques at the time.

One of the most noticeable features
of the bedrooms is the overall use of
cream-painted furniture covered with
flowered or printed cotton fabrics. De-
rived from the French LouisXVI radi-
tion of (Continued on page 224)
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Mirrors from the Carolina Classic Collection elegantly reflect the beauty of your home.
See them at your Carolina Mirror dealer. Or send $1.00 (for postage and handling) for
our booklet to Carolina Mirro4 P.O. Box 548, NorthWilkesboro, NorthCarolina 28659.
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"It giues gou so manu different waAS to cook."
'My husband loues gilling steak on it."
'At dinner parties the people actuallg come out to the kitchen to watch me cook."
'And itb so easA to clean. You can drop most parts in the dishwasher."
The remarkable thing about the Jenn-Air Grill-RanEie is that in addition to

being beautifully designed and thoughtfully engineered, it also fits in perfecfly
with the way people live today.

Our unique surface ventilation system lets you grill indoors without a hood.
Our convertible cooktop lets you snap in any accessol1 you choose to buy in

seconds-grill, griddle, shish kebab, rotisserie, french fryer/cooker orwok
Our newly enlarged self-cleaning oven lets you switch from radiant to much

fasterconvection cookingwith a flip of a switch.
Yet it's remarkably easy to cookwith. And

easy to keep clean. No overhead hood. Most
parts drop in the dishwasher. The cookLop wipes
clean with a damp cloth.

Jenn-Air also gives you a wide affay of design
options to fitjust about any kitchen. Island
cooktops. Counter drop-ins. Or ourventless
'?\nywhere Jen nAi r'' freestanding models.

See your Jenn-Air dealer for a demonstra-
tion. Hes in the Yellow Pages. Orwrite forour
free broch u re at Jen n-Air Corp., 3035 Shadeland
Ave., Indianapolis, Indi ana 46226.

Find out why we call Jenn-Air "The Grill-
Range forthe 80's:'

wvlenn-Airl
The finest cookinfsystem ever ffeated.
(c) Jcn n-Ai r Conr pany, I 981t
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IheGordonTouch
To finish a room as beautifully as
Gordon's. We have those special
together. For a color portfolio of

you started it, look to
pieces that will pull it all
tables and cabinets, send

two dollars to Dept. uG-09, Gordon's, Inc., Johnson City, Tenn. 37601.

&G#*P-*","g,ht#"P-

PIETA
by

Michelangelo

18%" x 14" (39 lbs) on ala-
baster base. . . .. $514 ppd

An incredibly detailed small-
er version (9" x 7") is avail-
able for $103 ppd.

Both are made from oxo-
lyte resembling the original
Carrara marble in appear-
ance, weight, and feel.

It is doubtful that Michelangelo himself could have made a more faithful reproduction than this.
Eleganza is proud to make it available. Pay by check, Visa, or Mastercard. Color catalogue of
110 sculptural masterworks $3.

€AE" 
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moo,ters of Fine statuary

1820-65 Magnolia Way W., Seattle, WA 98199 tel. (206) 283 0609
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(Continuedfrom page 220) painted fur-
niture, this treatment is usually
thought of as one of Elsie de rWolfe's

trademarks. lVhat is not generally ap-
preciated is the extent to which Cod-
man was the mentor, adviser, and
source for many of her ideas on interior
decoration. Beginning with her house
on Irving Place, Elsie consulted Cod-
man for the alterations and decora-
tions of her various New York
residences as well as the Villa Trianon,
her house in Versailles. Undoubtedly
Elsie de \7olfe's taste was similar to
Codman's, and she had no qualms
about the art of self-promotion.

The furnishings themselves used in
the rooms are in complete accord with
the requirements given inTbe Decora-
tion of Hoases for a boudoir-awriting
desk, one or two pieces of comfortable
chairs, and a lit de repos (as seen in the
green-and-white room), "one of the
most useful pieces of eighteenth-cen-
tury furniture" which, "except in
France, has been replaced by the clum-
sy upholstered lounge" (The Decora-
tion of Houses). The use of toile deJouy
cottons for chair covers and curtains
was another of Codman's trademarks
also associated with Elsie de Wolfe. Al-
though there are no toiles, specifically,
in these rooms, most of the fabrics are
of that type. Certainly, by comparison
to most rooms of that day, which
would have been overdraped and over-
stuffed with silks and brbcades, these
rooms are refreshingly simple.

The superabundance of pink flow-
ers on an aubergine ground which pre-
dominates in Gertrude Vanderbilt
Vhitney's room is quite unique for a
Codman scheme, perhaps indicative
that the client herseli a budding debu-
tante at the time, v/as rather influential
in the selection of the fabric.

Itwas said of Codman he often pro-
vided clients with splendid houses
more tasteful than the clients, unaided,
would have thought of wanting. The
rooms at The Breakers are thoroughly
tasteful-formal but gracious, classic
yet comfortable, elegant without ex-
cess. Looking at these rooms, it is quite
easy to agree with Ogden Codman
when he says: "I hate shabby, dilapi-
dated houses, and poor cooks, and all
that sort of thing. . . . \[hat I want is
comfort...I always decide against
poverty when I see very good bric-a-
brac." tEditor: Babs Simpson



CHICAGO
UNCONVENTION

(Continuedfrom page 205) Manilow,
their area, the six-thousand square feet
ofvirtually clear space on the top floor,
"divided itself logically. The bearing
walls had to stay. The only decisions we
made were to put up divider walls for a
bedroom in the back, for the two bath-
rooms, and for a small office in the
front for the bookkeeper."

The remaining area is an L-shaped
space measuring 120 feet on its longest
leg. Sculptors Mose and Shapiro
thought of it as a colossal, three-dimen-
sional work of art and scaled every ele-
ment accordingly. A stairway with
cherrywood treads, designed by How-
ard Shapiro in tribute to his architec-
tural hero Luis Barrag6n, leads in giant
steps to the roof. The sofa, presented
by a designer friend who couldn't find
a client with a space big enough for it,
will comfortably seat a whole family.
Lewis Manilow can hold a conference
around the five-by-seven-foot granite
desk which Steve Mose devised for him
to work at on his own.

The needs of the collection, which
includes many extremely large paint-
ings, determined some features more
usually seen in public and commercial
spaces. Very few private houses, for ex-
ample, have an eleven-foot door lead-
ing straight outside on the third floor,
used for works that won't fit into the
existing freight elevator, such as an
eleven-by-fourteen-foot painting by
Paladino which was recently hoisted
up and in on pulleys and cables hired
specially for the job. Or a forty-ton unit
that sits on the roof like a little house
providing temperature and humidity
control, a necessary precaution in a cli-
mate like that of Chicago, which can
change dramatically overnight. Or
halogen tungsten lighting on ceiling
tracks.

Details have received the same at-
tention as the largest elements. The
fireplace refers to the steel boxes of
Minimalist sculptor Donald Judd and
a bathroom light fixture designed by
Howard Shapiro recalls Dan Flavin's
neon artworks. The monumental look
of the dining table, with its eleven-and-
a-half-foot long, three-inch thick ma-
hogany top set on chunky limestone
legs, is based on a table in Chicago's
Art Institute which holds a permanent
display of Brancusi sculpture.

ltrflith so many accommodations to
art and (Continued on page 226)
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Create a brilliant addition.
Now you can create a dazzling addition to your home with
Janco's exciting new Solaroom. Sleek contemporary design
and thermal break construction make the Solaroom a clear
winnerl

Send $2.00 for our 48-page color
catalog featuring over
'100 greenhouses and accessories.

hncot
GRrEt{rlotE[s
& GLASS STRUCTUREs
Building in the sun since I 948.

to; Janco Greenhouses
Dept.Y-9, 9390 Davis Avenue
Laurel, MD 20707 (301 )498-5700
I've enclosed 92.00 for my 48-page color catalog.
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(Continued from page 225) aristic rcf-
erences, the space might easily have
ended up a hushed and hallowed
shrine to contemporary painting and
sculpture isolated from the hustle-bus-
tle of the workaday world. Instead,
thanks to views of the exuaordinary
Chicago skyline from every window,
the space is firmly attached to its city
location. Inside, work begins at eight in
the morning andwith it the almost con-
stant sounds of typewriter and tele-
phone.

The kitchen is an integral part of the

CHICAGO UNCONVENTION

sitting and eating area, its plain-front-
ed Formica-laminate cupboards, com-
mercial range, and island worktop
designed for the informal kind of en-
tertaining which the Manilows prefer.
"I finally got my dream kitchen," says

Susan Manilow. "I love to cook and
unlike our traditional apartment where
the kitchen is miles away from where
everybody is normally sitting, I'm right
here with everybody while I cook."
Decisions as to which place the Mani-
lows use for entertaining are usually
made on the spur of the moment. "Cer-

tainly if there are people who are really
interested in contemporary art and
haven't seen this place, we come here, "
says Lewis Manilow.

Susan and Lewis Manilow haven't
decided what to call their new space,
sometimes referring to it as the office
and at other times the loft. It can't be
classified as either, though it is both, as

well as gallery and guesthouse. Uncon-
ventional as it is, for an adventurous
Chicago couple, it is obviously an ideal
second home. aEditor: Jacqueline
Gonnet

(Continued from page 17J) All these
rooms have been stripped down to the
original stone and then plastered
white. They are furnished in a remark-
able combination of old and new, exot-
ic and native, luxury and simplicity.
Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
tables and chairs and cupboards
discovered at local farmhouse sales
rest on rugs from Persia and Morocco;
a High-Victorian brass bed is covered
with an embroidered Indian spread;
two matching early-nineteenth-cen-
tury Gothic bookcases are filled with
books on contemporary and surrealist
art; a word processor sits next to a

witch's iron cauldron filled with flow-
ers. Somehow they all look perfectly at
home; as Diana Melly says, The Tower
can assimilate anything.

From outside there is almost no sign
of the eclectic variety within. The Tow-
er is a listed historic building, and visi-
ble alterations to the structure are
forbidden: the house looks almost ex-
actly as it must have in the seventeenth
century. Diana Melly has restored the
garden without modernizing it. An-
cient climbing roses, pink and white,
bloom in profusion along the old brick
walls, and many of the fruit trees, skill-
fully pruned, have begun to flower and
bear again, notably plum and crab ap-
ple. In the rich valley soil, sheltered
from the wind, every variety of vegeta-
ble and herb flourishes: 44 species at

THE BENEVOLENT TO\TER

the last count. Each year the masses of
soft fruit-gooseberries, raspberries,
strawberries, blackberries, and cur-
rants, among others-are transformed
into pies, preserves, and wines. Diana
Melly also makes delicious wines from
rhubarb and fromwild flowers, aswell
as remarkable elderflower champagne
and blackcurrant cassis.

For George Melly much of the at-
traction of the house is its location on

George Melly's puppet theater which sits in
the living room of The Tower.

the Usk, which is famous for its wild,
not stocked, trout. In 1982 Mr. Melly
bought the fishing rights to one-and-a-
quarter miles of the river behind The
Tower, and he comes down as often as

he can during the season. "It's a very,
very good river for a fisherman, the
Usk," he told me. "Some of the trout in
it are up to five or six pounds, but most
of the big ones are too old and wise to
be caught. Those I take are usually un-
der two pounds." He prefers wet-fly
fishing ("I find it much more excit-
ing"), and uses a Graphite rod ("abso-
lutely amazing in its flexibility"). His
most successful flies have been the
black butcher, the greenwell glory,
and-early in the year-the march
brown. He especially looks forward to
the autumn, when there are salmon in
the river, and is hoping to catch his first
this year.

Some of the guests who come to stay
with the Mellys also fish; others prefer
simply to walk by the river or climb the
surrounding hills. The Tower is within
the Brecon Beacons National Park,
and the 72 acres next to it along the
Usk have been designated as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Ac-
cording to the official proclamation,
"The river Usk in a wide flood plain
near Brecon has produced a'*ride
range of wildlife habitats. . . that in-
cludes the old river channels, shingle
banks, , . . (Continued on page 229)
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IIOUSE & GARDEN CHOICE INVESTMENTS

1-
L be best of New England

sbopping is now auailable to

you W mail Cboose any one

or more of tbese catalogues

to help you selectfine

productsfor your orun use or

to giue as gtfts

Fill out and mail tbe order

form on tbe follouing page.

Tbefirms listed utill send tbeir

catalogues directly to !ou.

alVcc,ts

'l . CUoolf oOWN features natural
trlbers carefully chosen for their func-
tion, quality, and value. We manufac-
ture the highest quality down comforters
and pillows in various fillings and several
European styles. A wide selection of cot-
ton comforter covers and flannel sheets
in solids and prints is available as well as

luxurious sleepwear and underwear in
silks, wools, and cottons, and much
more. Please send $'1.00 for 3 year cata-
log subscription (swatches included).

2. crnssrc clorHrNC stNCE 1942.
The Talbots catalog offers a wide variety
of the latest in classic styles. The Tal-
bots personal fashion operators will
help you select the clothing and acces-
sories that suit you best. All this, plus
The Talbots unconditional guarantee.
For an eight issue subscription to The
Taibots catalog send $2.00.

3, fhe Pork Avenue Collection'.' De-
voted Entirely To The Swiner Things in
Life. . .You'll squeal with delight at our
full color catalogue featuring designer
clothing and sty-lish accessories by
Calvin Swine" plus an uncommon col-
lection of gifts for every pig lover.

From the world-famous Pig Shirt@ to
our Hogwash laundry bag, we know
you'll be tickled pink. And our friendly
service is guaranteed to be faster than a

greased pig. Send $1.00.

rhe
SOOIIISQ
LION

4. rHr scoTTlsH LloN. Like a trip to
the' British lsles...The Scottish Lion
blends British tradition with the sophis-
tication of today's fashions. From
unique gift ideas to special accessories
to handcrafted items, The Scottish Lion
carries only the finest from England,
lreland, Scotland and Wales. Catalog
subscription: $2.00.

ArrexrroN
Bnan Lovensr

Fran Lewis'
bear-in-mind inc.

20 BeharrellSt., Dept. HCBg
Concord, MA01742

Hoq\lP!td!
the ptg stue

\7,

CATALOGIJES FROM NE\T ENGLAND
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5. n aA page catalog devoted to bears.
For bear collectors and bear lovers of
all ages. Cost: $1.00.
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6. From the colonial simplicity to victo-
rian elegance-finely detailed medal-
lions and complete ceiling designs
complemented by traditional mould-
ings, cornices and friezes. Real plaster
ornament made lightweight and strong
by the fiberglass rein{orcement. Also
available-brackets, balusters, col-
umns and capitals to further accentuate
your architectural environment. Send
$3.00.

OF LONDON
5

7. Snop our world-famous china and
crystal rooms from the comfort of your
home. Over400 patterns from 50 manu-
facturers at low European prices. Your
order is packed in London and shipped
direct by air and UPS. No C.O.D.
charges; our prices include import
duty. To order by phone, check our
prices or obtain a free catalog by calling
1 -800-843-6628.

chw'
ESTABLISHED 1932

B. For over 50 years, Clymer's has been
bringing you the finest in American
handcrafts as well as unusual and
unique gift items. All are presented in
full color with a little of whimsey. A
cozy collection of decorative accesso-
ries, gifts, apparel and collectibes. A
catalog that awakens your sense of
playfulness. Send $1.00 for our 1984 Fall
Catalog. Clymer's of Bucks County,
Dept.4032, 141 Canal St., Nashua, NH
03061.

RDER FORM
Send cottporx and a clseck or monet' ordu
patable to House & Garden, to: House O Garden,
P.O. Box 2OO8, Clinton, 1A 12735. Be sure to
include tbe $1.OO sodce cbarge.

t. E Cuddle Down $1.00
z. E Talbots $2.00

3. n Hogvild $1.00
+. E fnescouishLion $2.00

5. E Bear-In-Mind $1.00
6. E Dove Tail $3.00

7. E Harrods Free

8. E Ch,mer's $1.00

Please send me the catalogs checked.
I enclose $ for catalogs

$ 1 00 service charge

$ f.)f. I

Name

Address

Ciry Srare Zip Code

Offer expires October 31, 1984. Please al-
low six to eight weeks for deliven,.
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THE BENEVOLENT
TO\flER

(Continued from page 226) eroding
earth banks (providing sand martin
nest sites), pools and riffles." These
protected wetlands shelter rabbits,
foxes, badgers, and hedgehogs, as well
as wild mink whose ancestors escaped
from a north STales farm. Scarce spe-
cies of bird, insect, and plant life flour-
ish; there are five different kinds of
willow and several rarewild flowers. In
the autumn and winter the area be-
comes a wildlife refuge.

For those of the Melly's visitors who
are professional writers, however, the
great attraction of the house is as a
place to work, in large part because of
Diana Melly's gifts as a hostess. Every-
one I spoke to praised her hospitality,
her generosity, her tact with sometimes
temperamental artists, her casually in-
spired cooking, and the intuitive sym-
pathy of her criticism. When Bruce
Chatwin, for instance, was writing his
novel there, he would read his day's
work aloud to her every evening. The
atmosphere of the house is also very
important. In the tower room, asJames
Fox says, "many a writer has broken
his block." For him the building has "a
mystical quality" that is somehow con-
centrated in the view to the west. If you
look from The Tower in this direction
you can see a bend ofthe river, the Bre-
con Hills, co\MS grazing, and a field
containing a single central tree that
seems, he says, to focus energy and
weather around it.

Fanciful, perhaps. But it cannot be
denied that in a sense The Tower has
kept its psychological meaning over
seven centuries. Today it gives writers
both shelter and a vantage point from
which to observe the world outside,
just as it did the knightswho lived there
long ago. The poet Henry Vaughan's
vision, in his Latin ode to the river Usk,
seems to ha'ze come to pass:

"So divine's thy murmuring hymn
To thesewoodlands tall and dim
That I think I hear on thee
Orpheus' deep -drawn melody,
His sweet strings resounding clear
His ancient magic echoing here."o

"Translation by Edmund Blunden.

CORRECTION
In the July article on Los Angeles
pools, the design of Sheldon Andel-
son's pool and house were attributed
to !7aldo Fernandez. They were de-
signed by Warner and Gray.
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Once and for all. Because, the fact
is, smoking's not stylish. It's foolish.
And a major risk factor leading to
cardiovascular disease as well as other
serious health problems.

For information and ideas to help
you - or those you love - stop
smoking, contact the American Heart
Association. Today.

WERE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

Americon Heorl
Associotion
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THE MODERNIST STRIPE

(Continued frorn page 151) thatLon-
necker and Papademetriou pleasantly
surprised the Strausses when they
painted the exterior of the flat-roofed
Modernist house in colors that re-
ferred back to the lot itself and to the
Gulf Coast in general. Three sripes,
blue-gray at the bottom, sea-green in
the middle, and an aquamarine around
the top, would also establish scale for
the two-story house, and Papademe-
triou says that by being constant, the
stripes would "play with the unusual
changes in mass." The lowest blue-
gray register would anchor the build-
ing to the ground while the central
green stripe would become a nautical
metaphor for the displacement line on
cargo ships. Thus the house could be-
come a kind of ship. And yet, the
Sffauss house, cool and serenely majes-
tic, is an unusual ship to sail into those
old Cajun backwaters. To Jean La-
fitte's jaded pirate eyes it would have
looked like The Good Ship Lollipop.

To today's eyes, the Strauss house is
decidedly sophisticated and rational,
with nothing of the staginess of a Shir-
ley Temple vessel. Nonetheless, its real
glory partakes of the youthful exuber-
ance of that make-believe boat. The
colors-blues and greens on the out-
side, lilac and lavenders on the in-
side-are full of energy and joy. The
very existence of the house represents
the uiumph of the human spirit. The
five years between 1977 and 1982,
when the house was finished, were
marred by tragedy in the Strauss fam-
ily. Serious illness and the death of a

son caused the house to be started and
stopped several times. Finally, there
came a time when the Strausses decid-
ed to forge ahead with it, and Mrs.
Strauss began to sort through and dis-
pose of the accumulations of a lifetime.
The new house with its happy colors
and its uncluttered spaces became a

way of moving on, of looking optimisti-
cally toward the future.

Tom Lonnecker says that it is impor-
tant to him and Papademetriou "to
give clients what they want," an atti-
tude that led to the successful give-
and-take between the architects and
the Strausses. For instance, the archi
tects did not tell the Strausses what col-
ors they should choose, but instead left
behind with Mrs. Strauss a Pratt &
Lambert fan of paint chips. Mrs.
Strauss went through and clipped out

the pinks and lilacs we see in the house.
But, she says, "After I picked out all
the colors, I left to Peter and Tom their
final determination in the house." The
two architects devised a way of turning
the colors of the living room inside out
in the gallery. Thus the colors of the re-
cessed niches became wall colors, the
wall colors retreated into the niches.
And this only begins to suggest how
meticulous their color calculations
were to become.

In fact, the disposition of all the col-
ors mu$t be traced to the greenhouse/
music room, which is open to the out-
side through a wall and ceiling of win-
dows. Because the soft aquamarine of
the exterior is particularly visible in the
room, the architects brought it inside
and then combined it with other col-
ors. From there theyworked a progres-
sion of six colors so that as they moved
through the house one colorwould drop
out and another would pick up. A
punchier version of the aquamarine ties
the major rooms of the house together,
"occurring and recurring," says Mrs.
Strauss, "like motifs in an opera."

For all the vibrancy of the hues,
however, color never outdoes form.
The gallery space, in a deceptively sim-
ple fashion, takes care of all the prob-
lems posed at the outset by the clients.
It allows for public spaces on the first
floor to be separate yet connected to
the smaller private spaces and for the
master suite on the second floor to be
discrete and yet accessible to the
grown children's suite of rooms. The
gallery accommodates the three-foot
drop-off of the land from one end of
the house to the other with a subtle
split level, a drop of a few stairs. And
because the gallery is opened to the
second level, it connects the house not
only laterally but vertically as well.

But most impressive of all is this cor-
ridor's function as gallery space. By us-
ing glass block for the northern wall of
the house, the architects knew that nat-
ural light would flow through the am-
bers and reds and pinky-purples ofthe
antique pitchers and vases on the
Strausses' display shelves, lighting
them up and dazzling the beholder.
Mr. Strauss is thrilled with the result
and has told the architects that he now
realizes, in a way he only partially un-
derstood before, just how brilliant the
pieces of his collection are.r:Editor:
E lizab e t b Su e rb ey eff By ro n
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served with style and wit.
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Enjoy the new
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for only one
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From 1914 to 1936, a most memora-
ble magazine calledVanity Fair epito-
mized the elegance, artistry, and wit of
a now vanished age.

In April 1984, The Conde Nast Pub-
lications presented the new Vanity Faia
edited by Tina Brown. A magazine of
educated entertainment for the sophis-
ticated reader of the '80s. With a distinc-
tive look, voice, and style.

A magazine to offer you the best of
beautifully written prose. Gorgeous
graphics. Timely previews and reviews-

O'fhe Conde Nast Publications Inc. 1984

even selected samples-of things nota-
ble in the worlds of art, books, theater,
films, music, dance. Plus smart satire,
stinging wit, unabashed humor.

Our "Vanities" section, for example,
where nothing is fair and everything is
fair game. Fashions, too, from a very
unanticipated viewpoint. Fabulous flash-
backs. Impossible interviews. And
"Voices," a provocative new series on
American cities as viewed by their
inhabitants.

Recently, we fascinated our audience

with exclusive excerpts from Norman
Mailer's punchy new mystery thriller,
Tough Guys Don't Dance. A newly dis-
covered cache of correspondence from
John Cheever. A revealing profile of the
unrepentant Rolling Stone, Keith Rich-
ards. A challenging report on Rupert
Murdoch's purchase of the Chicago
Sun-Time s. Mimi Sheraton's delectable
interview with Federico Fellini. Scenes
from David Mamet's Pulitzer Prize-
winning drama, Glengarry Glen Ross.

And in every issue, the work of
today's finest photographers: Jacques-
Henri Lartigue, Annie Leibovitz,
Irving Penn, Helmut Newton. And daz-
zlingart by emerging as well as estab-
lished talents.

Today's Vanity Fair. Amagazine of
excellence and innovation whose time
has come-again. To enter your sub-
scription at the rate of only one dollar
an issue, please mail the accompanying
card. (If card is missing, write to:
Vanity Fair,PO. Box 5228, Boulder,
Colorado 80322.)
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Riverview Terrace is an unlikely and
probably unique piece of Manhattan
real estate-a tiny cul-de-sac formed
by six row houses, each only sixteen
feet wide. On a secluded spot with
grass, trees, and flowers growing di-
rectly over the FDR Drive, it also has a

full view of the mighty Queensboro
Bridge and the East River and is a mere
five-minute walk from Blooming-
dale's. In spite of its centrality, few
New Yorkers are even aware that the
street exists, since the only way to find
it is to set out looking for it, and it con-
tinues to confuse taxi drivers, delivery-
men, and postmen. But the residents
of Riverview Terrace are more than
willing to brook that confusion in
exchange for their paradoxical New
York City hideaway.

"Doesn't it remind you of the main
street in Aix-en-Provence?" suggests
one of Riverview Terrace's long-time
residents. "It's like living in the coun-

RIVERVIE\T TERRACE
A little-known street tucked behind

New York's Sutton Place faces an uncertain fate

By Mary Ann Tighe

ALL THE BEST PLACES

try," says another. "Y<lu can walk in
the garden and feel a kind of quietude
you don't experience living in a high-
rise. All of the owners pitch in-any-
one who knows about gardening, for
instance, works on that. lil/e've got a

real sense of community here because
we're all interested in keeping our little
piece of property private."

Tucked into a corner of the Sutton
Place area, Riverview Terrace is
reached bytraveling east on 58th Street
until the road ends at an iron rafing
that encloses a garden situated on a

bluff high above the East River. By this
point, signs have indicated that 58th
Street has assumed the title Sutton
Square, and this dignified name does
seem apt for the elegant enclave. Sut-
ton Place and the neighboring Beek-
man Place have been celebrated since

the twenties as a midtown sanctuary
for wealthy New Yorkers. And within
this rarefied environment, Sutton
Square is the most desirable spot. It
consists of an unbroken row of town
houses arranged as though along three
sides of a rectangle, around a block-
long common garden that faces on the
river. The fagades of Sutton Square
houses vary in style from Georgian
through Hollywood glitz, but all share
a prosperous and well-tended look-
an impression reinforced by the line-
up of limousines to be seen there every
weekday morning. Riverview Terrace,
however, has a far more modest ambi-
ence; it is in, but not of, the Sutton
Place area.

\flhere the street ends at the north-
west corner of Sutton Square, there is a

small plaque affixed to an iron gate,
reading "Private No Trespassing."
The gateposts are each topped by a cu-
rious beast, (Continued on page 239)
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Aboue:Tltetny street, which runs along the
rivet, begins at the corner of Sutton Square.
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At Whirlpool, we make you a promise to build only
good quality, honest appliances that give you your
money's worth. And to stand behind them.

AII kinds of appliances.
Like refrigerators with lots of premium features for

great value at a reasonable cost. Freezers with
textured steel doors to help hide fingerprints
And energy-efficient dishwashers that get dishes
unbeatably clean.

AII kinds of sizes.
We design washers and dryersfortoday's different

fabrics. lncluding our Thin Twin" Laundry System
It's a full-featured system that fits a 24" wide space

AII kinds of features.
We also build a variety of ranges and microvare

o/ens that are designed to cook and clean up easily.
The liash Mashero compactor with a Touch 'lbe'"
drawer opener. And room air conditioners with
energy saring settings.

Exciting new colors!
Whirlpool appliances are available in a wide vari-

ety of colors, most in platinum and toast. And all are
backed by services that include our toll-free Z4-hour
Cool-Lineo servicel*Call 800-253-1301. ln Alaska & Hawaii,
800-253-1 1 21 . ln Michigan, 800-632-2243.

Whirln,g^glHome

Making your world a little easier.
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Somewhere, deep in your mind
is a child who grew up with dreams of
adventure andromance.

Achildwho
boatinto a
intothe

Or stand high on a polished dech
with a warm br€ezein your face,
as yo-ur ship gl]des thrciugh an indigo
sea that stretches all tfie way to the
edges ofyourimagination. 

-

{ryt sgq your travel agent about a
Royal Caribbeancruise.

It can take vou awav to some of
the most beautiful places on earth

And take you tnck to some ofthe
most beautiful times of your life.

RO]ALUCARIBBEAI\
S ong of Norury, Sg.ng of"4rurica, Nad.i4Prince, tunrltlcitrg

stllpsoJNouquhrKegw

maun.

o
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/

You coulddance tothe oulsatins
rhythm of steel drums. Dinebn fresh"
pineapple and flaming babalu. Meet a
ireon blue !sfr, facp to-face, in the lary
shadows ofa coralreefl
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Give her diamonds. For all the ways they make a woman feel.
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The ring, pendant and earrings f eatured each contain quality diamonds with a center stone of at least one-quarter carat.

A diamond is forever.



as in anythiry else

Discriminating people
appreciate quality. And the
thought of purchasing a
,E:t*, home, an automobile,

$&i, or even a bottle of
jf";:: fine wine that is'ffi:,* anything short of
what they really want would be
unheard o[ The same holds
true with diamonds. Diamonds
of all sizes, whose superb
quahty and unique magic
will enhance your jewelry
no matter what the design.

In order to understand
quality in diamonds, ,,.1:.,
one must understand ,j.;t1;i

the 4C's: Cug color, E;fl
clariry and carat-weight.'{a{'
It is the 4@ characteristics
that determine the value of

diamond.
Your jeweler is the expert

where diamonds are
concerned. And since
this isnt the kind
of purchase you make
every day, we've
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the quality of a
Consult your iew-

or write for a copy of
brochure to

Information Center,
Q, 1345 Arenue ofthe
cas, N.Y., N.Y. 10105. 4@

chararteristirs that

an informative
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It is remarkable that this haven has survived
the interest of developers for so long

(Continued from page 234) half goat,
half fish, sculptures in poor repair,
plaster falling away from the armature.
They set the right tone for the street
they guard, however, for Riverview
Terrace is not so manicured as its
neighbor, and, like its guardian figures,
it has never fit neatly into any category,
average houses in upper-crust terri-
tory, simple living on the city's most
spectacular site. The buildings are, as

one local has noted, "architecturally
undistinguished," a reflection of their
origin 106 years ago as houses built for
middle-income New Yorkers. Today,
however, Riverview Terrace is a rare
vestige of single-family dwellings in an
area zoned for high density. It is a mag-
net for developers, and prices reflect
the high stakes at play here. At the mo-
ment, for example, one house on Ri-
verview Terrace is for sale, furnished,
at $3.3 million. Four years ago the
house changed hands for over g1 mil-
lion. Even with the extensive renova-
tion of the property in 1982, that kind
of jump in value is a direct reflection of
the financial pressure being brought to
bear on this homey sub-enclave.

The dollars involved in these trans-
actions would certainly have startled
AndrewJ. Kerwin, the builder and
real-estate operator who started con-
struction in 1878 on a group ofhouses
in this part of Manhattan, among them
the Riverview Terrace row. For a time,
he lived in the first of the brownstones;
eventually, all were sold to solid, pro-
fessional folk. Lau,yers, decorators,
and architects made up the first few
generations of Riverview Terrace own-
ers, in contrast to the rest of Sutton
Place, in those years populated by civil
servants, lower-level white-collar
workers, and local business owners,
most of whom rented. The New York
Tirnes Magazine description of the
community in I92I was rue for the
latter part of the nineteenth century
as well. According to the Tirnes, it
'was one of a "few little settlements
.. .settled in the seventies by'nice
people' in modest circumstances, who
were erratic enough to prefer a view
of the river to a convenient horse
car. . . ."

Through its first four decades, Ri-
verview Terrace remained largely un-
changed despite the turmoil New York
City experienced from the massive in-
flux of European immigrants. \Mhile
Sutton Place went into a decline
brought about by a high turnover
among renters, Riverview Terrace en-
joyed a more stable population. From
1885 through L935,fot example, row
house Number 4 was occupied by the
family ofJohn Hyslop, a furnace man-
ufacturer and yachtsman whose obitu-
ary pronounced him "the official
measurer for the New York Yacht
Club." Because of its privacy, its ex-
traordinary vista, and a history of own-
er-occupants, the little group of six
houses was untouched by the changing
character of the adjacent streets. This
was to hold true even when Sutton
Place underwent a dramatic transfor-
mation.

In 1920, a syndicate headed by de-
veloper Eliot Cross, having observed
the desirability of the views and the ab-
sence of traffic and crowds, bought up
the group of neglected to'il/n houses
that now forms the Sutton Square com-
plex. Cross does not appear to have
pursued the Riverview Temace proper-
ty because it would probably have
been difficult to buy all six houses. On
Sutton Square, however, the landlords
must have been delighted at the oppor-
tunity to turn a profit on their dilapi
dated units. So, after purchasing the
buildings and evicting the renters,
Cross designed the Sutton Square
complex, removing stoops from the fa-
qades, planting the common garden,
and establishing a covenant that com-
mitted the owners to proper mainte-
nance standards and to the use of the
houses only as single-family resi-
dences.

Among the first people to whom
Cross sold (whether by luck or calcula-
tion is unknown) was the celebrated
decorator Elsie de \7olfe. In 1921, she
renovated Number 1J Sutton Place
and took up residence there with her
companion Elisabeth Marbury, the
theatrical agent. Together they estab-
lished a salon that atracted some of the
stars of New (Continued on page 240)
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IHE CHOICE 15 YOURS

Mallory's offers an alternative to re-
tail prices on the most prestigious names
in furniture. Discerning clients appreclate
the scope of collections available. All at
modest prices of course.

You may order Mallory's catalog - -

quite helpful if you are still debating
styles. Or, send for specific catalog lib-
raries.

It's nice to have a choice.

/,t-fl.
P. o. Box rr5o.-2153 t#" ,,*

Jacksonville, N. C. 28541-1 150

TOtt FREE QUOTES: l-800/33+2340

l'm interested in dramatic savings on

fine furniture. Enclosed is my check for:

- 
$2.00 Mallory's Catalog

- 
$6.00 Leather Catalog, Samples

-$]5.00 
Eighteenth Century Catalog
Li bra ry

-$,l0.00 
French Catalog Library

_$10.00 Contemporary Catalog
Libra ry

Only mail o.der. 6.!€pred for ..l.logs. OrdeE ouhlde the
Conrinent.l Unired Srrros .dd $3 pod.g€ fee lor every $5
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Country Curtains are a tradition years of old-
fashioned quality and conscientious service.

CITY CURTAIN . . . the pearly white or ecru fabric,
a silky blend by Waverly, is edged with an exquisite
2/a" tassel fringe.88" wide per pair.72" long, $50 pr;
81" long, $55 pr; 90" long, $56 pr;102" long, $64 pr;
108" long, $67 pr. Tiebacks, $10 pair.

FREE COLOR
CATALOG . . .

Curtains in muslin
or permanent press.
Some with ruffles,
others with fringe.
Tab curtains, bed
ensembles, Iined and
unlined Waverly
curtains, pillows and
much more. 68-page
catalog. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

COUNTR,Y CURSTAINSO
Dept. 5624, Stockbrldge, Mass. 01262

Name

City

tr PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG

Check, money order, Mastercard or
Visa, Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. Please
add $3.50 postage/handling per order.
Phone: 413-243-1805. Satisfaction
guaranteed.State zip
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(Continued frorn page 239) York soci-
ety. And in short order, the Tirnes was
making note of a "curious migration"
with headlines that announced Mrs.
W.K. Vanderbilt and Miss AnneMor-
gan had both bought homes on "Sut-
ton Place, a little known two-block
thoroughfare...." The houses were
sold for the considerable sums of
$50,000 (Vanderbilt) and $75,000
(Morgan), and then the women spent
several hundred thousand more on El-
sie de \7olfe's renovations. Such do-
ings transformed the area, which
quickly became a magnet for the rich in
quest of chic. It was a turning point in
the city's housing history. For the first
time, wealthy people were fixing up
old houses rather than constructing
new ones. By 1925, a thirteen-story co-
op building was begun, and in the next
few years $11 million was spent on
fashionable apartment construction in
a one-block radius.

Tiny Riverview Terrace remained
impervious to the sudden success of
the adjoining community. As the Octo-
ber 16, 1927, New York Times Maga-
zine noted, "Certain families have been
there for forty years and more. They
turned their back on Sutton Place
when it was dirty and disheveled and
neglected, and they see no reason for
changing their behavior now that it has
grown fashionable."

But eventually, with the rise of real-
estate values, Riverview Terrace did
experience some changes. Number 5
has been altered by the addition of two
balconies and another floor, breaking
the serial effect created by its three-sto-
ry neighbors. Number 6 has been most
radically transformed. Its faqade has
been redone in concrete, albeit of the
same soft brown color as the adioining
brownstones, and its complete absence
of architectural detail, with most of the
second-level wall surrendered to a

large expanse of glass, suggests an at-
tempt to assume the "style moderne."
By comparison, the changes to Num-
ber 1 (since renumbered 7 Sutton
Square) now with a neo-Federal fa-
gade, seem comparatively minor. But
Numbers 2, 3 , and 4 are fairly well in-
tact, except for an air conditioner cut
into a wall here or a torn old screen
door there. The fine cornice work that
crowns these three houses still testifies
to the care of its builder, and the ivy
climbing along the stones is enchant-

o
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People tuho liue
in glass houses...

loue it!

There's no feeling like it;
it expands your home

and your lifestyle beyond
your expectations.

lnsulated glass and thermal
barrier enhanced aluminum
construction with authentic

bronze finish. Shading system
available. Almost unlimited size

configurations available.
Send $1.00 lor Color Catatog Kit
(Write name and address clearly)

ENGLISH
GREEIYHOUSE

PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

.l 1th and Linden Streets Rm 20
Camden N.J.08102

A Mallinson Denny Company in the Brooke Bond croup

1.800.952.9999
ln Golo. 303.440.4647

ingly incongruous when viewed
against the big-city backdrop.

It is remarkable that this haven has
managed to survive the interest of
planners and developers for so long.
Right now a debate is underway about
how best to protect Riverview Terrace.
A year and a half ago, an organization
called Sutton Area Community Inc.
applied to the New York City Land-
marks Preservation Commission for
historic-district status. Hearings have
yet to be held on this request, but al-
ready battle lines are forming about the
best way to address the situation, since
the Terrace's owners do not sanction
this approach. "No, we do not v/ant
landmarking because it's too limited,"
one resident insists. "The Landmark
Commission can tell you what you can
or cannot do with your house. And
landmarking also limits financialvalue.
I may not want to sell, but I don't want
the Landmark Commission owning my
house either. "

The sale of these town houses to an
assemblage broker or developer is still
an implicit sacrilege among owners,
but Riverview Terrace has already
experienced some discomforting
changes as a consequence of the price
escalations. Turnover, for example,
has increased considerably as the prof-
it potential gets bigger. Once the
neighborhood's pocket of stability, Ri-
verview Terrace is now a street in tran-
sition.

Nonetheless, as the value of these
properties grows to previously un-
imagined levels, the temptation to sell
becomes greater. One owner explains

NE\T YORK DIG

(Continuedfrom page 180) and river
traffic. Two additional murals, which
were also freely adopted from Pom-
peian originals, are set into rounded,
bricked-up arches, and the theme con-
tinues on the painted plyrvood floor, an
expanse of abstracted panels of inlaid
marble (complete with the irnpluaium
that collected rain water through the
roof opening in a Roman villa) cribbed
from Pompeii's House of the Men-
ander.

To Gillette, Pompeii forms the bed-

rock ofa conceptual dig; from that his-
torical point he moves up in time
through medieval France and Renais-
sance Italy all the way through such re-
cent epochs as Art Deco New York
and fifties American suburb. These
strata refer not only to a succession of
periods in the decorative arts but also
to the enthusiasms Gillette has passed
through since he abandoned easel
painting for decorative design. The
civilization displayed here is Gillette's
own urbane (Continued on page 244)
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that "a lot of the families that live here
have children, and ifthe houses are not
landmarked that means they are in-
creasingly more desirable to someone
who wants to turn them into a highrise.
It's terrible in a way, but if you want to
leave your children and grandchildren
a little something. . .. This is a one-of-
a-kind place, and it may be selfish to
look at it this way, but. . . . "

On a cold, clearwinter morning, one
of Riverview Terrace's distinguished
neighbors, the architect LM. Pei,
crossed the street from his home to re-
flect upon the urban anomaly of River-
view Terrace. "This tiny little bit of a

block is badly in need of protection,"
Pei said, his voice tender, as though he
were talking about six baby chicks. "If
one goes, all of it goes. Only a year or so

ago, a broker was offering $2 million to
individual owners contingent on their
neighbors selling, and I hear the prices
have gone up since then! Those ofus at
Sutton Square don't have to worry be-
cause of the covenant we all signed; but
there is nothing like that for Riverview
Terrace." \X/ith this, Pei stopped, his
eyes scanning the simple structures be-
fore him. Though his own design pro-
jects are on a grander scale, Pei does
understand Riverview Terrace's spe-
cial character. "You know, it has noth-
ing to do with the intrinsic value of the
houses as buildings. In those days, it
was the style of life, not the architec-
ture, that v/as so special-not so busy,
with gardens and light and afu and pri-
vacy. That's what attracts us today and
that's what we must take care not to
lose. " r



Some ideas
The wind's fingerprints in the
sand. A fence against the snow.
The whorls in a seashell.The
veins in a lea[: the real and
imagined solrrces of'our pat-
tems, colors, clesigns and tex-
tures are endless and all around
tus. For example, our latest
eftort. Maricopa. It's one of a
tric-r of carpets in our Mojave
Motif collection. An attempt
to capture the feeling of the
American Southwest. A hancl-
crafted look. Textured, tor-rgh.
In seven berber colors: natural
earthtones, cactus and gravel.
And rugged. Made o[ solution-
dyed Marqu6sa '' Lana. Which
means it's colorfast, it resists
staining and has a goocl heavy
"handl'Some of our ideas blow
in from nowhere. In this case,
the desert. Maricopa is avail-
able at fine stores or thror-rgh
your interior designer. Or write

to C.H. Masland & Sons,
Box 40, Carlisle,

Pa.77073.

Maricopa.
From or-rr Mojave

collection.Motif



come outofnowhere.
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Fine carpet since 1866.



5OO YEARS OF CONFLICT
The NewYork Public Library

announces the most comprehensive
exhibition ever mounted on the
burning issues of censorship.
CENSORSHIP: 500 YEARS OF
CONFLICT presents the never,
ending struggle between freedom of
expression and the threat ofoppres,
sion in an extraordinary exhibition
of books, prints and manuscripts,
drawn from the Library's world,
renowned collections.

On view in the newly restored
D. Samuel and Jeane H. Gottes,
man Exhibition Hall, the exhibit
illuminates the conflict between
the censor and the censored from
the advent of printing to the pre.
sent. Featured will be first editions,
rare copies and original manu,
scripts by Martin Luther, Galileo,
Voltaire, Mark Twain, D.H.
Lawrence and many more.

The Library's exploration of cen
sorship encompasses five months of
cultural and educational events in,
cluding specialized exhibits on cen,
sorship in Eastern Europe, Black
America, theatre and libraries, as
well as a film series and public
forums examining contemporary
issues. For more information
call:869,8089.

Open from June lst through
October 15th, 1984, the exhibition
is free. See the words, the books,
the declarations and manifestos
that have turned philosophers into
rebels, artists into outlaws and
set the world afire.

CENSORSHIP:
5OO YEARS OF CONFLICT

Made poesible by The National Endowment
for the Humanities, Exxon Corporation,

TheJ.M. Kaplan Fund, lnc., The NewYork
Time Company Foundation, Inc., Time Inc.,

and other donors.

TheNewYork
Public Library

Fifth Avenue & 42nd Strcct, NewYork Clty

10 am.6 pm.

Tours
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(Continued from page 241) sensibility,
which forges striking visual connec-
tions across time and place. Thus, his
ancient Roman amphora is occasional-
ly grouped with a set of fifties ceramic
lamp bases from a nearby discount
store. A French Empire candlestick il-
luminates a volume of thirties Ger-
man photographs on top of a cast-
stone garden table from the turn ofthe
century.

In a corner of the loft, a shifting
stack of recently commissioned flats
for catalogues, record covers, and fash-
ion spreads hint at newer interests,
such as Bauhaus painter Oskar Schlem-
mer and Mexican Modernist Luis
Banagin (in whose manner Gillette
executed a "house" for a recent Berg-
dorf Goodman catalogue).

Gillette also likes to make individual
objects play with the themes of com-
posite and overlay. A French chrome
torchEre, treated by Gillette-colored
acrylics to resemble long-buried
bronze, could be an upended horn for
announcing imperial arrivals at ancient

Roman games. By Gillette's bed are
two lamps fashioned in the twenties
from a pair of nineteenth-century mar-
ble candlesticks; between the lamps
hangs a turn-of-the-century American
copy of an Italian Renaissance minia-
ture. By the windou, is an Italian cast-
stone sculpture of a disturbingly hy-
brid iconography: is it a Madonna and
Child or Leda and the Swan?

The spell of Gillette's unique interi-
or civilization is so strong that even the
views from his window seem to enter
into the theme. Across the street, a sti-ll-
functioning warehouse recalls the
lWashington Market that once sup-
plieci the entire citywith produce (Gil-
lette's building provided storage for
butter cookies). A cruise ship gliding
down the Hudson at sunset is a halluci-
natory flashback to the era of transat-
lantic liners. And to the far left, the
steel frames of the rising Battery Park
City complex, their construction lights
twinkling in the dusk, reenact New
York's most ancient pageant as a city
that thrives on change. n

\THERE BEAUTY IS NOT A LUXURY

(Continuedfrom page 1-j2) to think that
in l9)0 an Egyptian couple had
thought to ask an avant-garde architect
to build their house rather than to buy
an eighteenth-century chiteau! The
family was cultured and refined, and
entertained a lot. So the first floor was
dedicated to receiving friends and
guests."

The garden, also designed by Perret,
has a Mediterranean flavor with its
magnolias and pines and trees in espal-
iers. Two square basins provide the
freshness and joyful murmur of run-
ning water, and stepping terraces pro-
long the terraces of the house-the
roof terrace and the first-floor terrace.

"It has belonged to only two own-
ers: the Egyptian family and ourselves.
The same spirit inhabits it. The bey was
an inventor, and so am I," says Quasar.

Not only is the house itself magic,
the Khanhs explain, but the way it was
found is magic as well. They had a

dream house in Montparnasse, and
had no reason to move except that
Quasar wanted to see the changing sea-

sons and reveal the stars to their chil-
dren Othello and Atlantique. In Paris,
they missed nature. One day they
chanced on an ad in the papers: a

strange house for sale.
"On the telephone, I asked for three

things: first, space-there was more
than we could use; second, an expo-
sure to the south-it's on a north-soudr
axis on top of a hill called les quatre
uents or the four winds; third, the right
price-it was a bargain! The highest
point in the Paris area cannot be found
twice. So we went there right away, and
it was like the house in Sunset Boule-
aard-an enormous, dilapidated,
abandoned house. It may not have
been for everyone, but it was for usl"
said Quasar.

Though he had always dreamed of
building his own house, he signed the
check immediately. All the money in
the world cannot reproduce certain
things like the immensewooden doors
that cannot be found anymore. lVhen

they realized, bewildered, that it was

January 19, 1975, and that the address
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of the house was 75 rue du 19 janvier,
they knew for sure it was destiny at
work.

"I feel so good at home," says Qua-
sar. "I never leave it. I work here. It is a
family house for all of us." Emman-
uelle can design or read as she wishes.
No need to escape weekends, since it
already has a country flavor. Emman-
uelle has planted flowers for her bou-

"I feel u/e are the
natural heirs of this

house. It was destiny in
the best sense of the

word. \We made
it alive agaln. \7e just
changed the colors

and restored it "

quets and she enjoys driving through
the Bois de Boulogne to her new offices
on the Avenue Victor Hugo.

"I have adapted to the house," she
says. "The northern faqade reminds
me of a city hall, whereas the southern
fagade is more charming. \il7e've plant-
ed a screen of shrubs to isolate us from
the street. The exteriors are harsh and
rigorous, but there is great harmony in-
side. We never bought expensive fur-
niture," she adds. "I haven't ried to
re-create a 1930 ambience but put in
objects which didn't disturb the house
and which seemed to always have been
there."

Children and friends come and go.
Coffee is always ready, and always
Vietnamese food. \X4-ren the weather
permits, lunch is outdoors. In the win-
ter months, dinner is in the old-fash-
ioned kitchen. When they entertain, it
is in the dining room filled with pink
flamingos found and collected by Em-
manuelle in California, and when there
are more than fifty guests, candlelit ta-
bles are placed on the terrace.

One enters the house bv the north-
ern faqade through ,r, entr"nce d.-
signed for the bey and his numerous
cars. The Khanhs ransformed the
rather sad courtyard into a shady gar-
den. The ground floor was a series of
seven or (Continued on page 250)
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The Laura,Ashley Caalog Kit

When Bernard and laura Ashley began handprinting tea towels it
would have been hard to imagine the complete collec[ion of fashions

fo1 you and your home ttrat exists today. you can find t^aura Ashley
fasfioll in.our shops or by mail order. For our caalog subscription
which includes the Home Furnishing, Aurumn Fashion and giidat
Caalogs through 1985 send $4.50 (includes U.pS. delivery) plus

coupon to: lrura Ashley, Dept. 532, Box 5308, Melville, Ny il747
Name

(pflnt rn bl,(k lcrr(r\l

State
tur 11.S. l(xatio[s cirll t-ti(n-]67-2UX)
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Seguso Vetri D'Arte

For a Gtalog of Sarreid Treasures, send $2.00 to Sarreid, Ltd. Box 3548, Wilson, N.C. 27895
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Degas. The Art Institute of
Chicago. Through Sept. 23.

The 150th birthday of
Edgar Degas (1814-1917) is
the occasion for at least
three major exhibits this
year: in addition to this one
in Chicago, Boston's

Museum of Fine Arts will
show "Edgar Degas: The
Painter as Printmaker" from
Nov. 14 toJan. 11, 1985;
and from Nov. 22 to Mar.
10, 1985, one can see

"Degas: The Dancers" at
the National Gallery of Art
in \Washington. The
Chicago show is the only
one, however, that covers
the full range of Degas's
output, from paintings to
pastels to sculpture, and
from horse races to
washerwomen to portraits
(aboue, a detail from
Uncle and Niece 1875-78).
Ann Priester
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THE SOUND OF ONE HAND LAUGHING

No more a mere cartoonist than Herman
Melville was a writer of shipping notices,
Roz Chast is the missing conscience of The
Me Generation. The latest collection of her
work, Parallel Uniuerses (Harper & Row,
97.95), shows the gadfly of gentrification at

ARCH
PRESERVER

Once they were ubiquitous:
over ten billion burgers sold
and over a thousand
McDonald's stands built to
the famous golden arches
design between l9T and
1968. But then Good Taste
began to prevail, and the
classic red-and-white striped
tile models were replaced
by mansarded banalities.
Now fewer than rwenty of
the originals survive
nationwide, and California
architect Alan Hess has

U;f

her most incisive. She confronts the I p.tvl.

of the soul ("Pick up dry cleaning. . .

Defrost lamb chops. . .Call Marge"), asks
probing questions ("Computer programmer
or data stylist?"), celebrates the latest in
accessories (The Tabletop Family-"They're
smart and nice and very cute/Much better
than a bowl of fruit"), and offers Zen for
the eighties, aboue. Martin Filler

type transcends brand
loyalty, and he is also
fighting to save Ship's,
detail left, a 1958 drive-in
beauty on L.A.'s \X/ilshire

Boulevard, threatened with
demolition to make way for
yet another highrise on that
inoeasingly claustrophobic
corridor. Hess does it
all for you. M.F.

begun a crusade to preserve
these key artifacts of
roadside Americana for
future generations.

As part of his effort, he
has nominated the oldest
one extant, aboae
(Downey, Calif ., 19fi), to
The National Register of
Historic Places. But his
enthusiasm for the building
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Kitchen Interior IDesigrr
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For those who value their kitchen as the focal point of iife at home, SieMatic has created
kitchen interior design, a beautifully integrated system of cabinets and coordinated
equipment.

The warm, Baroque inspired 1001 ALK/AL with its unique porcelain-like linish and softly
rounded lines is a classic example of this concept. Comfortable, inviting. a natural gathering
place for the family and {riends. The 1001 ALK/AL is available in over 400 modules and
accessories to fit your floorplan as well as your lilestyle.

SieMatic kitchen interior design is available through your interior designer and architect.
tlos"
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RESURRECTING WT.IGHT

The destruction of
significant works of
architecture is all too
'common these days, even if
a building enjoys the aura
of historic imponance. So
interest ran high when it
was revealed that a house

by Frank Lloyd l00right--or
rather the pieces of it-had
been "rediscovered" in the
basement of a former
\07right apprentice near
New York City, where they
had languished for almost
thirty years.

The sructure, belou,
built in L953 as part of an
exhibition held on the site

of what is now the
Guggenheim Museum in
New York, was sold as pan
of a TV design auction to
benefit New York's
Channel 11. Few observers
had expected the presale
estimate of $50,000 to be
exceeded, considering that
it will cost another $250,000
to have the components
reassembled, not including
land. Thus the final
sale price of
$117,r00 puts this
surprise survivor into the
realm of a world's record,
especially since Wright
houses in the Midwest
still go for a great
deal less than
that total. But this house
has one thing that they do
not: portability. And that
will come in handy for its
new owner, Michigan
businessman Tom
Monaghan, who plans to
reerect it as a museum in
his hometown of Ann
Arbor. M.F.

PLAST]C IN ITS PRIME

Spurned not long ago as

archetypically tacky, plastic
now enjoys a new vogue
among collectors who
recognize that much of it
(like the thinies toucan tape
dispenser, abooe) is of
superior design. This and
249 other choice specimens
are rn Art Plastic: Designed

for Liuing by Andrea
DiNoto (Abbeville, $45).

THE SMITHSONIAN
GOES
UNDERGROUND

America's museum boom
might have nowhere to go
but up; on the Mall in
'Washington, D.C., however,
it was wisely decided that
there was nowhere to go
but down. The Smithsonian
Institution's new Center for
African, Near Eastern and

Asian Cultures was skillfully
designed by the Boston
architectural firm of Shepley
Bulfinch Richardson and
Abbott (under Jean Paul
Carlhian's direction) to be
as unobtrusive as possible
on its sensitive site, and
thus is 96 percent
underground. (One wishes
the same could be said for
the nearby Hirshhorn
Museum,) Among the parts
of the new scheme that d<;

Aboue: Entry pavilion.
B e lou : U nder ground section

show are two clusters of
nicely proportioned
pavilions that mark the
entry points but remain
deferential to the beloved
red-brick "Castle" nearby.
Neither slavishly
revivalist nor caught in
the clich6s of Post-
Modernism, they meld
discreetly with a well-
landscaped park that quietly
complements the majestic
Mall. M F
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DISTINCTIVE WALLCOVERINGS AND FABRICS
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\[eU like to showvou a finrical
DeckHouse, but ther& no silih thing.

That's the beauty of a Deck House. Each and every one
is individually designed. A unique and personal house that
enhances your site and your way of life.

Deck Houses do have some things in commor\ distinctive

MODEL I MA 617 369.7m0. CT 203.438 .4066. PA 215.388 . 2133, MD 301.8s8.0626. VA 703.471.0112. NC 919-967 .8244
HOUSESI CA 4U.479.1825. IL 815.344.0874. OH 614.764.0000, TX 512.345.0336.CA 805.481.13@. FL 305.286.9971
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STHERE BEAUTY IS
NOT A LUXURY

(Continued from page 245) eight ser-
vants' rooms with a washing room and
a drying room. All that became one
large space: the summer room which
serves as Quasar's studio, where he de-
signs and builds airplane models. The
first floor with its six-meter-high ceil-
ings, is entirely dedicated to receiving
friends. The second floor holds the
family quarters.

Quasar met Emmanuelle when she
was modeling for Balenciaga. He was
an engineer, and painted as a hobby.
His uncle was a tailor who taught him
to cut and sew his first shirt at fourteen.
One day, when lunching at a university
restaurant, Quasar saw Emmanuelle's
Balenciaga suit just wasn't right for
such an environment. So together they
drew and drew, and created a different
look. Quasar would design; Emman-
uelle would wear and sell the clothes.
That is how the first Emmanuelle
Khanh collection was born in 1958. It
became a big success. \flhen Emman-
uelle managed the business on her
own, Quasar went into other areas.
From clothing he moved to furniture,
which is the clothing of a house, while
the house, he says, is the clothing of
life.

"In the sixties, plastic was inexpen-
sive," Quasar recalls. "From clothing I
switched to ephemeral furniture. The
pieces were inflatable, you sat on them,
and when you were tired of them, you
threw them away. Paper clothes were
also designed at that time. Then came
the energy crisis. Today, we have other
ideas . . . we're not so expansive.

"I built cubic glass cars. They were
the houses you transported with you.

''X/hat amuses me the most is exploring,
pushing the limits. S(e must be pio-
neers, and the thought behind the car
v/as to create the most livable urban ve-
hicle. The cube takes the smallest
space.

"The airplane is my latest technical
challenge. One is confrontedwith God
and with nature. It is mysterious and
marvelous at the same time. To build a

new plane, lighter than the others,
bring new solutions, to design planes
for the twenty-first century. I couldn't
resist it.

"The house is one huge workshop.
In it, I find tranquility, concentration,
and space. It is the spiritual center of
my family. And from here, you can
look out to the horizon." r
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near you for directions. To obtain
our design portfolio send $12 to
Deck House,Dept.HC, 930 Main
Street, Acton, MA 01720. Or call
l.B@.225.575s.

DECK
HOUSE

A collection of collections
unique in America. . , in the
heart of the Brandyrvine \alle1,
near N ilmington, Delarvare.
(.102) 65+-15+8.

a/hruzhn
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W'i n ter t h ur. Delaunre I 97.J5
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(Continued from page 128) \0flilliams,

the head horticulturist, who was also in
charge of the government nursery on
Dangerfield Island in the Potomac,
where the choice of plant material was
the largest and the qualiry the highest.
Talking with Mr. STilliams, I felt al-
most immediately that he was the right
man to direct and oversee the new gar-
den at the !flhite House, as well as to
make other improvements in the
\flhite House grounds.

I spoke to Mrs. Kennedy about this,
with the hope that if he were willing,
Mr. Williams could be transferred by
the Park Service to become head gar-
dener at the \flhite House. This srate-
gy worked out well for everyone, and
Mr. lX/illiams soon took up his duties
there, becoming involved with all the
details of building a newgarden. Much
of the beauty of the \X/hite House land-
scape today is to his credit, as is the
quality of the Rose Garden and the cor-
responding Jacqueline Kennedy Gar-
den on the east side of the house. He
has remained ever since as the guiding
spirit of the work begun in 1962.

J.B. \7est helped complete our man-
agement team at the \rhite House. He
was chief executive officer in charge of
lVhite House operations and had been
there since the thirties. He knew the
schedule and activities of the President
and his family and howwe could adjust
our building program to minimize
their inconvenience.

Both Mr. \X/illiams and Mr. \7est
lent their intelligence-not to mention
their charm-to the project; their spir-
its are woven into the planting of the
Rose Garden. The mention of th.it
names recalls the ups and downs we
experienced. One day while we were
removing the old soil and replacing it
with new, we cut into a mysterious ca-
ble buried in a corner ofthe garden. It
turned out to be the hot line that set off
the nation's military alert.

The scene was suddenly alive with
security guards, to the alarm of every-
one. lWe learned that the cable had
been hastily installed during \7orld
\Var II by the Navy. Records of its loca-
tion were inaccurate, hence our inno-
cent intrusion. This startling
experience was handled with calm-
ness; not even the President repri-
manded us for the deep digging.
However, months later he asked me if I
had found any other interesting objects

in my gardening pursuits!
IWe continued to dig. The garden

area was filled with rubble and relics
and yielded many curiosities, such as

Civil \Var horseshoes and bits of pots
from the old greenhouses. We dug out
the whole area to a depth of four feet
and filled it with fertile soil. \7ith new
soil in place and IvIr. \(illiams at work,
my thoughts turned to finding avail-
able plant material. The magnolias I
imagined planting therewould be hard
to find.

There were, however, seemingly for-
gotten groves of interesting rees in the
vast public land of the federal city,
where old plant material had been al-
lowed to grow in a state of apparent
abandon. Near the Tidal Basin and be-
hind the rambling wartime Navy build-
ings (since torn down), I finally found
the four magnolias. Forgotten for
many years, these trees had survived
both men and war. They were balled
and burlapped and moved by a crane
from obscurity to the'White House,
where they took root in President Ken-
nedy's Rose Garden.

Their presence changed the entire
character of this empty space. Their
natural untended growth filled the
four bare corners. The tree whose
trunk reached higher than the others
was planted in the northeast corner by
the ]07hite House. Crowded by other
trees in its previous planting ground,
this magnolia had reached toward the
light; it had gained a height not often
found tn Ma gn o li a S o u la n gi a n a, which
tend to spread after a certain period of
upward growth.

'When 
the planting was completed,

the trees were pruned to give them
srength and to create the shape each
corner demanded. The special pruning
was done by Everett Hicks, an excep-
tional man in his field. He had been
ffained by, and spent most of his life
with, the Davey Tree Company. He
combined a knowledge of pruning
large trees with the eye and talent of a
sculptor. These magnolias, my original
inspiration, were not disappointing
when they were in place. They gave life
to what had been a cold, bleak space.

There is often unspoken encourage-
ment when trees or shrubs are planted
and you review the original plan to see
how the reality of three dimensions
measures up. Now in the Rose Garden
shadows (Continued on page 252)
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(Continuedfrom page 251) gave a qual-
ity of aliveness that could be repeated
by the smaller trees I hoped to plant in
the rwo flanking twelve-foot borders.
The length of the borders would allow
for five trees on each side. The force of
the summer sun that bakes the city of
\Tashington would be broken by the
height and width of these trees.

The trees we chose were Katherine
crab apples. Crab apples belong to the
rose family and would blend well with
the roses, perennials, annuals, and
herbs that would grow beneath and
around them. Aware that the garden
would be used almost every day of the
year and that the President had high
hopes for it, I decided to divide the
long beds into sections. The design,
with a crab apple as the center of each

section, would repeat itself and run
like a ribbon the length of both beds.

A large diamond-shaped outline of
santolina would surround each crab-
apple tree. Each diamond would be set
in a larger outline: a small clipped Eng-
lish boxwood hedge and, next to the
lawn, a low growing hybrid boxwood
called Greenpillow, developed by
Henry Hohman in Kingsville, Mary-
land.

The divisions gave the garden its
o\r/n pattern, not unlike an early Amer-
ican garden in Southern Virginia, in
which the earth could be left bare if
need be and the garden 

"vould 
still

have form. The well-outlined areas
could be bedded out as the seasons de-
manded; but the roses could remain,
planted in the corners and edges as a

sffong accent woven into the tapestry
of flowers that would change with the
seasons.

In spring there would be flowering
bulbs, such as tulips, with a border of
lapis blueMzscari.In summer the bor-
derwould be changed to plants of dark
lavender heliorope, while larger sec-

tions would have pale pink geraniums,
lilies, white dianthus, blue salvia, lady's
mantle, cosmos, and lemonverbena, to
mention a few. In fall the plants could
be lifted again to allow for planting of
chrysanthemums, An emon e japonica,

and Michaelmas daisies. As winter ap-
proached, the garden would be put to
bed, only the roses would remain,
while the soil was being fertilized and
turned over.

To facilitate this plan, a government
greenhouse in Maryland was renovat-
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ed to meet the changing needs of the
Rose Garden. Perennials could be held
over, annuals started, and lilies grown
in pots so that they could be used year
after year. In this way there u/as assur-
ance that the garden would have the
important plants that were required
for each season.

At the east end opposite the Presi-
dent's office, the openness created by
the tall trunks of the old magnolias had
to be filled in to give privacy and to out-
line the paved terrace. This was done
with hawthorns and mixed varieties of
hollies. The East Palatka hollv used
here was repeated in the bed n.ar th.
President's office.

The garden was begun in the spring
of t9t>Z and finished at the end of the
same year. It was truly President Ken-
nedy's garden. His concern for the
growth and well-being of this garden
was never ending. Often in the late af-
ternoon working there by myself,
changing and pruning plants, I would
notice that his door would be open. He
would be working at his desk. I was

aware of and touched by the serious
tranquility of this scene. As he left the
office, he always stopped to say, "Hi,"
or "How is the garden doing?"

Twenty years have gone by. The
Rose Garden has seen administrations
come and go. It is now known the
world over. It has fulfilledJohn F. Ken-
nedy's vision of a garden that would
endure and whose atmosphere, with
the subtlety of its ever changing pat-
terns, would suggest the ever changing
pattern of history itself.

People seeing the Rose Garden over
the past twenty years as the back-
ground for \7hite House ceremonies
may not have noticed that like all gar-
dens a change was taking place as the
plants matured.

li7hen President and Mrs. Reagan
moved into the \White House it was
with the same caring eye of President
Kennedy that they asked me if it were
possible for the garden to be restored
using its original outline and rees; but
allowing again for the planting of more
roses and flowers.

Still under the loyal and watchful eye
of its first and only head gardener, Ir-
vin \flilliams, the crab-apple trees have
been extensively pruned, allowing
more sunlight to fall on the plants
growing beneath. The osmanthus holly
hedges have been clipped back creat-
ing more light and air. New roses are
being put in under the guidance of
Holly Shimizu from the National Ar-
boretum. There are fewer roses than in
the beginning as the spaces of light and
shadow have changed. (The over-
gro'\Mn border of green pillow box-
wood has been updated by new dwarf
English boxwood to allow the border
flowers to be planted as the seasons
change.)

The magnolias have reached a great-
er height, their strong gray branches
filling the empty corners of long ago.

Gardens brought back have the ad-
vantage of subtlety that age gives to the
trees and shrubs, adding importance to
its plan and design. This is true of the
Rose Garden today. I

Editor: Babs Simpson

Get a Space-Gard@ high-etficiency
air cleaner and you'll find something
missing from your life - airborne
pollutants and irritants. Space-Gard
is the air cleaner that's 99o/" efficient
on pollen and spores. lt traps aller-
gens and removes smoke, dust and
dirt from the air, too. Maybe that's
why so many doctors recommend
Space-Gard to their allergy patients.

Space-Gard works with the forced-
air heating and cooling system in
your home. lt's non-electronic,
so there's no ozone to worry about.
And Space-Gard is easy to install -easy to maintain.

So get yourself a Space-Gard
high-efficiency air cleaner, and say
good-bye to irritating pollen, spores,
dust and smoke. You're going to
miss them.

t----
Research ucts Corp.
Dept.HG, P.O. Box 1467-A
Madison, Wl 53701

Please rush me:

E Name of nearest dealer
n Air Cleaning booklet

Name

State- Zip

Or call toll{ree 1 800 356-9652
(ln Wis. call 608 257-8801)

Address-
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GARDEN PLEASURES

ROSE GARDEN SCRAPBOOK
Jacqueline Kennedy saved all of Rachel Lambert Mellon's

sketches and plans for the White House Rose Garden and included them in
a soapbook that she gave the designer in 1966

t

t

9

.l'

')

f he original spring planting list for the Rose Garden with Mrs. Mellon's com-
I ments on the combining and placing of tulip colors is preserved in the scrap-

book created for her by Jacqueline Kennedy, as are the two very early design
proposals here. A 1961 drawing, abooe, on tracing paper shows the deep flower
beds divided into diamond-shaped sections by low hedges of boxwood and san-
tolina. The position of the crab-apple trees in the centers of the diamonds is indi-
cated in the quick pencil sketch, ripht, made on a telephone pad. The color
notations demonstrate the subtle harmonies of Mrs. Mellon's planting scheme.
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Muscari

Santolina

Dianthus

Lady's Mantle

Nepeta

Anemones

Echinopsis

Columbine

Saunders Hybrid Peony

Roses

Mixed Forget-me-nots

Viola (mixed blue)

Viola (white)

Primroses

Martagon Lilies

Spring Crocuses (planted in sedum)

Scillas (planted in sedum)

Hosta (existing)

Epimedium (existing)

Sedum Sieboldii (existing)

Achillea (existing)

Tulips (varieties below)

Queen of the Night
Black Parrot
Blue Parrot

Niphetos

Purples and blues not mixed but
goit g ittto each other-with Phlox
divaricata

7

Queen
Orange

of Sheba
Favorite

Bokhara
Oriental Splendour

Glacier
Sweet Harmony
\lfhite Triumphator
Zwanenburg

Queen of Bartigons
Lily-fl owering Mariette
Parrot Fantasy

Eclipse
Eclipse Special
Florence Nightingale

I

I

I

I

Purple

Yellorv

Orange

\(hite

Pink

Red

Yelhu and orunge mixed uith some
pinks nou and thex

Vbite tulips sunounded b1 gray pknx-
santolixa, kuender, achillea

Used reds oery spaitzgly
Accext plants-see plan
Keep auay from Muscari blue borders

254 HOUSE&GARDEN
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COLORCORE.
BECAUSE THERE ARE TIMES WHEN EVEN THE FINEST CHEFS

BUTCHER THEIR COUNTER"TOPS.

It happens to the best of us. A
slip of the knife here. A scratch there.
A dent in the edge norn,and then.
Before,l'ou know, it, r'our new counter-
top looks as if it aged t'ears overnight.

ONCE YOU FI,A\E IT YOU W'ON'T
BE A.F'RAID TO USE IT.

That's where CoLoRCoREo brand
surfacing material comes in. coLoRCoRE
is the remarkable new countertop ma-
terial that hides your mistakes. You see,
CoLoRCoRE as the name implies, is solid
color through its entire thickness. That
means nicks, chips, scratches and stains
are n,rich less visible.

i I'IE COUNTERTOP MATERIAL
TTU 

-i' 
I {AS NO COUNTERPARI.
',re advantage of cor-oRcom is

that ;, addition to being exception-
ally beautiful, it's also highlv durable
and practical.

Consider this: cot-oRcoRr is thr
less expensire than ceramic tile,
marble or CorianP It's more than
tli'ice as durable as conventional
laminate. And colonconr offers a
maintenance-free alternatire to just
about anv other countertop material.

\rIDE ARRAY OF COLORS AND
POSSIBILITIES.

Visuallv coLoRCoRE opens up
ner'' vu'orlds in design possibilities.
For starters, it's available in 72 colors
that go from subtle to striking, as can
be seen belou,l And because coLoRCoRE
is solid coloq there are no edge lines
to be seen. Vhich also means if 1'ou
dent an edge it u'ill hardlv be seen.

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION
FOR ANYONE VHO'S REMODELING
ORBUII-DINGA KITC}MN.

cot.oRCoRE was created at the

urging of a panel r>f leading architects
and designers to give todar/s home-
o\\'ners the ultimate material for
countertops and other applications.
V'hat q'as once merelv a concept is
noq'a realinl Todar; cot-oRconc is the
most technologicall,v advanced
surfacing material e\er to surface.

For the name of a cotoRCoRE
brand surfacing material dealer near
r.ou, q.,rite Formica Corporation,
Information Center, Dept. P1,114
Mar,fieldAve., Edison, NJ 08837. For a
copy of our beautiful color booklet,
"Solving Space w,ith Srylel'and a
handl'guide to planning y.our
kitchen, send $2 to the same address.

GolorCore'
surfacing material

BY FOBIVl CA COFPORAIION
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